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Introduction
The purpose of this index is to provide a subject guide to the SDSU Collegian. Included are all articles written by
the staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are brief announcements, notices, and minor sport events.
This issue cumulates two publishing years, September 1980-July 1982. A future index also will be published bien
nially at the end of every other academic year, including any summer issues.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject headings are not automatically assigned from key-words out
of headlines. Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the content of the article, appropriate subject
heading(s) are assigned. Names of the editor, columnists, and staff writers on the opinion page are included in sub
ject headings. Excluded are names of letter writers (to the editor) and other reporters.
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete
headings are sometimes necessary. For example. Student Association Elections are listed as SA-Elections. A cross
reference is made whenever necessary, for example. Student Association see SA. Place names in subject entries are
also abbreviated to save space (cities and states in two letters; counties in three letters) but are spelled out in the
notation whenever possible—e.g.:
Chamber of Comm—BR 801026 SDSU, Brookings endorse Mutual Sounding Board.
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index:
* An asterisk at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) At the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
(Ed) At the end of a notation denotes an editorial.
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at the end of notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings are arranged alphabetically under each main heading. The entries are arranged chronologically.
The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings—e.g.; SA-Elections
2. A nine-digit code containing the date (year, month, and day) and pagination (section, page, and column)—e.g.:
820303 012
82 = 1982
03 = March
03 = the day
01 = the page
2 = the column
* = illustration
3. The headline notation—e.g.: "Candidates stress involvement." Thus an entry composed of the above units would
read:
SA-Elections 820303 012 *Candidates stress involvement.
SDSU COLLEGIAN
INDEX
1982-1984
SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
ABDNOR JAMES 820915 093,
821020 043
ABORTION 820915 043
820922 053
821208 054
831019 041
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 830420 071
831005 015
831005 041
831026 014
840118 014
ACADEMIC PROBATION 821013 031
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 830323 014
830323 041
830330 014
830420 044
830427 134
840328 041
840328 075
ACADEMIC SENATE 840208 013
840208 051
ACCIDENT 831019 Oil
831102 031
ACCIDENT AUTO 821006 Oil
830216 Oil
830216 064
ADMINISTRATION 820929 Oil
ADVERTISING 830921 041
ADVISERS 830216 015
830413 063
831130 Oil
840502 081
AEROBICS 820908 071
AERONAUTICS - 821201 031
AG & BIOLOGICAL 831026 151
AG EDUCATION 831026 141
AG ENGINEERING 830928 141
831005 131
831012 155
AG EXPERIMENT 830323 174
AG EXTENSION WORK 821201 161
830928 031
831012 173
AG-SD 820915 Oil
820915 141
820929 211
830119 161
830126 151
830316 043
830323 174
830413 151
830413 154
*POLITICIANS ATTEND KEGGERS
ABDNOR REGRETS MISSING HOBO DAY
AMENDMENT NOT ANSWER TO ABORTION
LET VOTERS DECIDE ON ABORTION (L)
NO PEACE WITH WAR AGAINST UNBORN (L)
EVEN LIFE IS A DECISION (NIEHAUS)
SDSU FALL SEMESTER STARTS (BOWAR)
INDUSTRY WANTS SCHOOL YEAR SHORTENED (MCBRE)
STUDENT EDUCATION SHOULD COME FIRST (ED)
DELAY ACTION ON ACADEMIC CALENDAR (MCBREEN)
SCHOOL CALENDAR UNCHANGED (MCBREEN)
ACADEMIC PROBATION--WARNING SYSTEM (PAIGE)
BOARD TO STUDY CUTTING DAYS
REGENTS SHOULD DISMISS LONGER CLASS PERIODS (ED)
SHORTER SEMESTER PLAN GETS COOL RECEPTION (MCBREEN)
PROPOSED,CREDIT SYSTEM WOULD BE 'SLACKER'
COURSES DESIGNED FOR REAL PEOPLE
CORE CLASSES SHOULD PROVIDE (ED)
SKILLS COURSES SLIP FROM CORE (WEK)
'WE JUST WANT TO BE HEARD' (WEK)
REGENTS, CAMPUS IN SELECTING PRESIDENT
FRESHMAN INJURED IN TUG-OF-WAR CONTEST
FUNDS RAISED FOR INJURED FRESHMAN
HOBO WEEKEND SEES 40 ACCIDENTS LOCALLY
MORE HIT'N RUNS SOLVED, LESS DAMAGE REPORTED
HIT'N RUNS PREVAIL ON CAMPUS LOTS
*COSTS ROSE TO MEET STRICTER RULES
ADVERTISING CREATES NEW VERSION (PLADSEN)
STUDENTS MAY EVALUATE SDSU ADVISER SYSTEM
ADVISER SURVEY POSTPONED
INPUT ON ADVISOR/ADVISEE RELATIONSHIPS (WEK)
STUDENTS, FACULTY ENDORSE ADVISING (BOETTCHER)
*AEROBICS PLACE-COMBINES MUSIC & EXERCISE
*MORGAN VIEWS SHUTTLE LIFT-OFF (BOSSMAN)
*AG-BIO PROVIDES RESEARCH, EXTENSION
HIGH TEACHER PLACEMENT
EXPOSITION DISPLAYS NEW TECHNIQUES (WAGNER)
AG EXPO TERMED A SUCCESS
RESEARCHERS DEVELOP NEW TRACTOR (BOETTCHER)
AG RESEARCH BUDGET IS CUT
PURPOSE OF SERVICE TO SUPPLY INFO (ELLIS)
^EXTENSION DIRECTOR RESIGNS (MADER)
*COUNTY- AGENT EDUCATES PUBLIC
ASSOCIATION HEAD ATTACKS AG BOARD CHOICE
^CHINESE LOOK AT AMERICAN AG
CROP-HAIL POLICIES ARE POPULAR
FARMERS' PROTEST DRAWS MIXED REACTIONS IN SD
PIK PLAN CALLS FOR PARTICIPATION
SD AG NEEDS TO ADAPT TO THE FUTURE
AG RESEARCH BUDGET IS CUT
BUSINESS-MINDED FARMERS SHOULD SURVIVE (BROWN)
^WATERLOGGED FIELDS WILL SLOW DOWN (BROWN)
1-
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
AG-SD 830907 221 '
830907 251 :
831116 131 •
831130 134 :
AG-US 830413 Oil 1
840404 091 •
AGED 830323 111 •
AGRICULTURE
AIR SOCIETY 840411 181 ,
AIRLINES 821020 221 :
AIRPLANE CLUB 831116 131 1
AIRPORTS-BR 830914 073 •
830921 084 :
ALCOHOL 821020 021 .
821208 061 ,
ALCOHOL Sc DRUG CTR 830921 101 .
ALCOHOL FUELS
ALCOHOLISM 830504
830914 031 :
840229 031
ALEXANDER RUTH 830209 071
840411 Oil
ALLEN HERBERT 831116 131
ALUMNI 821006 021
AMDAHL GENE 820929 Oil
840328 021
840404 031
ANDERSON DAN 840222 131
ANDERSON EDNA 831005 Oil
ANIMAL SCIENCE 840328 023
ANIMALS 830914 144
840125 051
ANOREXIA NERVOSA 821027 071
840314 031
ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE 820901 051
820901 141
821006 054
830119 031
830119 053
830126 031
830126 052
830202 041
830209 091
830316 051
830323 043
830330 041
830420 031
830420 031
830427 053
830504 051
- 831012 031
831026 041
831026 051
831026 054
831026 061
831102 043
831102 051
831102 054
831102 054
831102 061
NOTATION
PIK DECREASES GRAIN PRODUCTION
PIK PROGRAM FAILS TO PROVIDE (WAGNER)
COMPUTERS HELP THE FARMER
FARM COMPUTES (BOETTCHER)
NEW PIK FARM PROGRAM HURTING AG GRADUATES
'••SPEAKER NOTES CHANGING FARM POLICY (TODD)
*ELDERLY TAKE SEATS FOR CHARITY
SEE AG, FARMS & FARMING
AIR SOCIETY TO SPONSOR EAGLE RUN
PASSENGERS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN AIRPORT
MODEL AIRPLANE CLUB RULES
*BROOKINGS VOTERS DECIDE RUNWAY ISSUE
RESIDENTS SAY 'YES' IN AIRPORT VOTE
ALCOHOL ABUSE AT GAMES HARD TO ENFORCE (ROOS)
ALCOHOL AWARNESS SUPPORTED (PAIGE)
ALCOHOL, DRUG CENTER CHARGES FEE (DURSTIC)
SEE GASOHOL
COUPLE FIGHTS ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE (GLEBINK)
FOCUS OF CLUB, COMMUNITY, CAMPUS (HARVEY)
*GUESTS SHARE ALTERNATIVES (KNUTSON)
GODWIN'S NOVEL INVESTIGATES FEMINISM
SEX LIMITS ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES (WEK)
'^COMPUTERS HELP THE FARMER
ORGANIZATION'S FEE REQUESTS AMENDED (PAIGE)
^RETURN TO ALMA MATER AS PARADE MARSHALL
JANKLOW, CORPORATE FOUNDER TO ATTEND
^PIONEERS COMPUTER EQUIPMENT (COWAN)
'^NICARAGUA NOT JUST HEADLINES (MURPHY & HORNING)
WOMEN NOT TREATED FAIRLY AT SDSU (WIEDERICH)
SDSU QUADRATHLON WINNERS ADVANCE
'^PROTEIN SOLUBILITY TESTED
•raOSE RATS JUST CAN'T BE TRUSTED (L)
ANOREXIC HAPPY TO BE ALIVE (HEINS)
^COUNSELOR TALKS ON EATING DISORDERS (KNU)
NUKE FREEZE FAVORED (L)
ANTI-NUKE GROUP TRIES TO EDUCATE
WAND MISLED ON MEMBERS' VOTES (GOMEZ)
FAMILIES CAN BRING ABOUT DISARMAMENT
CHILDREN NEEDN'T FACE NUCLEAR WAR (L)
NUCLEAR ARMS KEY ISSUE IN TV DEBATE
PRESSLER FOR FREEZE IF IT'S VERIFIABLE (L)
SD FREEZE VOTE WOULD SEND SIGNAL (ED) •
^LAWMAKERS CONSIDER NUCLEAR FREEZE--STUDENTS LISTEN
ACTIVIST REPORTS ON LOBBYING
READER URGES SUPPORT FOR FREEZE (L)
WRITER PONDERS NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION
GAME AIMS TO CUT BARRIERS (MAHAFFY)
WAND NEEDS 14,000 SIGNATURES (MAHAFFY)
BISHOPS CHALLENGE US ARMS POLICY (BARNETT)
A FEW VOICES CAN MAKE DIFFERENCE (L)
REACTION TO NUCLEAR WAR THREAT (ACKERSON)
FIGURES DEFACE PROPERTY (ED)
ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP LIKE 'CHILD' (L)
HAND DEFENDS ACTION (L)
FIGURES DRAWN TO URGE NUKE FREEZE (MADER)
EUROPE STAGES SOLID NUCLEAR PROTESTS
DIALOGUE WAS PROMOTED (L)
APATHY RAMPANT AMONG STUDENTS (L)
STUDENTS SUPPORT POLITICS, NOT ART (L)
CHALK NOT WORST THING (L)
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SUBJECT
ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
ART CENTER
ARTICHOKES
ARTISTS
ARTS
ARTS CHILDREN
ASP KRISTIN
ATHLETES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
831116 121 FILM MAY PROMPT DISCUSSION (ACKERSON)
831130 053 'THE DAY AFTER' CAUSES DEPRESSION (L)
831130 054 NUCLEAR WAR IS A 'POSSIBILITY' (L)
831207 054 CONCENTRATE ON REAL PROBLEM (L)
840125 014 SDSU PHYSICS PROFS PETITION (ACKERSON)
840201 Oil *NUCLEAR WAR BEYOND MEDICINE (KNUTSON)
840222 024 NUCLEAR FREEZE LECTURE TO BE RESCHEDULED
830928 131 UPGRADES COMMUNITY FACULTY (HEDIN)
830209 111 ARTICHOKES MAY BE NEW CROP FOR FARMERS
830216 101 ^PROBLEMS EXIST IN MARKETING OF ARTICHOKES
840222 101 ^RECYCLES NATURE'S TRASH (TODD)
820908 101 FACULTY SHOWS ART IN THE RITZ GALLERY
820908 105 STUART JUDGES ART SHOW
820915 121 NEW THEATER COURSE OFFERED
821013 113 ORIENTAL PRINTS IMPRESSIVE IN COLLECTION
821020 101 ARTISTS DISPLAY 'WESTERN IMAGERY' (GIESER)
821117 081 *CRISE USES VISUAL, AUDIO ART (WIEDRICH)
821117 091 ^STINGY THRONE, SIMON'S IMAGE OF POWER
821117 091 HOLIDAYS STUFFED WITH CULTURE (GIESER)
821208 101 SHOW CREATES SEMESTER'S ART IMAGE
830126 111 DREAMY DRAWINGS DISPLAYED IN RITZ
830209 061 -'CHILD ARTISTS SHOW WORK AT CENTER
830216 074 *BRAD JIRKA, KINETIC ARTIST
830223 053 ART PROFESSOR LIKE EXHIBIT. (L)
830302 104 PLAINS INDIAN ART EXHIBITS OPENED
830316 071 SDSU ART CLASS MODELS
830914 123 INSTRUCTORS DISPLAY ARTISTIC ABILITIES (CUDMORE)
830914 131 ^'GUND COLLECTION AT MAC
831019 131 ARTIST'S RESIDENCY—CREATIVE (HEDIN)
831026 131 *KIDS, ART JOIN IN NEW PROGRAM (ONKEN)
831102 121 ^BUILDING DESTRUCTION PROMPTS CREATIONS (HEDIN)
831116 061 ARTS ALSO VALUABLE (L)
831130 101 CAPTIVATION OF NIGHT--RITZ DISPLAY (ACKER)
840411 131 HISTORY, NUDITY SUBJECTS (TODD)
840502 111 *A LITTLE BIT OF BONE
840502 121 ^SCULPTED TORSO CATCHES EYE (TULIMIERO)
821020 091 *MURAL WALL-COLORING ART DONE BY KIDS
821103 141 *WOMEN RUNNERS CAPTURE TITLES (GIESE)
831019 171 ^COLLEGIAN^ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
830202 042 NCAA RULES--ATHLETES ARE THE WINNERS
830216 131 RECRUITING TOUGH ON COACHES
830323 052 WOMEN ATHLETES CITE INEQUALITIES
830330 Oil WOMEN ATHLETES SAY THEY'RE TREATED UNFAIRLY
830504 161 ALL-STATERS, JC TRANSFERS ARE NEW
830921 155 *PIRNER--COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
830928 165 *CARIN DOYLE, COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831012 211 *mikE law COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831026 201 ^REHABILITATION FACILITIES HELP ATHLETES
831102 165 *PAULA BURMA--COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831102 183 '^ATHLETES OVERCOMING INJURIES (HELLAND)
831109 125 '^COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831116 151 RICK WEGHER, COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831130 151 NCC CITES SDSU ATHLETES
831130 171 *DIANE KELSEY, COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831207 171 *MIKE ROUND, COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
831214 111 ATHLETES FIND TIME TO HELP (ERPENBACH)
831214 131 *AL HOMMEMAN, ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
840118 195 ^DERRICK WORDLAW, ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
840125 111 *MARK TETZLOFF, ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
SUBJECT DATE PAPE
ATHLETES 840201 115
840208 171
840215 131
840222 175
840314 161
840404 131
840404 133
840404 144
840411 195
840425 141
840502 195
ATHLETICS
820908 135
821020 291
821208 181
830302 132
830413 053
830413 053
830413 055
830420 151
840328 014
840411 Oil
840411 041
840425 151
ATHLETICS-COACHES
820908 m
830330 121
AUDLEY BARBARA 840328 Oil
AUTO LICENSES 830323 101
840321 081
AUTO PARKING 820908 042
821208 063
830413 041
831116 051
831130 081
831214 054
840314 072
AUTO-SDSU 821103 063
840118 151
840502 051
AUTO-US 830413 041
BACHAND MARY 821020 171
BAD RIVER 830209 121
BAER LINDA 830928 071
BALLOONS 820929 171
821013 091
BAND MARCHING 820901 311
BANDIERA MARY 840328 152
BANKS & BANKING 820929 081
830323 051
830914 014
BARKER KURT 831214 071
840229 013
BARTHOLOMEW STACY 831130 021
BASEBALL 821020 304
830119 181
830316 092
830323 211
830330 131
830413 184
i NOTATION
^COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK--KARLA STEVENSON
*JENNI JOHNSON, COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
*DAREL MYERS, COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
*VINCE MCCULLOUGH--ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
'•'MARK SCHULTZ--COLLEGAIN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
'••LARRY HEFFLEY--COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
TWO-SPORT ATHLETES ACCEPT (GIESE)
THREE NAMED TO ALL-ACADEMIC TEAMS
MARK HOFER--COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
'^DARYL DENEKE ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
*DAN CARLSON ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
SEE ALSO INTRAMURALS, SPORTS, NAMES OF ATHLETICS
INTRAMURALS
*STATE HAS TOP TRAINING FACILITY
JACKRABBIT TEAMS BUSY OVER HOLIDAYS
WINTER ATHLETES HAVE GOOD SEASON
DISCRIMINATION IN ATHLETICS (L)
WOMEN'S GROUP PRAISES ATHLETES (L)
READER QUESTIONS GROUP'S FACTS (L)
SNOW DELAYS ATHLETIC EVENTS (GIESE)
TITLE IX INVESTIGATION
GROUP WANTS COMPLAINT INVESTIGATED (WEK)
SHOULD INVESTIGATE ACCUSATIONS (ED)
ATHLETES SIGN--COACHES RESIGN
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
'•'FORMER PLAYER RETURNS TO SDSU AS COACH
NUN SERVES AS SOFTBALL COACH (LINN)
SUMMER SCHOOL PROJECTIONS (KNUTSON)
AUTO REQUIREMENTS
SOUTH DAKOTA CARS NEED NEW DECALS
$19 DOES NOT GET YOU MUCH THESE DAYS (L)
PARKING VIOLATORS PAY (SOMMER)
COURT FINE AGGRAVATES STUDENT (L)
DRIVERS NEED TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY (L)
'^'HIBERNATING AUTOS
PARKING STICKER $24 RIP-OFF (L)
^PARKING PROBLEM
MOTOR POOL VECHICLES KEEP SDSU ROLLING
LOOKING FOR A USED CAR (HARVEY)
IT WENT THROUGH EVERYTHING (L)
A LOOK IN LIFE'S REAR-VIEW MIRROR
BACHAND, FORMER MS SDSU, VICTIM OF SLAYING
BAD LAND MGMT NOT TO BLAME THIS TIME
VIOLENCE MAY BE INFLUENCED BY FOOTBALL
BALLOONS--MORE THAN HOT AIR
'^BALLOONS, BECAUSE MAKES BUSINESS
'̂ THE 'PRIDE' STEPS IN NUMBERS, PRIMED FOR METRODOME
'''BARBERSHOP NOT JUST FOR MEN
BANKS LEND HAND TO BAD-CHECK WRITERS
SAVINGS LEGISLATION 'A REAL CROCK' (L)
'•'INCREASED BAD CHECK CHARGE (DURST-CORNEMANN)
FEDERATION TO LOBBY FOR LOWER TUITION
'"REGENTS' STYLE RUBS SOME WRONG (BORDEWYK)
'"PHARMACY MAJOR IS NEW POOBA (WINTER)
'•'HUETHER PREPARES FOR SPRING
'•'HUETHER INDUCTED INTO AACBC HALL OF'FAME
'''JACKS YOUTHFUL IN 83 (ERPENBACH)
HUETHER DENOUNCES NCC CHANGES (MANGAN)
'''SDSU VICTIM OF MSU RALLIES
'"PITCHERS SHINE IN WINS (REVELL)
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SUBJECT
BASEBALL
BASEBALL-PROF
BASKETBALL
DATE PAPER
830420 155
830427 214
830504 164
830914 191
831012 203
840321 164
840328 215
840404 131
840411 193
840425 143
840502 201
830330 131
821110 111
821117 141
821201 181
821208 171
821208 191
830119 131
830119 171
830119 191
830119 191
830119 201
830126 013
830126 161
830126 171
830202 111
830202 121
830202 131
830209 131
830209 141
830209 141
830216 131
830216 143
830223 191
830223 191
830302 053
830302 131
830302 132
830316 101
830323 225
831116 171
831130 151
831130 171
831130 183
831207 013
831207 191
831214 111
831214 133
840118 161
840118 171
840118 182
840125 113
840125 123
840125 131
840201 114
840201 131
840208 141
840208 153
840208 173
840215 133
NOTATION
BASEBALL TEAM SPLITS UNO DOUBLEHEADER (REVELL)
PITCHING KEYS WIN (KOSEL)
''-JACKS WIN FOR HUETHER (ERPENBACH)
••EKELAND BEGINS FIRST YEAR (MOGEN)
NOT JUST A HOBBY FOR KIDS (HELLAND)
BASEBALL TEAM HEADING SOUTH (REINARDY)
ERRORS PLAGUE JACKS
SOUTHERN TRIP WITH 5-5 MARK (REINARDY)
"^HOFER LEADS LATE-INNING SURGE
JACKS LOOKING FOR PLAYOFF (ERPENBACH)
CLINCHES PLAYOFF BERTH (GIESE)
HARD-HITTING TWINS MAY IMPROVE TO FOURTH
VETERANS LEAD WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM (MILEAGE)
MENS BB TEAM STRIVES FOR CONSISTENCY
JACKS TAKE THREE-GAME TRIP (SOGGE)
MEN PLAY SF COLLEGE SATURDAY
•WOMEN LOSE TWO OF THREE
'•'WILEY COYOTE FAILED AGAIN
PROGRAM LACKS FAN SUPPORT AT HOME GAMES
SDSU TRIPS USD, OVERCOMES MORNINGSIDE
FLANIGAN AND TETZLAFF HONORED
'•'JACKS SPLIT CONFERENCE GAMES
'•'PIG IS MAIN ATTRACTION AT HALFTIME
AUGIE NEXT FOR JACKS
'•'JACKS UPSET NDSU
JACKS CONTINUE WINNING WAYS
'•'JACKS HOLD OFF AUGIE
^MEMORIES BROUGHT BACK FOR 1963 TEAM
WINNING STREAK NOW AT SIX
WOMEN LOSE ON ROAD
JACKS IN TIGHT CONFERENCE RACE
'•'WINNING STREAK ENDS FOR MEN'S BB TEAM
'•fUNO DOWNS WOMEN CAGERS
'VMEN'S WOMEN'S BB TEAMS LOSE ON ND TRIP (LINN)
VIKINGS MAKE BB GAMES FUN FOR FANS
PLAYER THANKS REUNION GROUP (L)
AUGIE TRIPS JACKS WOMEN'S TEAM (SOGGE)
'•'AUGIE NEXT FOR JACKS (ERPENBACH)
JACKS FALL-BEHIND--LOSE TO AUGIE (GIESE)
JOHNSON ON ALL-NCC BASKETBALL TEAM
'83-'84 CAGE PREVIEW
'•'JACKS LOOK STRONG IN SEASON (REVELL)
WOMEN SEEK VICTORY (HELLAND)
SCHOOLS MAKING BIG PROFITS
'^TOTAL COVERAGE
'̂ CAGERS PUT ON OFFENSIVE SHOW (MOGEN)
JACKS STAY ON WINNING TRACK (HELLAND)
'•'JC TRANSFERS MAKING TRANSITION (CORDTS)
FANCY PASSING SWANSON'S STYLE (GIESE)
•TOUGH TEST FROM SIOUX, BISON (ERPENBACH)
WOMEN PLAY NORTH DAKOTANS (HELLAND)
'•'JACKS TAKE ON IN-STATE RIVALS
LOOK FOR FIRST CONFERENCE WIN (ERPENBACH)
HAMLIN COUNTY STANDOUTS
LOSS HURTS SDSU'S HOPES
JACKS TRY ENDING 7-GAME SKID
B-TEAM DEFEATS SONS OF IRELAND
UNO DOWNS JACKS
JACKS PREPARE FOR MAVS
RABBITS HOST NORTH DAKOTANS (HELLAND)
- 5-
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BASKETBALL 840215 141
840222 161
840222 171
840229 101
840229 111
840314 131
840314 141
840314 163
840321 153
840321 153
BATES MERRIT 831005 051
BAUMAN DUWAYNE 840328 191
BEARDSLEY DICK 830119 171
BEAUTY CONTESTS 830323 062
830914 031
840328 Oil
BECK STEVEN 830914 121
BEER
820901
820901 012
820901 031
820901 041
820901 124
820908 015
820908 041
820922 051
820929 055
821013 051
821103 061
821117 Oil
830216 041
830216 061
840215 061
840425 121
BEGALKA DOROTHY 820922 041
BELITZ MARY 820922 081
berberian' HRATCH
830907 111
830323 151
BERG SHERWOOD 830119 021
830907 013
840425 041
840502 Oil
840502 055
BERRY RUSSELL 820901 043
830323 Oil
BEYER ROB 840215 143
BICYCLES 840321 033
BILL JAMES 820915 074
820929 013
BINNEWIES HALL 821110 033
821117 061
BIOLOGY 830330 101
BIRDS 821020 251
830223 151
830427 151
BJERKE RONALD 830413 085
BLIND 830126 111
830907 111
840404 094
BLIZZARD 831130 Oil
NOTATION
LOSING STREAK STRETCHES TO 12
LOOKING FOR NCAA PLAYOFF (HELLAND)
-"-GREENE'S JUMPER ENDS LOSING SKID
JACKS HOST VIKINGS (HELLAND)
WOMEN ROUNDBALLERS HOST AUGIE (MOGEN)
-'^SDSU LOSES IN FINALS
TETZLAFF CONTINUING PACE
JOHNSON TO PLAY IN ACTION
A CHANGE BASKETBALL COULD DO WITHOUT
CHIEFS DROP FROM DIVISION II TITLE
FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEMAND PRIORITY ROLE
SERVING THE BEER HELPS THEM
BEARDSLEY--MILKER, MARATHONER
1983 MISS SDSU, MISS BROOKINGS
MISS SDSU COMPETES FOR TITLE (MAHAFFY)
MISS SDSU-BROOKINGS CROWNED
PHOTOS PORTRAY LIFE (CUDMORE)
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
"COMPLAINTS SPURRED BEER BAN
OFFICIALS SEE FEW PROBLEMS
BEER BAN ANGERS STUDENTS
STUDENT RIGHTS REJECTED (ED)
COLLEGES DIFFER WHEN COPING WITH BEER BAN
BEER RULES STRICTER AFTER RA'S CITE LENIENCY
BEER BAN APPROACH SHOULD BE RATIONAL (L)
BEER NOT MAIN HIGHER ED ISSUE (L)
FEDERATION HAS DROPPED BEER ISSUE
SOME STUDENTS DON'T LIKE BEER (SCHULTZ)
96 GALLONS OF BEER ON THE FLOOR (PIES)
BOARD MAY REVIEW BEER BAN POLICY (RUDNICK)
COMPLIERS ONLY ONES HURT BY NO-BEER RULE
3.2 BEER AGE SURVIVES THREAT
COORS BEER REACHES BROOKINGS... FINALLY
'^IT'S HOME BREW TIME (FEUERSTEIN)
FRESHMAN, VOICES WILL SHAPE YOUR LIFE
'•^SONOTA IN BRAILLE-SHE FEELS HER MUSIC
MATHEWS HALL RA SHARES INSIGHTS (MAHAFFY)
*MUSIC TEACHER'S CAREER
•'BERGS ATTEND COMMENCEMENT IN BOTSWANA
•'BERG RESIGNS AFTER NINE YEARS
SDSU WON WITH BERG (ED)
•'POSITIVES OF 9 SDSU YEARS (MURPHY)
BERG REMAINED CONCERNED FOR SDSU (L)
BERRY OPPOSED TO GARRISON--WATER PROJECT TOO COSTLY
FORMER PROF ACCEPTS OUT-OF-COURT SETTLEMENT
BEYER QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL MEET
'̂ CAMPUS BIKE THEFTS DECLINE (KNUTSON)
JAMES BILL TO LECTURE IN HARDING SERIES
••'ISRAEL SHARES BLAME (CUDMORE)
FEW DETAILS IN QUEST FOR PROWLER (ROOS)
RESIDENTS HELP BRIDGE GENERATION GAP (BERNARD)
TESTS PLANT TOLERANCE TO TOXIC MATERIALS
'•'SEAGULLS IN BROOKINGS
BIRD FEEDING TOP ACTIVITY
BANDING BIRDS (BORDEWYK)
'•'COMMISSIONER LETS SOMEONE ELSE TRY (CURRY)
TUTOR SIGHTS NOTES FOR BLIND STUDENT
MATHEWS HALL RA SHARES INSIGHTS (MAHAFFY)
CLOSE YOUR EYES & 'SEE' (TULIMIERO)
'•'BUT CLASSES WILL BE HELD
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BLIZZARD 831214 051 1
BLOOD 831116 043 ]
831130 031 ]
831207 043 i
BLUE MICHEAL 830928 071 '
BLY CAROL 831026 061 •
BOCKLUND LORI 821020 311 :
BONES WALT 830921 Oil •
BONUS RAY 840321 091 •
BOOKS 820929 131 •
821027 121 •
821117 041 1
821208 041
830119 101 1
830202 051 1
830209 071 1
830223 101
830302 101
830323 052
830413 101 i
830420 101 i
830427 121 i
830504 041 i
830504 094 1
831026 131 1
840118 124 :
840314 091
• 840321 041
' 840328 121 1
840328 151
BOOKSTORE 830202 Oil :
831102 071 •
840502 151 •
BORDEYK DAVE 831207 041 1
BOT BRUCE 830323 184 •
840321 061 ^
BOTSWANA 830119 021 •
BOWLING 840328 231 :
BRADBURY RAY 840328 111 :
BRADY KATHERINE 830323 013 •
BRAGE BURTON 830223 141 •
BRANUM ALLEN 830223 101
BRANUM JUDY 840321 071 :
BROADCASTING 830330 064 ^
830413 081 1
830914 081 •
840222 075 :
BROCKELSBY JEFF 820915 043 .
820922 044 ]
821006 043 '
821020 041 ;
821103 041 .
821208 042 ]
BROKENLEG MARTIN 840404 035 •
BROOKINGS SD 820929 081 1
830914 071 1
840328 081 •
BROTHERTON KARLA 840328 233 •
BROUSSARD E J 831130 111 •
BROWN HALL 830119 063 :
NOTATION
WHY HOLD CLASSES AND RISK LIVES (L)
DONATING SACRIFICE ALL SHOULD MAKE
RECORD TURNOUT AT '83 DRIVE (MARTIN)
SUPPORT WAS APPRECIATED (L)
VIOLENCE MAY BE INFLUENCED BY FOOTBALL
MIDWEST LIFE NEEDS CHANGES
BOCKLUND IS ALL AMERICAN
''BONES--NOT ALL 50 TEACHERS NEEDED CUT (BORDEWYK)
•WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
AUTHOR FEELS ROOTS
^GERMANS LINK ROOTS (DUBBELDE)
WILDER'S WARMTH OUTLASTS 'LAST TANGO'S'
'DOGEARS' USED BOOK SHOP HAS IT ALL
MASON'S BOOK PERSUASIVE-SOMEWHAT (TOLLE)
SDSU'S TOLLE FINDS ARENDT'S IDEAS FRESH
GODWIN'S NOVEL INVESTIGATES FEMINISM
'SO LONG, SEE YOU TOMORROW' BY MAXWELL
'LETTERS FROM THE COUNTRY', CAROL BLY
'HOLOGRAPHIC PARADIGM' TAKES YEARS TO ABSORB
AUTHOR GOULD DENIES IQ TESTS (RELFSCHNEIDER)
AUTHOR TRACES ORIGINS OF SD GERMANS (UNRUH)
AUTHOR ATTEMPTS TO NEATEN '70S CLUTTER (MILLER)
ARROWS STICK 'EM WHILE IRRIGATORS WET 'EM
MELODIES MINGLE WITH MANUSCRIPTS (SCHWEIGERT)
NOVEL REVEALS UNIVERSAL ANSWERS
LOOKING FOR 'THE RIGHT STUFF' (COFFIN)
'DRAGON LADY' FICTION, NOT LOGIC (COFFIN)
'1984' FULL OF IRONIES
MEETING EMPEROR OF 'STAR WARS' (LOVITT)
'MISS MANNERS' ETIQUETTE HUMORFUL (COFFIN)
BOOKSTORE PROFITS OFFSET STUDENT FEES
SDSU BOOKSTORE DIRECTOR RETIRES (MADER)
*DOGEARS IS HOME TO ROBERTS (HORNING)
MAYBE IT'S AN OMEN
GRUNTMEIR ENJOYS CHALLENGE
*BEING A LITTLE I MANAGER
BERGS ATTEND COMMENCEMENT IN BOTSWANA
BOWLERS FINISH SEASON
PUBLIC RADIO WILL BROADCAST (TULIMIERO)
'SPEAKER SAYS INCEST HURTS 'SILENT VICTIMS'
'•'BRAGE PLANNING RETIREMENT (WESTERBERG)
"SO LONG, SEE YOU TOMORROW' BY MAXWELL
BRANUM ACTS AS ADVISOR (HOLZHAUSER)
-•^REIMERS-MAN WITH A VOICE (BOWAR)
NIGHT VOICE ECHOES ON KV91 (BOWAR)
KV91 PLANS FM STATION (MASHEK)
FM STATION DELAYED (MCBREEN)
AMENDMENT NOT ANSWER TO ABORTION
DASCHLE WILL SURVIVE MEDIA BLITZ
TAS ARE CAUGHT IN 'TWILIGHT ZONE'
FOOTBALL STRIKE NOT SO TRAUMATIC AFTER ALL
JANKLOW WIN BUCKS DEMOCRATIC TREND (BROCKELSBY)
KENNEDY HAS TOO MANY LIABILITIES
NATIVE AMERICANS' SPIRITUALITY (KNUTSON)
COMMITTEE STRIVES FOR COMMUNITY PROGRESS
CITY BUYS LAND, WANTS NEW INDUSTRIES
"OFFICIALS SAY FUTURE LOOKS GOOD
HARD WORK FOR BROTHERTON, TEAM
PROF EMPHASIZES NEWSWRITING (ACKERSON)
BROWN HALL SCHEDULED FOR REPAIRS, PAINT JOB
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BRUCE SD 830323 131
BRUMLEY KEITH 830914 043
830928 041
831012 041
831026 041
831109 041
840118 042
840125 041
840208 041
840222 043
840314 043
840328 043
840411 041
840502 043
BUCKLEY BETTY 840411 151
BUCKLEY ERNEST 830914 035
BUDGET-SA 831019 021
BUDGET-SD 830907 141
831207 Oil
BUDGET-SDSU 820901 111
830316 016
830323 014
830907 Oil
830907 031
830907 034
830907 041
830907 061
840118 083
840215 Oil
840502 053
BUDGET-US 830223 081
840222 053
840229 054
BUGG WESLEY 820929 Oil
BUILDINGS 830202 031
831012 061
840125 031
840222 061
840229 054
840314 081
840502 081
BULIMIA 840314 031
BURCHATZ RORY 840321 091
BUREAUCRACY 830209 042
BURKE ROBERT 830420 041
BURMA PAULA 840328 241
BURNS BOB 820901 141
820929 071
830126 101
BUSINESS
821020 171
821027 091
821027 131
821201 041
821201 081
821208 041
830420 052
830420 075
831012 081
831012 084
NOTATION
A NEIGHBORLY PLACE DOWN THE ROAD .
HUMAN SEXUALITY IS UNLIKE ANIMAL
DIFFERENT THINGS IN DIFFERENT SITUATIONS
TOUR GUIDE--A MATTER OF PERCEPTION
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO EVERY COIN
VIOLENCE, HURTING PERVADES RELATIONSHIPS
YOU CAN CONTROL YOUR LIFE
RELATIONSHIPS ARE NOT EASY
FINDS FRIEND IN THE COYOTE
HORSE TRAINER KNEW HOW TO THINK
OUTLAWS ARE DIFFERENT THAN CRIMINALS
EDUCATION TEACHES MORE THAN SKILLS
SLEET TURNS TO BLIZZARD
GOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE TRUST
NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE (ROOS)
NEW DEAN LEADS GR, ENGINEERING
FORENSICS BUDGET CUT $2,800 (WINTER)
SURPLUS GOES TO STATE FUND
JANKLOW PROPOSAL HIKES FUNDS (BORDEWYK)
STATE FACES BUDGET CUTS
COLLEGES SET BACK IN PIERRE
COLLEGES MUST CUT $1.8 MILLION (MCBREEN)
BUDGET CUTS AFFECT 50 TEACHERS' JOBS (MADER)
CUTS TURN PROFESSIONAL TONES SOUR (WEK)
BUDGET CUTS TRIM 50 POSITIONS
HIGHER ED NEEDS HIGHER PRIORITY IN LEGISLATURE
HIGHER ED MUST ESTABLISH PRIORITY ROLE (GLATT)
SEEKS $80,000 INCREASE (MASHEK)
SDSU COULD GET EXTRA FUNDS (MCBREEN)
SDSU ON ITS EFFICIENCY
STUDENTS PAY MORE IN REAGAN'S BUDGET
WASTE SHOULD BE CUT (BERRY)
SOLUTION FOR BALANCED BUDGET-US (L)
*COSTS ROSE TO MEET STRICTER RULES
BUILDING NAMES REFLECT CULTURE, HISTORY
-'̂ BUILDINGS LINK TO THE UNIVERSITY'S PAST (MADER)
OLD EXTENSION BOWS TO PARKING LOT (MAHAFFY)
SDSU CLOSES NO DOORS (L)
DOOR MODIFICATIONS WOULDN'T SAVE
ADMIN-GETTING ACQUAINTED
HURT BUILDING TO TUMBLE THIS SUMMER (LEHECKA)
COUNSELOR TALKS ON EATING DISORDERS (KNU)
WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
RULES ESSENTIAL, BUT OFTEN INEFFICENT (MILLER)
COMPUTER DILEMMA--STRAWBERRY II GENIUS
BURMA TAKING TRACK SERIOUSLY (CORDTS)
SUPREME COURT TO HEAR BURNS
-'•CHURCH/STATE CONFLICT RISING (ROOS)
''•PRINCIPLE UPHELD BY SDSU PROFESSOR
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
MARY'S ALTERATIONS & NEARLY NEW SHOP
THE EXCHANGE PAWNS GOODS (REPPE)
SEXAUERS--FOUR GENERATIONS OF GROWTH (BORDEWYK)
COLLEGES DON'T EXIST FOR A TOWN'S ECONOMY
'BUSIEST DAY' MIXED SUCCESS
'DOGEARS' USED BOOK SHOP HAS IT ALL
SD WORKERS NOT 'CHEAP' (L)
STUDENTS ARE BONUS TO BROOKINGS (CURRY)
'^MIDTEX MOVING TO MEXICO (PAIGE)
3M COMPANY EMPLOYS 680 PEOPLE (PAIGE)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BUSINESS 831130 081 1
840321 081 ^
BUTLER DOROTHY 821110 061 :
BUTLER EUGENE 830413 013 ;
BUTTONS 831012 121 •
BUTZ EARL 830420 015 •
CABLE TELEVISION 831102 081 1
CAFFEINE 831207 061 •
CALENDARS 830413 033
CAMPING 820922 151 •
830928 141 1
CAMPUS 820901 063 •
831026 015 •
CAMPUS COMMENTS 840425 031 1
CAMPUS DIRECTORY 830216 043 1
CAMPUS POLICE (
CANADA 820929 133 1
CANCER 821117 031 ;
830323 022 :
CANOEING 840411 161 I
CAPERS 830119 121 •
830126 121 •
840125 084 •
840201 051 1
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 830316 061 :
CAPPON JACK 830914 064 •
CARD DAVE 840404 103 •
CARDA ERIC 840201 062 1
840201 063 1
840222 053 1
CAREER & ACADEMIC 840118 034 1
CAREERS
CARREY ROB 831005 165 1
CARSON MARTY 830928 061 .•
CARTER CURT 830216 091 •
CARTOONIST 830330 081 ;
CARTOONS 830914 043 •
CATERING 840208 094 1
CATTLE 821020 341 :
CAVORTS 831012 111 •
CENSORSHIP 820901 043 ;
840229 071 •
CENTROL INC 830216 101 :
CHAMBER OF COMM-BR 830921 053 :
830928 054 :
CHARITIES 830323 111 •
CHECKING 840208 071 •
CHECKS 820922 oil ;
820929 081 :
831116 031 (
831207 035
840201 041 1
CHEESE 830921 081 •
CHEEVER HERBERT 831109 051 :
CHEMICAL LAB 831005 125
831026 143 :
831116 144
CHEMICALS 821110 015 :
830323 204 1
830330 101 •
NOTATION
NEW INDUSTRY WILL BOLSTER LOCAL ECONOMY
'••BROOKINGS IS THE PLACE TO BE
LEARNING CENTER USES COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
SDSU WORKING ON POLICY FOR HARASSMENT (LARSON)
^BUTTONS COLLECT IN COLLEGE OF HOME EC
'••BUTZ--FIGHTING RULES MOST FRUSTRATING (GULLICKSON)
SETTING PENALTIES FOR ILLEGAL USERS
'•THE EFFECTS MIGHT SUPRISE YOU (MAHAFFY)
'MEN OF STATE' CALENDAR (REPPE)
'^FALL CAMPERS SHOULD PREPARE FOR FOUL WEATHER
CAMPING CLASS STRESSES TECHNIQUES (HUNTSMAN)
'•PARKING LOT, RAMPS, WALKS, AND STEPS IMPROVE CAMPUS
TASK FORCE TO STUDY CAMPUS LIFE
CAMPUS COMMENTS ON NEW ADMINISTRATION
REACH OUT AND STRANGLE SOMEONE (DAY)
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
CANADIANS DISCUSS IDENTITY CRISIS
SMOKEOUT SET NOV 18
PEOPLE SHOULD DEVELOP CANCER DETECTION HABITS
CONCRETE CANOES MAKE BIG SPLASH (STREI)
CAPERS CAST GETS PHYSICAL WITH 'BODYMANIA'
CAPERS CAST SURVIVES IN GOOD SHAPE
CAPERS '84 LENGTHY, ENJOYABLE
HARSH WORDS ABOUT CAPERS (L)
PANEL DEBATES 'DEATH SENTENCE (MADER)
'•AP EDITOR CRITICIZES MEDIA (WINTER)
COCKPIT IS. CLASSROOM (FEUERSTEIN)
CRITIC APPLAUDED FOR EXPRESSING VIEW (L)
COLUMNIST CRITIC COUNTERS CUT DOWN (L)
WRITERS GET STUCK IN MUD-SLINGING (L)
CAP CENTER READY FOR USE
SEE OCCUPATIONS
CARREY WINS GOLD BAR RUN
RENEGOTIATION OF FACULTY CONTRACTS (WINTER)
'^'I'LL TELL YOU 'BOUT KONES KORNER
STUDENT CARTOONIST DOODLES LIFE AWAY
-•HOME OF THE NATION'S NUCLEAR WASTES
CATERED COOKING CREATES FUN (TULIMIERO)
FACTORS USED IN EVALUATING--GRADING CATTLE
^CAVORTS '83--F0CUS ON TALENT (ONKEN)
SCHOOLS SUCCUMB TO 'URGE TO PURGE'
-'GOVERNMENT SECRECY PROMOTES CENSORSHIP (TODD)
FARM MGMT GROUPS MAXIMIZE FARM PROFITS
READER CLAIMS REED USED FACULTY FACTS (L)
REED SAYS ACCUSER IS MISTAKEN (L)
'^ELDERLY TAKE SEATS FOR CHARITY
'̂ BALANCED CHECKBOOK (MASHEK)
STUDENTS NOT CAUSE OF BAD CHECK RISE
BANKS LEND HAND TO BAD-CHECK WRITERS
CASHING FEE MAY RISE (WEK)
STOPS CASHING TWO-PARTY CHECKS
OH, THOSE BAD CHECKS (ED)
'"'AUTOMATED PLANT PRODUCES CHEESE
HIGHER ED ON ROAD TO RUIN
STATE CHEM LAB MAY MOVE TO BROOKINGS
REGENTS ELIMINATE CHEM LAB
'"'TO HOUSE NEW STATE CHEM LAB (HORNING)
PESTICIDE'S HEAVY USE TO END WITH EPA BAN
CHEMICAL RESIDUE REPORTS (BOETTCHER)
TESTS PLANT TOLERANCE TO TOXIC MATERIALS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
CHILD ABUSE 821006 043
840411 083
CHINA 820915 031
820915 141
820922 031
CHITTICK DOUGLAS 830126 071
CHRISTMAS 821208 013
821208 031
831214 Oil
831214 014
831214 062
831214 075
831214 085
831214 091
831214 103
CHURCH & STATE 820929 071
CHURCH CATHOLIC 830323 063
CHURCHES 820901 151
821006 061
830209 Oil
830209 031
830216 052
830223 024
830223 061
830302 021
840425 071
CITIES & TOWNS
830323 131
CITY GOVERNMENT 830330 Oil
830413 085
830420 073
840328 101
840404 053
840425 081
CITY HALL 830907 121
CITY ORDINANCES
CITY PLANNING 830914
CIVIC SYMPHONY 840125 091
CIVIL RIGHTS 821027 042
CLARK MIKE 840222 024
CLERGY 821006 031
830119 071
830921 031
840201 054
CLIMATOLOGY 831012 171
CLOTHING 821020 171
CLUBS
821020 131
821201 043
COAL 840118 023
COFFEEHOUSE 820908 063
830420 031
831012 141
COHE
821103
821110 054
821110 054
830427 091
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD 820901 124
820908 Oil
NOTATION
CHILD ABUSE, ABORTION LINKED (L)
AIMS TO HALT CHILD ABUSE (HARVEY)
CHINA EMERGING GIANT (PIES)
CHINESE LOOK AT AMERICAN AG
CHINESE FARMERS MAXIMIZE SCARCE LAND
RESOURCES FUND EDUCATION
'SANTAS' TRY TO LIVE UP TO THE 'REAL THING'
CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS SIMILAR WORLDWIDE
HOLIDAY CUSTOMS DIFFERENT (MAHAFFY)
'^TRADITIONAL TREE
POP MUSIC POPULAR AT CAMEROON
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS SPEND MORE MONEY
'^BARE BOUGHS
YOUNG, OLD CELEBRATE WITH ART (ONKEN)
'Vtots' firs
'•'CHURCH/STATE CONFLICT RISING (ROOS)
REV DUNPHY TALKS ABOUT NUCLEAR ARMS WAR (WINTER)
'^'BAPTIST CHURCH OFFERS DRIVE-IN--SAME DAY SERVICE
LUTHERAN CHURCHES FACE MERGER IN '88
RELIGION'S ROLE VARIES FOR STUDENTS
•'UNITED MINISTRIES--WHERE PEOPLE GET INVOLVED
'•'BAPTISTS COMBINE RELIGION AND COLLEGE
CAMPUS MINISTER GUIDES PARISH RENEWALS (WEK)
'•'SDSU STUDENTS RUN CAMPUS PARISH
ULC EXPRESSES THE OLD IN A NEW FASHION
'•'SATAN'S PLACE--HISTORIC CHURCH (MASHEK)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS
'•'A NEIGHBORLY PLACE DOWN THE ROAD
CITY TO ELECT COMMISSIONER (ROOS)
'•'COMMISSIONER LETS SOMEONE ELSE TRY (CURRY)
FILHOLM WINS
BALLOT FOR COMMISSION LISTS 3
MEET CITY'S COMMISSION CANDIDATES (L)
'•'CITY CHOOSES COMMISSIONER (BORDEWYK)
'•'NEW CITY HALL MORE ACCESSIBLE (MCBREEN)
SEE ORDINANCES
CITY BUYS LAND, WANTS NEW INDUSTRIES
FILMS, MUSIC IN CONCERT (TULIMIERO)
BASEBALL FIRST TO BREAK COLOR BARRIER (MILLER)
MINISTER SAYS REAGAN CREATED FEAR (KNUTSON)
WARNKE'S CHRISTIAN MESSAGE NON-CONVENTIONAL (ROSS)
'^LUTHERAN PASTOR LIKES SOUTH DAKOTA
'•'STUDENT INTERN LEARNS MINISTER'S ROLE (WEK)
MINISTRY SHOULDN'T PREACH SUBSTITUTE (L)
CLASS STUDIES MOTHER NATURE (BOETTCHER)
MARY'S ALTERATIONS & NEARLY NEW SHOP
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
'^SDSU ALPINE CLUB--CLIFF HANGERS (GUSTAFSON)
SDSU'S NEW INTEGRATED IDEAS CLUB
COLD ROBS COAL RESERVE
BREWING UP NEW, OLD ENTERTAINMENT
'^MIMES MIME
'•'DUO SPARKS IMPULSIVE HUMOR
SEE FACULTY UNION
'•'GROUP OBJECTS TO COHE COMMITTEES (BOSSMAN)
QUOTE IS IRONIC (GREENBAUM)
TENURE COMMITTEE IS NOT COHE'S (RITTER)
COHE PROTESTS BUDGET CUTS (MADER)
COLLEGES DIFFER WHEN COPING WITH BEER BAN
'̂ 'POWER MISUSED, UNIVERSITIES NEED AUTONOMY
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SUBJECT
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGIAN
COLLINS CAL
COMICS
COMMENCEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPUTERS
NOTATION
SD LOW IN COLLEGE SUPPORT (WIEDERICH)
HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS STATE COMMITMENT (CURRY)
TUITION MAY GO UP ONCE AGAIN IN 1983
STUDENTS MUST BOOST HIGHER ED (ED)
PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE EDUCATION
REGENTS MOVE TO RAISE TEACHER GPAS
USD/SPRINGFIELD STUDENTS DISPUTE COLUMN (L)
SDSU MAY TIE IN TO STATE COMPUTER
GROUP SEEKS TEACHER COMPETENCY MODEL
SD MAY LOSE RECIPROCITY WITH MINN
COLLEGES SET BACK IN PIERRE
LEGISLATURE'S VIEW OF HIGHER ED COSTLY (ED)
HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS VOICE IN LEG PROCESS (L)
COHE PROTESTS BUDGET CUTS (MADER)
REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY BUT IMPRACTICAL (ROOS)
LEGISLATOR SAYS CUTS WON'T HURT COLLEGES (MADER)
INDUSTRY WANTS SCHOOL YEAR SHORTENED (MCBRE)
FARMER'S UNION AGAINST REQUIREMENTS
LEGISLATORS DO NOT LIKE REQUIREMENTS (MAS)
REGENTS SAY ENTRANCE STANDARDS OK
HIGHER EDUCATION MAY GET MORE MONEY
STATE SUPPORT FOR COLLEGES HAS ERODED
STATE LOWEST IN FUNDING EDUCATION (PAIGE)
LOCAL LEGISLATORS WILL BACK HIGHER ED (MCBREEN)
HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES (ED)
SESSION SHOULD BE GOOD (MCBREEN)
SOFTENING OF REQUIREMENTS WOULD HURT (ED)
COLLEGIAN LETTERS POLICY
READER KNOCKS COLLEGIAN QUALITY (STINE)
COLLEGIAN PRAISED (GILLEN)
COLLEGIAN MARKED FOR EXCELLENCE
COLLEGIAN EDITOR LEAVES WITH FEELINGS OF...(ED)
WHY A COLLEGIAN COLUMNIST
EMOTIONS INSPIRE LETTER WRITERS (L)
JUST WHAT IS TEMPO
PUB COUNCIL NAMES NEXT YEAR'S EDITORS
COLLINS FINISHES WITH 5 RECORDS (ERPENBACH)
>''VALUE OF OLD COMICS (HORNING)
REIFEL TO -ADDRESS GRADUATES (REPPE)
CONCERNS ABOUT MEDIA ARE NOT NEW
STUDENTS NEED COMMUNICATION SKILLS (BOETTCHER)
*SDSU COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AWAITS APPROVAL
NEW COMPUTER ADDED
CAN COMPUTER WHIZ TAMPER WITH GRADES
COMPUTER EXECUTION TIME LESSENED (RUDNICK)
EDUCATION WITH THE COMPUTER
SDSU MAY TIE IN TO STATE COMPUTER
COMPUTER MAJOR PENDING (MCBREEN)
COMPUTER POWERFUL TOOL, COULD BE DANGEROUS WEAPON
GROUP STUDIES COMPUTER USE
OPEN HEARING TO ADDRESS COMPUTER USE
SENATE BACKS DORM COMPUTER (WINTER)
COMPUTER DILEMMA--STRAWBERRY II GENIUS
GROUP HEARS COMPUTER SUGGESTIONS (MADER)
REGENTS CURB COMPUTER MAJOR PROGRAM (MCBREEN)
'HACKING' IS NEW COMPUTER GAME FOR GENIUSES
NEW COMPUTER WILL BE QUICKER (COWAN)
IT'S ABOUT TIME (ED)
'•^SDSU DIALS INTO STATE'S COMPUTER SYSTEM (HARVEY)
ALL DISCIPLINES COVERED IN PROGRAM (COWAN)
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DATE PAPER
821020 Oil ;
821020 041 j
821208 Oil •
821208 041 ;
821208 081 :
830119 015 ;
830119 051 1
830126 015 1
830202 oil 1
830209 oil ;
830316 016 I
8303i6 041 :
830323 045 ]
830427 091 I
830914 Oil •
830921 015 :
831005 015
831102 091 ;
831109 083 :
831109 083 :
831116 084 :
831214 041 ;
831214 071 ;
831214 081 :
840118 041 :
840125 014 ;
840222 041 ;
821020 053 (
821020 054 •
821103 044 (
830427 094 1
830504 041 1
831102 041 1
831116 064 ;
840118 131 .
840425 oil •
830302 152 (
840425 111 •
830427 021 :
830330 043 1
840215 014 i
830216 031 •
820901 071 1
821013 Oil 1
821201 071 I
830119 041 :
830126 015
830316 014 1
830323 041 1
830330 024 1
830413 021 1
830413 031
830420 041 1
830427 071 1
830427 111 :
830914 041
830921 Oil 1
830921 041
830921 061 •
830928 014 .
'k
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
COMPUTERS 831109 071
831116 033
831116 131
831130 134
840118 071
840208 033
840208 043
840328 162
CONAHAN WALT 820922 071
830223 071
840118 Oil
CONCERTS 821208 101
CONGER DEAN 831207 131
CONSERVATION 830928 141
CONSTITUTIONS 821020 171
840314 053
CONSUMERS 830119 083
CONVENTIONS 840118 093
COOKING 840314 113
CORDTS BRADLEY 830413 041
840201 062
840201 063
840222 053
CORN 831102 141
CORNEMANN DAVE 830223 203
830302 141
840229 101
COSTUMES 830413 111
COTTON SHELDON 830223 071
COUNSELING 820922 063
830420 061
830420 081
830907 051
840125 041
840321 033
CRAFT CENTER 821208 111
840328 111
CREATIONISM
820922
820929 041
820929 051
821006 051
821006 054
821013 055
821020 051
CRIME & CRIMINALS 821103 015
821103 041
830202 063
830323 103
830921 141
830928 153
831005 073
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 830216 061
830316 061
831005 073
CRISE ROBERT 821117 081
CROP 830323 203
CROSS COUNTRY
820901 221
820915 186
NOTATION
NEW PIERSON HALL TERMINALS (HARVEY)
TWO LEVELS OF COMPUTER COURSES
-'•COMPUTERS HELP THE FARMER
FARM COMPUTES (BOETTCHER)
LOG ON AT PIERSON (ACKERSON)
'^STUDENTS STABILIZE COMPUTER PROGRAM
COMPUTERS LIKE RODNEY, GET NO RESPECT
FRAT INTO COMPUTER AGE (STREI)
CANDIDATES VIE FOR SENATE SEAT
CONAHAN, COTTON CLARIFY BILLS (MCBREEN)
UNHAPPY WITH NCC RULING (ERPENBACH)
CHAMELEON PREFORMS AT SDSU
DEAN CONGER--PHOTO JOURNALIST (ONKEN)
CONSERVANCY PROTECTS NATIVE HABITAT
WHAT'S PROPOSED FOR AMENDMENTS
1ST AMENDMENT (ROOS)
'TRIVIAL' CONTEST CHALLENGES STUDENTS
CITY CONVENTION PROFITS UP (KNUTSON)
GUYS COOKING IT ALL (HOLZHAUSER)
THE $10 MILLION SOLUTION--LIBEL
CRITIC APPLAUDED FOR EXPRESSING VIEW (L)
COLUMNIST CRITIC COUNTERS CUT DOWN (L)
WRITERS GET STUCK IN MUD-SLINGING (L)
KIND OF CORNY
CORNEMANN FIRST AT 167
CORNEMANN RECEIVES ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
CORNEMANN WINS NATIONAL TITLE (REINARDY)
COURSE IS CUT OF CREATIVE CLOTH (CUDMORE)
*CONAHAN, COTTON CLARIFY BILLS (MCBREEN)
COUNSELING CENTER REACHES OUT
NEED TO LEARN HOW TO RELIEVE STRESS (WEK)
^COUNSELORS LEARN LEGAL SURVIVAL (MADER)
INDIVIDUAL OR PUBLIC PERCEPTION (BRUMLEY)
RELATIONSHIPS ARE NOT EASY
STUDENTS SEEK SELF-CONFIDENCE TRAINING
''•CRAFTY WORLD GAINS POPULARITY
''•CRAFT CLASSES INCREASE BUSINESS
SEE ALSO EVOLUTION
COLUMNIST FINDS MISSING LINKS
CREATIONIST SAYS DUNCAN TWISTED FACTS (L)
CREATIONIST GETS PRAISE FOR LEAFLET (L)
CREATION & EVOLUTION MIX FACTS & FAITH (L)
READER HAPPY WITH BOTH VIEWS (SHULTZ)
CREATIONIST SAYS CHECK THE BIBLE (NIXON)
FUSS UNNEEDED, STUDENT SAYS (BROSCHAT)
POLICE, RESIDENTS PUZZLED BY PROWLER (ROOS)
PROWLER SCARES WOMEN, LIMITS INDEPENDENCE
CRIME RATE DIPS IN CITY, COUNTY
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH DOGS AREA CRIME (BOWAN)
'"'SD STUDIES SHOW RURAL CRIME INCREASE (HORNING)
•'PUBLIC INPUT HELPS CUT CRIME (HORNING)
CRIME DECREASES IN COUNTRY (MASHEK)
'GUILTY, MENTALLY ILL' NO SOLUTION
PANEL DEBATES DEATH SENTENCE (MADER)
STIFFER PENALTIES ARE NOT THE CURE
'''CRISE USES VISUAL, AUDIO ART (WIEDRICH)
CROP JUDGING OFFERS OPPORTUNITY (BOETICHER)
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
'^EXPERIENCE, DEPTH HIGHLIGHT X-COUNTRY SQUADS
MEET WILL INDICATE TOP SEVEN
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SUBJECT
CROSS COUNTRY
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CUMMINGS JAMES
CURRICULUM
CURRY COLLEEN
DATE PAPER
820922 144 ]
820929 151 .
820929 151 (
821020 261 •
821027 174 1
821027 181 ^
821027 185 1
821103 141 ^
821110 101 ]
821117 131 ]
821117 151 .
830119 181 •
830907 303 •
830907 311 (
830921 171 •
830921 182 .
830928 181 •
830928 201 1
831005 163 ]
831005 183 .
831012 231 .
831012 233 .
831019 171 .
831019 173 •
831019 181 •
831026 181 •
831026 192 :
831102 171 •
831109 141 '
831116 153 •
831116 184 1
821208 141 1
840222 105 ;
821208 071 1
820908 041 1
820915 041 ;
820922 041 ;
820929 041 1
821006 041 :
821013 041 :
821020 041 :
821027 041 ;
821103 041 :
821110 041 :
821117 041 ,
821201 041 ;
821208 041
830119 041 :
830126 041
830202 041
830209 041 •
830216 041
830223 041
830302 041 ;
830302 041 :
830316 041 :
830323 041 :
830330 041
830413 041 ,
NOTATION
RUNNERS TRAVEL TO MINNESOTA
JACKS WIN MINNESOTA MEETS
CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS FOCUS ON MILEAGE
CROSS-COUNTRY TEAMS SWEEP INVITATIONAL
UNDERWOOD--RUNNERS READY FOR TITLE MEETS (LINN)
•MEN LOSE FIRST DUAL (LINN)
WOMEN WIN AT LACROSSE (LINN)
*WOMEN RUNNERS CAPTURE TITLES (GIESE)
RUNNERS READY FOR NATIONALS (MANGAN)
RUNNERS PROVE POLLSTERS CORRECT
ALL-AMERICANS LEAD-RUNNERS
'•'UNDERWOOD PRODUCES QUALITY RUNNERS
'•'RETURNING ALL-AMERICANS AT SDSU (CORDTS)
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM STRONG (CORDTS)
USMCS MAKING NEW TRACKS
JACKS FINISH 2ND, LOSE BY ONE POINT
MEN RUN WELL AT MIDWEST MEET
WOMEN RUNNERS TAKE 7TH (CORDTS)
RUNNERS WIN FIRST MEET OF '83 (CORDTS)
ASP PACES SDSU TO 7TH PLACE
ASP CLAIMS 4TH AT NEBRASKA (CORDTS)
JACKS FINISH BEHIND HUSKERS
ASP, JACKRABBITS WIN INVITATIONAL
•RUNNERS EDGED BY ST CLOUD
ASP SEEKING THIRD NCC TITLE
'•'CROSS COUNTRY MEET SET FOR SATURDAY
RUNNERS CAPTURE FIFTH PLACE (CORDTS)
'^ASP, STAURUM QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL (CORDTS)
9 RUNNERS TO NATIONALS (CORDTS)
'^ASP, STAVRUM GAIN RECOGNITION
CARLSON LEADS JACKS (CORDTS)
SEE SKIING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING IS AN ADVENTURE
STONE TOOLMAKING CLUE (HEDIN)
CURRICULUM CONSTANTLY CHANGING (MANGEN)
NO PLACE LIKE HOME (ED)
STATISTICS SHOW DANGERS OF DRIVING DRUNK (ED)
SUPPLY GRAIN, NOT GUNS (ED)
CELEBRATION" IS APPEALING...(ED)
LANGUAGE IGNORANCE LEAVES US TONGUE-TIED (ED)
REGENTS SHOULD LEAD IN FOREIGN STUDY (ED)
HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS STATE COMMITMENT (CURRY)
STUDENTS CHOOSE NOT TO CHOOSE (ED)
PROWLER SCARES WOMEN, LIMITS INDEPENDENCE
ELECTION SAYS REAGAN SHOULD ALTER COURSE
AID SHOULDN'T BE MEANS OF ENFORCING LAW (CURRY)
PRIVATE MEETINGS RESTRAIN PUBLIC (ED)
STUDENTS MUST BOOST HIGHER ED (ED)
LEGISLATURE COULD RAISE TUITION 15 PERCENT (ED)
SA TEAM SHOULD RALLY STUDENTS (ED)
SD FREEZE VOTE WOULD SEND SIGNAL (ED)
TUITION WAIVER PLAN UNFAIR, COSTLY (ED)
STUDENT REGENT SHOULD HAVE A VOTE THAT COUNTS (ED)
STATE SHOULD TAKE TIME IN DISPOSING WASTE (ED)
LEGISLATURE ADDS INSULT TO INJURY (ED)
DECIDE WHO WILL SPEAK FOR YOU (ED)
LEGISLATURE'S VIEW OF HIGHER ED COSTLY (ED)
REGENTS SHOULD DISMISS LONGER CLASS PERIODS (ED)
SENATE VOTE QUESTIONED (ED)
ANOTHER WATT GAFFE (ED)
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SUBJECT
CURRY COLLEEN
CYCLING
DAIRY BAR
DAKOTA STATE COL
DAKOTA SUES
DAKTRONICS INC
DAMANE STEVE
DANCE
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
DASCHLE TOM
NOTATION
INTERNATIONAL DAY BRINGS NEW CULTURES TO SDSU (ED)
ONLY PUBLIC ACTION CAN HELP EL SALVADOR (ED)
REGENTS END YEAR WITH DELAY TACTICS (ED)
COLLEGIAN EDITOR LEAVES WITH FEELINGS OF...(ED)
RURAL LIFE OUTSHINES CITY'S GLAMOUR
WHERE ARE THE WOMEN IN STAR WARS SERIES
PROBLEM BEHIND EDUCATION IS MONEY (CURRY)
BETTER EDUCATION DEMANDS TIME COMMITMENT
IT'S OKAY--YOU'RE A COLLEGE STUDENT
WHERE ARE ALL THE '20-YEAR-OLD' BARS
COLUMNIST SHOULD EXPLORE OPTIONS (L)
EUROPE STAGES SOLID NUCLEAR PROTESTS
KESD STUDIO SHOULD REMAIN OPEN
DONATING SACRIFICE ALL SHOULD MAKE
'PAPERS-ARE-DUE SEASON'
PARENTS' ROLE CHANGING
SORRY TO SPOIL YOUR LIBRARY (L)
STATE SUPPORT FOR COLLEGES HAS ERODED
COULD COLUMNIST CRITIC HAVE HER CRUSH (L)
CRITIC APPLAUDED FOR EXPRESSING VIEW (L)
COLUMNIST CRITIC COUNTERS CUT DOWN (L)
WRITERS GET STUCK IN MUD-SLINGING (L)
BICYCLES ARE A CHEAP FORM OF TRAVELING
BLOOM IN THE SPRING (STREI)
"DECISIONS TOUGH AT DAIRY BAR
NAME NEW PRESIDENT AT DSC (PAIGE)
^REGENTS DEFER DSC CHANGE
'•'BARBERSHOP NOT JUST FOR MEN
DAKTRONICS EXPANDS OPERATION (MCBREEN)
'•'STUDENT'S HEART IS HOME WITH FAMILY (MAH)
'"MODERN DANCE JOINS CREATIVITY, PLEASURE
JAZZ DANCERS HOT BUT UNEVEN
BALLET, FOOTBALL--SIMILAR IN WAYS
AEROBIC MADNESS HAS HIT BROOKINGS
TALENT DANCES IN AGES (CUDMORE)
'•'M-'A'^'S'^'H IN DANCE
DANCERS TO HOST PERFORMANCE
'•'STUDIO DANCERS GIVE LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
DANCE CONCERT INVESTIGATES MOVEMENT WITH MUSIC
DANCE GROUP ENTERTAINS THE YOUNG (WIEDERICH)
'•'DANCE COURSE OFFERS DIVERSITY (HEDIN)
VISITING DANCERS OFFER PROFESSIONAL TIPS
BLACK HILLS WORKSHOP PROMOTED DANCE (HEDIN)
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS BENEFIT (HEDIN)
CONCERT FEATURES ORIGINAL MOVES (HEDIN)
DANCERS ENJOY CAREER THEY LIVE (TODD)
CONCERT REQUIRES EXTRA STEPS (TULIMIERO)
PREPARE FOR 13TH ANNUAL DANCE
GUEST ARTIST TO PRESENT DANCE (CUDMORE)
DANCE COMBO SHARES TALENT (HEDIN)
SEE DYSTROPHY DANCE
DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY OFFERS BENEFITS (L)
'•'SDSU STUDENTS DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY
ADVISOR PRAISES, THANKS D FOR D PARTICIPANTS (L)
THANKS GIVEN TO ALL (L)
DASCHLE--AID CUTS AFFECT STUDENTS
'•'POLITICIANS ATTEND KEGGERS
DASCHLE WILL SURVIVE MEDIA BLITZ
SIERRA CLUB BACKING POLITICAL CANDIDATES
ROBERTS, DASCHLE COMPETE FOR US HOUSE SEAT
DATE PAPER
830420 041
830427 041 1
830504 041 ]
830504 041 1
830907 043 ]
830914 041 1
830921 041 :
830928 041 :
831005 043
831012 043 1
831019 051 1
831102 043 ]
831109 043 ]
831116 043 1
831130 044
831207 041 :
831207 054 :
831214 041 1
840125 052 (
840201 062 (
840201 063 (
840222 053 1
820915 144 :
840502 151 :
840215 121 '
831026 014 1
840404 074 '
840328 152 '
830413 081 ]
831109 031
820915 113
820929 122 '
821020 111 :
821020 115 i
821103 114 '
821110 081
821117 091 ]
821201 131
830323 161 ]
830427 134 ]
830921 121
830928 101 '
831012 123 :
831102 124 ]
831116 101 1
840125 091 ]
840321 121 1
840328 033 :
840328 141 1
840502 115 1
840321 ^ :
840411 145 •
840425 044 ,
840425 054 •
820901 053 :
820915 093 •
820922 044 :
820929 211
821020 161 :
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
DASCHLE TOM 821027 064
821027 064 :
821103 Oil •
DATING 830202 031
DAY CARE 830202 031 '
840118 081
840201 061 '
840215 063
DAY RANDAL 830126 051 :
830216 043
830316 041
830413 041
830504 041
DEAN TONY 821110 Oil
DEATH 830119 055
830907 251
DEATH PENALTY 840425 061
DEBATE TEAM 821027 071
821110 031
831019 021
DEER 830216 114
DEFENSE
820929
821013 063
821013 063
821013 065
821020 055
821027 054
821027 061
821027 063
821110 031
821110 041
821110 052
821117 051
821201 013
821208 051
821208 052
830119 031
830302 041
830330 044
830413 051
830914 053
830921 054
831130 081
DEMOCRACY 840118 064
DEMOCRATIC PARTY 840314 025
DENEKE DARYL 840328 211
DENTAL CARE 830921 091
DENTON CLARENCE 840328 131
DIET
820929 ^4
821020 031
821027 071
DIMIT .ROBERT 830504 033
DISCRIMINATION
830302
830323 Oil
830323 041
830323 052
830330 Oil
NOTATION
GROUP RATES DASCHLE-94, ROBERTS-12 (KAYL)
DASCHLE--THE CLEAR CHOICE (CONNOLLY)
''•DASCHLE SCRAPES BY ROBERTS
DATING MYTHS MAY FOSTER ABUSE
DAY-CARE HAS PLANS TO BUILD NEW CENTER
child's place opens
WRONG VIEW OF CO-OP CLOSING (L)
CHANGE IN CO-OP CENTER
FUNDING FOR LIBRARY IS INADEQUATE .
REACH OUT AND STRANGLE SOMEONE (DAY)
DEDICATION IS KEY TO SURVIVAL (DAY)
GHOST OF EDUCATION FUTURE
ARROWS STICK 'EM WHILE IRRIGATORS WET 'EM
•'•HE'S FOR SOUTH DAKOTA'S OUTDOORS
STUDENT REFLECTS ON LIFE, DEATH (L)
DYING IS 'JUST A PART OF NATURE' (STEIN)
"DEATH ROW PRISONERS (WEK)
SDSU FORENSIC TEAM FARES WELL (RUDNICK)
FORENSICS MEET DRAWS 153 STUDENTS
FORENSICS BUDGET CUT $2,800 (WINTER)
DEER REDUCTION SEASON SUCCESSFUL
SEE ALSO ANIT-NUCLEAR MOVE
PROPOSALS OFFERED TO QUELL NUCLEAR ARMS
ARMAMENTS NEED TO BE DECREASED (KLINE)
WAND REACTS TO GOMEZ LETTER (JACKSON)
WHAT'S A FREEZE (PERKINS)
US SHOULD NOT TRUST USSR (FERGUSON)
USSR SHOULD NOT BE TRUSTED (THOMSEN)
END OF WORLD-PART IV (AUCH)
US, USSR BOTH TO BLAME IN ARMS RACE (BURKE)
WAR COLLEGE PANEL SET (RUDNICK)
PRESIDENT DOESN'T LISTEN TO SUPPORTERS
READER RESPONDS TO LETTER (CEGLIAN)
'STUDENTS OF WAR & PEACE' GATHER TO LEARN
^OFFICERS TRIGGER WAR DISCUSSION (ROOS)
US 'SUPERIORITY' CONDITIONAL (L)
CHRISTIANS ASKED TO TURN FROM RESPONSIBILITIES (L)
FAMILIES CAN BRING ABOUT DISARMAMENT
LEADERS--FALSE SECURITY FROM EARLY NUCLEAR MONOPOLY
TOO MUCH MONEY FOR THE MILITARY (L)
MILITARY BUDGET--SCREWS PRIORITIES (L)
MX A THREAT TO PEACE--NO DETERRENT TO WAR (L)
WEAPONS FREEZE NEEDED (L)
NEW MARINES WARY (DURST-CORNEMANN)
DEMOCRACY BEING PUSHED OUT (L)
YOUNG DEMOCRATS ENDORSE RESOLUTION (MAHAFFY)
DENEKE COMES BACK (REINARDY)
'^AN APPLE A DAY (LARSON/CURRY)
'•HE VIEWS WORLD AS STAGE (BERGELAND & STEIN)
SEE ALSO FOOD
DIET CENTER SHAPES UP
EATING DISORDERS REACHING EPIDEMIC LEVELS (HEINS),
ANOREXIC HAPPY TO BE ALIVE (HEINS)
STUDENTS FAKE SAGA SURVEY (JAKES)
SEE ALSO EQUAL EMPLOYMENT, SEX DISCRIMINATION
DISCRIMINATION STILL HERE (L)
FORMER PROF ACCEPTS OUT-OF-COURT SETTLEMENT
WAMS (WHITE & MALE) FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
WOMEN ATHLETES CITE INEQUALITIES
WOMEN ATHLETES SAY THEY'RE TREATED UNFAIRLY
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NOTATION
'̂•SURVEY WILL DEFINE DISCRIMINATION (BORDEWYK)
SIGNS OF RACISM PRESENT AT SDSU
RACISM, BIGOTRY HINDER RELATIONSHIPS (L)
CULTURAL AWARENESS NEEDED (MARTIN)
NUMBER RESTRICTIONS COULD IMPROVE (MARTIN)
SDSU STUDENTS NOT IMMUNE TO HERPES
''-FOUNDATION CONTINUES TO RAISE MONEY (MASHEK)
FARM DIVORCES ARE INCREASING (WAGNER)
HUNTING DOG IS VALUABLE ASSET & FRIEND (ERPENBACH)
MUTILATED DOGS POSSIBLY SEDATED (GIEBINK)
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH DOGS AREA CRIME (BOWAN)
SHELTER KEEPS DOGS OFF STREETS (DURST)
STATE COHE PRESIDENT WANTS HIGHER PAY
DONOR REPAIRS NECESSARY BUT EXPENSIVE
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
'•'ARTIST PICKS CAMPUS FOR SCULPTURE STAGE
DRAFT REGISTRATION UNNECESSARY (L)
RESISTORS DON'T WANT 'LICENSE TO KILL' (PIES)
REGISTRATION IS JUST A COLLECTION OF NAMES
'•'WHERE WILL ALL THE WATER GO
SEE ALSO THEATER
^'GODSPELL' CASTS A SPELL
AUDIENCE FEELS THE RELIGIOUS MESSAGE (DUNCAN)
'•''GODSPELL'--GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW
'CHRISTMAS CAROL' BRINGS OUT SCROOGE (DUBBELDE)
CHRISTMAS CAROL
STUDIO PLAY CHALLENGES PARTICIPANTS
'•'MONKEY TRIAL REVISITED IN 'INHERIT THE WIND'
PEOPLE EXPOSED ONLY TO EVOLUTION (L)
'''•'INHERIT THE WIND' STIRS AUDIENCE
STUDIO PLAY DEALS WITH SEXUALITY (CUDMORE)
STUDIO PRODUCTION SUCCESSFUL (CUDMORE)
'TWO PAILS OF WATER' (CUDMORE)
PLAY INVESTIGATES MENTAL WARD (CUDMORE)
REPERTORY COMBINES FUN, WORK (CUDMORE)
'•'SUMMER THEATER'S MAGICAL PRODUCTION
'•'YOUNG ACTOR CREATES 'MAGIC'
SDSU THEATER OFFERS VARIETY
CAST REVIVES BOGEY LEGEND (CUDMORE)
CLASS LITERATURE CREATES LIFE ON STAGE (CUDMORE)
*'WEST SIDE STORY' CHALLENGE (HEDIN)
CLASSIC MUSICAL IS STRONG (HEDIN-CUDMORE)
HANDS CREATE STAGE ILLUSIONS (ACKERSON)
'•'WORK, MONEY MAKE CAPERS '84 (HEDIN)
'•''DINING ROOM' WILL OPEN ON TUES
PORTRAY NUMEROUS CHARACTERS (TULIMIERO)
'DINING ROOM' OFFERS LAUGHS (TULIMIERO)
SITE FOR PLAY SELECTION
--''THEATRICAL ' PUSH-UPS'
'•'ACTORS' STYLE TO 'WAKE UP' (CUDMORE)
PRAIRIE REP SEASON SET (TULIMIERO)
STUDENTS PRESENT PSYCHOLOGICAL DRAMA
'•'BAPTIST CHURCH OFFERS DRIVE-IN--SAME DAY SERVICE
SEE ALSO WEATHER
MOST DRUG BUST SENTENCES ALREADY SERVED (GLIARMIS)
TYLENOL DEATHS SPUR CONSUMER HESITATION (PAIGE)
COUPLE FIGHTS ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE (GLEBINK)
TASK FORCE WILL STUDY LOCAL PROBLEM
'•'FORMER VIKING TACKLES DRUG PROBLEM
DRINKING DRIVERS FACE STIFFER PENALTIES
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
DISCRIMINATION 831102 081
831130 061
831207 051
831214 Oil
840118 024
DISEASES 820915 063
830921 103
DIVORCES 830316 081
DOGS 821027 151
821117 111
830323 103
830928 081
DOHERTY BARB 830928 091
DONOR AUDITORIUM 830216 081
DORMITORIES
DOYLE TOM 820922
DRAFT (MILITARY) 820908 054
821006 014
821013 045
DRAINAGE 830316 061
DRAMA
821013 m
821020 141
821020 151
821201 125
821208 131
830202 081
830223 111
830302 051
830302 101
830323 144
830330 075
830427 125
830504 071
830504 071
830907 181
830907 204
830928 121
831019 123
831102 101
831130 103
831207 101
831207 111
840119 101
840215 081
840215 084
840229 071
840321 126
840404 083
840425 101
840502 111
840502 111
DRIVE-IN 820901 151
DROUGHT
DRUGS 821006 013
821020 071
830504 061
831116 081
840229 021
DRUNK DRIVING 820908 084
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NOTATION
STATISTICS SHOW DANGERS OF DRIVING DRUNK (ED)
22 PERSONS ARRESTED (BORDEWYK)
DWI CONVICTIONS COSTLY (DEKRAAI)
ESTIMATES SHOW POPULATION SOARING
HIKE TRAVELS THROUGH AREA (L)
REGENTS 'BULL-ISH' ON DORM-DWELLERS
COLUMNIST FINDS MISSING LINKS
'TRICKY DICK' ON WAY BACK
PIZZA & HAMBURGERS FOODFIGHT IT TO THE END
CAN'T MEET 'EM--SPILL BEER ON 'EM
COSELL--WRESTLING MAY NEVER BE THE SAME (DUNCAN)
VIDEO GAMES ARE ROCKING AMERICA'S MORALS (DUNCAN)
MINNESOTA, DON'T TANGLE WITH SD
PRESIDENT DOESN'T LISTEN TO SUPPORTERS
QUICHE-EATERS CROQUET, WHAT ABOUT WOMEN
COLLEGES DON'T EXIST FOR A TOWN'S ECONOMY
FUTURE HINGES ON WELL-ROUNDED EDUCATIONS
ARTIST HONORED BY MAC EXHIBIT (TULIMIERO)
CAMPUS MINISTER GUIDES PARISH RENEWALS (WEK)
REV DUNPHY TALKS ABOUT NUCLEAR ARMS WAR (WINTER)
''•GROUP PLANTS EARLY PLANS (MAHAFFY)
''•LINDGREN REPRESENTS SDSU
SDSU DANCE-A-niON USED AS MODEL
CARNIVAL CAPTIVATES YOUNG, OLD
'•-D FOR D MARATHONERS RAISE $38,457 (WINTER)
'••MY POOR ACHIN' BODY. . .
SCUBA TANK 'DISAPPEARS' FROM TRUNK
D FOR D DIRECTOR THANKS COMMITTEE (L)
'•-GROUP PLANTS EARLY PLANS (MAHAFFY)
'•'EASTER LILIES REPRESENT PEACE (ACKERSON)
FRATERNITY TO HOST KISSIN' GAMES
EASTER SEALS OFFERS PARENTS RELIEF
PROFESSOR DOESN'T FORSEE MAJOR COLLAPSE
US SHOULD MAKE BOOZE NOT WAR
COURSES EMPHASIZE ACOUNTING & MARKETING TECHNIQUES
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL
SD LOW IN COLLEGE SUPPORT (WIEDERICH)
AG-ED MAJORS WOULD BE AFFECTED
FUTURE HINGES ON WELL-ROUNDED EDUCATIONS
PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE EDUCATION
'''RESOURCES FUND EDUCATION
GROUP SEEKS TEACHER COMPETENCY MODEL
REGENTS SHOULD RECONSIDER TEACHER STANDARDS (L)
GHOST OF EDUCATION FUTURE
READER--BAN EDUCATION SO ALL CAN FOLLOW (L)'
'•'REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY BUT IMPRACTICAL (ROOS)
TOUGHER REQUIREMENTS HURT SCHOOL DISTRICTS (ED)
PROBLEM BEHIND EDUCATION IS MONEY (CURRY)
BETTER EDUCATION DEMANDS TIME COMMITMENT
HIGHER ED ON ROAD TO RUIN
'''BELL'S REPORT IS MISLEADING
SOFTENING OF REQUIREMENTS WOULD HURT (ED)
EDUCATION TEACHES MORE THAN SKILLS
'•'EKELAND BEGINS FIRST YEAR (MOGEN)
ONLY PUBLIC ACTION CAN HELP EL SALVADOR (ED)
shouldn't support el SALVADOR (L)
SUPPORT FOR 'DEATH SQUADS' (L)
HOUSE CANDIDATES HIT CAMPAIGN TRAIL
'•'POLITICIANS ATTEND KEGGERS
LOCAL, COUNTY CANDIDATES
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
DRUNK DRIVING 820915 041 1
831026 093 :
840222 071 ]
DUCKS 831005 144 1
DUNCAN PAT 820908 044 ]
820915 041 j
820922 041 1
820929 044
821006 041 :
821013 043 (
821020 043 1
821027 042 •
821103 041 ]
821110 041 :
821117 041 1
821201 041 1
821208 042 :
DUNN HARVEY 840328 151 .
DUNPHY CHRIS 830223 024 1
830323 063 :
840328 031 •
DYSTROPHY DANCE 820915 071 •
830323 031
830323 114 '
830413 Oil •
830413 031 •
830413 031
830427 051 :
EASTER . 840328 031 •
840502 031 •
EASTER SEALS 840208 031 :
840215 071 :
ECONOMIC COND-US 830119 073
830126 043
ECONOMICS 830302 121
EDUCATION
821020 oil
821201 051
821208 042
821208 081
830126 071
830202 Oil
830202 052
830413 041
830427 065
830914 Oil
830914 041
830921 041
830928 041
831109 051
840125 Oil
840222 041
840328 043
EKELAND MARK 830914 191
EL SALVADOR 830427 041
830504 051
840118 061
ELECTIONS-SD 82 820915 091
820915 093
821020 161
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
ELECTIONS-SD 82 821027 064 ]
821103 071 (
821103 071 1
ELECTIONS-US 82 821110 041 ]
ELECTRICITY 830914 022 ;
840118 073 1
ELLER CARL 840229 021 •
ELM TREES 830216 111 :
EMERGENCY 821117 061 :
EMPLOYMENT-BR 820915 081 •
830427 111 1
831012 081 •
831012 084
831012 101 1
EMPLOYMENT-SD 821208 081 1
830126 Oil 1
830209 101 :
830504 oil ,
EMPLOYMENT-US 830413 oil 1
ENERGY ASSISTANCE 830216 061 '
ENGINEERING 831130 Oil
840215 034
840222 Oil :
840229 041
840502 022
ENGLISH 830202 042
830223 041
840201 041 :
840215 041
ENROLLMENT 820915 Oil :
830907 104 :
840229 031
840411 071
ENTERTAINMENT 821020 014
831005 091
831005 101
831026 121
840321 101
ENVIRON PROT 831102 131
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
ERICKSON LYLE & YV 831026 Il4
ERPENBACH STEVE 840425 Oil
ETHIER MIKE 831012 221
840328 224
ETIQUETTE 840208 084
EUROPEAN STUDIES 830420 061
EVENSON MIKE 840314 121
EVOLUTION
821006 051
821006 054
821020 051
830223 111
830302 051
830302 101
EXPERIMENT STATION
EXTENSION SERVICE
FACULTY
820908 IH
820922 095
821208 061
NOTATION
REPUBLICAN CRY IS WRONG (ENDRES)
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS--3 OK'D (MURPHY)
GOP SWEEPS LOCAL ELECTIONS (MCBREEN)
ELECTION SAYS REAGAN SHOULD ALTER COURSE
FALLEN TREES CAUSE OUTAGE
DAMAGED CABLES CAUSE OUTAGES
FORMER VIKING TACKLES DRUG PROBLEM
DUTCH ELM DISEASE DECLINING
EMERGENCY VEHICLES WELL-COORDINATED (MCBREEN)
'•'EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
ONE (JOB) FOR THE MONEY (NIELSEN)
'•'MIDTEX MOVING TO MEXICO (PAIGE)
3M COMPANY EMPLOYS 680 PEOPLE (PAIGE)
GREEN THUMB KEEPS ELDERLY WORKING (MASHEK)
COMMUNITY WORK PROJECT EMPLOYS, TRAINS
MORE SDSU GRADUATES STAY IN SD
RESUMES COMBAT MISSING LINK
JOB RECRUITING DOWN, ROTO THRIVES (WINTER)
NEW PIK FARM PROGRAM HURTING AG GRADUATES
COUNTY WARMS NEEDY
$9 PER CREDIT INCREASE PROPOSED (MADER)
STUDENTS SCHEDULE PHONATHON
ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO FACE ADDITIONAL FEES
SPECIAL FEES ARE EASY WAY (ED)
SDSU RECEIVES ENGINEERING GRANT
YOU NEEDN'T BE SESQUIPEDALIAN
PEDOGOGUE EMPRICATES EUPHEMISMS
FAMILIARITY OF SPELLINGS EVADE AMERICANS
ONE GOOD WORD DESERVES ANOTHER
ENROLLMENT TOPS RECORD
FEWER FRESHMEN ENTER 'STATE' (HARVEY)
REGISTAR PREDICTS ENROLLMENT DECLINE (ACKERSON)
PREDICTS ENROLLMENT DIP (ACKERSON)
SURVEY--STUDENTS WANT COUGAR
MEDIA LACKS HUMOROUS FLAVOR (LOVITT)
DINNER THEATER PROVIDES QUALITY (HEDIN)
ENTERTAINER TO PRESENT EUROPEAN STYLE
'•'MINNEAPOLIS COMEDY ALL-STARS
'•'THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, BERRY RUSSELL
THE GENERAL MERCANTILE
PUB COUNCIL NAMES NEXT YEAR'S EDITORS
ETHIER SETS EYES ON CAREER MARK (REVELL)
ETHIER HEADING NORTH FOR CFL
PROPER COLLEGE ETIQUETTE (TODD)
EUROPEAN PROGRAM GRADUATES FIRST CLASS (WINTER)
'•'STRICT HEALTH DIET A MUST
SEE ALSO CREATIONISM
CREATION & EVOLUTION MIX FACTS & FAITH (L)
READER HAPPY WITH BOTH VIEWS (SHULTZ)
FUSS UNNEEDED, STUDENT SAYS (BROSCHAT)
'••-MONKEY TRIAL REVISITED IN 'INHERIT THE WIND'
PEOPLE EXPOSED ONLY TO EVOLUTION (L)
'•''INHERIT THE WIND' STIRS AUDIENCE
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY
FACULTY SHOWS ART IN THE RITZ GALLERY
FACULTY SHARES MUSIC WITH SEASONAL RECITAL
COLLOQUIUM SCHEDULED (ROOS)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
FACULTY 830216 024
830504 Oil
830914 123
830928 061
830928 091
830928 124
831102 015
840125 Oil
840328 065
840425 084
840502 031
FACULTY FEE 840201 031
840201 041
FAIRS-SD 820908 091
820908 103
FALTEMIER JOSEPH 830921 141
FAMILY 821020 181
830914 083
831019 061
FAMILY DAY 821020 013
FARM EQUIPMENT 830126 141
830323 194
FARMS & FARMING
820908 HI
820908 151
820915 151
821013 171
821020 331
830216 101
830216 111
830302 121
830302 121
830316 081
830427 161
830504 111
FASHION 821013 021
830323 191
830330 031
831005 111
831019 063 '
831026 071
840321 075
FEDERAL FUNDS 840502 022
FEED 830209 121
FILHOLM DOUGLAS 830302 071
830420 073
FILM FESTIVAL 830413 111
FINANCIAL AID
821103 on
821117 041
821208 013
821208 081 '
830504 101
FINCH JESSE 830202 031
FINGER PRINTING 831026 104
FIRE PROTECTION 820901 071
831005 081
840125 052
FIREARMS 821020 341
821103 134
NOTATION
FACULTY COLLOQUIUM FEATURES VIEWPOINTS & TALENTS
SALARY DIFFERENCES FIT NATIONAL SURVEY (MADER)
INSTRUCTORS DISPLAY ARTISTIC ABILITIES (CUDMORE)
"RENEGOTIATION OF FACULTY CONTRACTS (WINTER)
'•STATE COHE PRESIDENT WANTS HIGHER PAY
FEELINGS ON LIFE IN MUSIC RECITALS
TEACHERS WANT REP ON SEARCH (WIEDERICH)
FEE FOR FREE FACULTY ENTREE (BOETTCHER)
APPRECIATION DAY FOR FACULTY
TEACHERS PICK NEGOTIATORS (MCBREEN)
'^CAMPUS COMMENTS ON STUDENT EVALUATIONS
''•WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE FACULTY FEE
FACULTY ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
''•GATLIN BROTHERS KEEP HARMONY AND SMILES
'BRAINSTORM SOAKS MANDRELL CONCERT, FANS
'BSD STUDIES SHOW RURAL CRIME INCREASE (HORNING)
FAMILY TIES STRENGTHEN DURING COLLEGE .
'''FAMILY ABUSE RATES HIGH IN SD (PAIGE)
FAMILY DAY TO BE OCT 22
NO FB GAME FOR FAMILY DAY (BOSSMAN)
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER DEALERS REMAIN POSITIVE
STUDENT 'DEALERS' SELL MACHINERY
SEE ALSO AG, CROP, GRAIN MARKETING
'''REDUCED TILLAGE GAINING IN POPULARITY
CHEMICALS ARE VITAL TOOL FOR FARMERS
'''AG PROFITS VARY BETWEEN TYPES OF PRODUCERS
MARKETING ALTERNATIVES ARE AVAILABLE
NEXT GENERATION OF SD FARMERS DISCOURAGED •
FARM MGMT GROUPS MAXIMIZE FARM PROFITS
'BRURAL ELECTRICITY BIGGER CHANGE IN AGRICULTURE
COURSES EMPHASIZE ACCOUNTING & MARKETING TECHNIQUES
OPTIMISTIC ABOUT PAYMENT-IN-KIND PLAN
FARM DIVORCES ARE INCREASING (WAGNER)
'BCHEMICALS IN ORGANIC FARMING (BROWN)
ORGANIC FARMING IS PROFIT-GEARED (BROWN)
DESIGNER LOOK OUT, 'IVY' LOOK IN (GLIARMIS)
-'STYLE SHOW IS BOOMING
'''PETTICOATS AND CALICO
•-'THE LOOK'FOR AUTUMN AND WINTER
WORKSHOP WILL FEATURE CAREER FASHIONS
FASHION BOOSTS CAREER SUCCESS
'''SEVERAL ADDITIONS TO NEW LOOK
SDSU RECEIVES ENGINEERING GRANT
'BNEW FEED ADDITIVE MAKE FEED GO FURTHER
'BRETIRING CHIEF RETRACES MODIFICATIONS
FILHOLM WINS
FILM BUDGET RECOVERS SLOWLY
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
MIX-UP MEANS LESS GRANT MONEY FOR 30
AID SHOULDN'T BE MEANS OF ENFORCING LAW (CURRY)
FINANCIAL AID REMAINS TIGHT
WORK PROJECT EMPLOYS, TRAINS
DRAFT & STUDENT AID LINK (SCHWEIGERT)
DATING MYTHS MAY FOSTER ABUSE
CHILDREN FINGERPRINTED (BORDEWYK)
-'DORM REGULATIONS MAY EASE FIRE HAZARD
AUXILIARY STARTS FUND TO AID FIRE VICTIMS
HALL SMOKE ALARM RULES ARE UNFAIR (L)
'''RELOADING SAVES MONEY
'•'MUZZLE LOADERS HAVE CULTURE
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SUBJECT
FIRES
FISH
FISHING
FLAKE LESTER
FLYING
FOOD
FOOD CLUB
FOOD SERVICE
FOOD STAMPS
FOOTBALL
DATE PAPER
831130 025
830921 145
830119 151
830126 144
830223 141
830323 172
830413 153
830420 131
831214 101
831214 105
840404 103
820922 041
821006 041
821020 351
821027 144
830302 063
830928 063
831130 074
840201 081
821208 071
830209 081
820901 181
820901 191
820908 111
820908 115
820908 141
820915 171
820915 171
820922 131
820922 135
820929 141
821006 094
821013 135
821013 151
821020 261
821020 271
821027 171
821027 174
821027 181
821103 151
821103 154
821103 155
821110 101
821117 131
821201 181
821201 191
821201 191
821208 195
830427 191
830907 261
830907 271
830907 281
830914 171
830914 171
830914 181
830921 161
830928 071
830928 171
830928 191
831005 151
NOTATION
OLD EXTENSION RECEIVES MINOR DAMAGES
FISHERIES REGULATE POPULATION, HABITAT
*ICE FISHING REQUIRES MORE SKILL
ICE FISHING SLOW IN COUNTRY
FISHERMEN--BEWARE OF THIN ICE
HATCHERY WILL RE-CREATE A SALMON'S HABITAT
FISHING LOOKS PROMISING (BROWN)
''•NOVICE ANGLERS BENEFIT FROM CLASS (WAGNER)
ICE FISHERMEN DISPLAY PATIENCE (HORNING)
^WILDLIFE HINDERED BY WEATHER (BOETTCHER)
'•'COCKPIT IS CLASSROOM (FEUERSTEIN)
SUPPLY GRAIN, NOT GUNS (ED)
PIZZA & HAMBURGERS FOODFIGHT IT TO THE END
'•'MEAT PRESERVATIVES ADDED FOR GOOD REASON
IMPLANTS CLOSELY MONITORED (BROWN)
*700 STUDENTS TO EXPRESS OPINIONS
SAGA PROPOSES FOOD SERVICE CHANGES (WEK)
SURPLUS CHEESE, BUTTER GIVEAWAY (MASHEK)
FOOD CLUB BUYS BULK, SAVES
COUPON PROGRAM DUBBED MORE FAIR (ROSS)
RECORD FOOD STAMP USE
JACKRABBIT PREVIEW '82
'•'HAENSEL'S DREAM COMES TRUE
'•fJACKS USE BASICS TO WIN 37-14
STATE MEETS USD AT HOME SATURDAY
'•FORMER PLAYER RETURNS TO SDSU AS COACH
'•OFFENSE, DEFENSE BALANCED IN WIN OVER USD
JACKS TO FACE UNO SATURDAY
JACKS SNAP LOSING STREAK 22-11
'•'KNOWLTON WINS HONOR
JACKS LOSE AT UNO, HOST NDSU BISON NEXT
'•'RABBIT'S MISTAKES COSTLY IN LOSS TO NDSU
JACKS 'CLEAN UP' ON MORNINGSIDE
JACKS HIT ROAD, GO TO UND SATURDAY
JACKS LOSE DESPITE RECORDS
JACKS--NO CHANGES FOR AUGIE
SDSU HOPES TO SWEEP THE 'U' (MILEAGE)
'•'JACKS LOSE TO AUGIE FOR THIRD YEAR (MANGAN)
NCC STANDINGS
HS STARS WEGHER, PROUT BRING ACT TO SDSU
JACKS HOPE TO END YEAR WITH WIN
COYOTES DEFEAT SDSU IN DAKOTA DOME
MANKATO FIELD GOAL ENDS JACKS' SEASON (LINN)
SDSU MUST IMPROVE ON FOOTBALL FIELD
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS CANCELLED (SOGGE)
RECRUITING IS YEAR-ROUND PROCESS (GIESE)
JACKS SETTLE FOR NCC SECOND TEAM (LINN)
LAW, FREMARK NAMED NCC ALL-ACADEMIC
HAENSEL HAPPY WITH PRACTICES (ERPENBACH)
JACKS DOWN MAVERICKS
BISON EXPECTED TO CAPTURE NCC TITLE
UNO, UNO IMPROVE--JACKS EXPERIENCED
JACKS ROLL PAST DRAKE (CORDTS)
UNO, AUGIE CLASH (ERPENBACH)
YOUNG JACKS POST LATE 'GAME VICTORY
GRIDDERS REMAIN UNDEFEATED (MOGEN)
VIOLENCE MAY BE INFLUENCED BY FOOTBALL
'•'JACKS BEAT THE SIOUX 28-27
'•'STUDENTS SHOULD TRAVEL TO SEE TEAM (ERPE)
'•'SURPRISING HUSKIES HAND JACKS FIRST DEFEAT
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
FOOTBALL 831005 171 •
831012 054 ;
831012 213 1
831012 221 •
831019 161 •
831026 171 •
831026 183 ;
831102 161 ^
831109 131 1
831109 143 :
831116 161 •
831116 161 :
831130 181 :
831207 201 1
831214 131 1
840118 Oil •
840118 161 1
840215 143 :
840314 161 ,
840328 241 :
FOOTBALL-PROF 821020 041 :
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 821006 041 :
830914 061 •
831005 051 ;
840118 031 :
840314 014 :
840321 014 '
FOREIGN POLICIES 820922 101 (
820929 093 1
821013 063 1
830921 051
831207 051 •
840125 031
840125 052 :
840222 024 1
840321 053 (
840321 054 (
FOREIGN STUDENTS 820929 Oil •
821117 013 •
830921 051 :
830928 052 :
830928 091 •
831005 015 i
831109 031 •
831130 051 :
831130 061 i
831214 Oil (
831214 066 ]
840118 024 1
840208 031 1
840404 061 :
840425 031 :
FOREIGN STUDY 821013 041 1
FORT PIERRE SD 830413 141 •
FORTUNE MARIE 840321 111 :
FRANCE 830302 033 •
FRATERNITIES
820901 ^ ;
830126 081 •
830302 031 ;
NOTATION
'•RECORD NUMBER JOIN PROGRAM
FORMER GRAD UNHAPPY WITH SDSU FANS (L)
MAVS TROUNCE SDSU 44-16 (MOGEN)
'•ETHIER SETS EYES ON CAREER MARK (REVELL)
'̂'GRIDDERS LOSE HOBO DAY GAME (MOGEN)
"GRIDDERS BREAK LOSING STREAK (HELLAND)
FORFEITS BECOMING COMMON (FOOTBALL)
COYOTES POUND JACKS 48-23 (HELLAND)
WEGHER, LAW EXCELL IN DEFEAT (ERPENBACH)
LATE-SEASON LOSSES CONTINUE (ERPENBACH)
-'JACKS END SEASON WITH SETBACK
ST CLOUD STATE COACH REPRIMANDED
FLAG FOOTBALL TEAMS COMPETE (REVELL)
NDSU ONE STEP AWAY (ERPENBACH)
NDSU CAPTURES FOOTBALL TITLE
'•'UNHAPPY WITH NCC RULING (ERPENBACH)
NCC'S POOR DECISION (ERPENBACH)
PREP STANDOUTS JOIN PROGRAM (ERPENBACH)
JACKS ADD FOUR RECRUITS
FALL SPORT PREPARING (HERRIN)
FOOTBALL STRIKE NOT SO TRAUMATIC AFTER ALT.
LANGUAGE IGNORANCE LEAVES US TONGUE-TIED (ED)
INTEREST IN ARABIC PROMPTS COURSE (COWAN)
FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEMAND PRIORITY ROLE
FACULTY OPT FOR RUSSIAN (KNUTSON)
LAWMAKERS CONSIDER VETOES (BORDEWYK)
TUITION RATES AND LANGUAGE (MCBREEN)
CANADIAN/US LINKAGE SALUTED
US SHOULD SEEK BETTER MIDDLE EAST RELATIONS
US BETRAYS PLO'S 'TRUST' (HAFNAWI)
'PEACE KEEPING' FORCE PROMPTED KILLINGS (L)
THE CAT CAN'T HELP THE RAT (L)
'WITNESS FOR PEACE' (BRUMLEY)
POLICY ON DOWNED AIRCRAFT NOT CONSISTENT (L)
MINISTER SAYS REAGAN CREATED FEAR (KNUTSON)
COVERT AID ONLY HURTING INNOCENT (L)
OFFICIALS NEED TO FOLLOW PUBLIC IDEALS (L)
STUDENTS PROTEST REFUGEE MASSACRE
SDSU FOREIGN ENROLLMENT UP
PALESTINE MASSACRE (L)
PALESTINIANS APOLOGIZE FOR FLYER (L)
"STUDENT TELLS SIXTH GRADERS ABOUT POLAND
NUMBER OF FOREIGN STUDENTS UP (MAHAFFY)
'̂ STUDENT'S HEART IS HOME WITH FAMILY (MAH)
FOREIGN STUDENTS ARE NOT TREATED FAIRLY (L)
SIGNS OF RACISM PRESENT AT SDSU
CULTURAL AWARENESS NEEDED (MARTIN)
ROOMS HARD TO FIND FOR FOREIGNERS
NUMBER RESTRICTIONS COULD IMPROVE (MARTIN)
STUDENT SENATE'S BUDGET (MARTIN)
PROPOSES INTERNATIONAL HALL (MARTIN)
PLANS FOR INTERNATIONAL WING ON HOLD (MARTIN)
REGENTS SHOULD LEAD IN FOREIGN STUDY (ED)
TWO TOWNS CONTRAST (STEIN)
FEMALE PASTOR EXPLAINS SEXUAL VIOLENCE
'•'FRANCE OFFERS STUDENTS NEW CULTURE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES
FRATERNITIES UNAFFECTED BY HOUSEMOM DECISION
'nmT IS A FRATERNITY
STICKERS REPLACE GUNS IN 'CAMPUS STICKUP'
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
FRATERNITIES 830914 051 ,
840118 201 •
840215 014 •
840328 162 :
FREDERICK RON 831012 151 •
FREEMAN JEFF 820929 111 •
FRESHMAN 820922 041 :
FRIENDSHIP 830928 041 :
FUND RAISING 821013 065
821013 081 1
821201 055 1
830921 103 •
831012 071 1
831019 061 1
831130 164 •
840208 031 :
FUNERAL SERVICES 830126 044 :
830420 052
831026 101 •
FUR 831130 124 :
FUTURE FARMERS 830420 013 •
GAMBLE DEDA RAE 831012 131 '
GAMBLING 821027 055
GAME FISH & PARKS
GAMES 821027
821201 151 •
830302 031
840118 154
GARDENING 821013 183
GARRISON PROJECT 820901 043
GARVEY JOHN 830504 054
GEE DAN 830202 Oil
GEESE 831005 144
GEIBINK BOB 840321 04 r
GEOGRAPHY 830126 061
830323 071
840125 024
840321 023
GERMAN 830330 051
GERMAN WEST 840222 064
GETZUG BERT 831116 091
GIEBINK BOB 830330 041
830907 041
830914 041
830921 043
831005 041
831012 051
831026 044
831102 041
831109 041
831116 043
831214 043
840222 041
GIFTED CHILDREN 831214 071
GILBERT HOWARD 831130 031
GLATT DICK 830316 Oil
GOLF 820908 121
820915 191
820922 131
820929 191
NOTATION
AGR IS MORE THAN A SOCIAL ORGANIZATION (L)
-'•GREEKS FOR YOU AT SDSU
*FRAT FROLICK
FRAT INTO COMPUTER AGE (STREI)
^TEAMWORK IS ESSENTIAL IN WINNING (WAGNER)
'••THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCULPTURES
FRESHMAN, VOICES WILL SHAPE YOUR LIFE
DIFFERENT THINGS IN DIFFERENT SITUATIONS
SDSU STUDENTS 'COME THROUGH' (GARRITY)
MCGEOUGH FUND BENEFITS FROM GENEROSITY
GROUP DONATES TO KELLY FUND (L)
'••FOUNDATION CONTINUES TO RAISE MONEY (MASHEK)
CONTRIBUTIONS ARE UP FROM 1981 BY $250,000
GREEKS RAISE $1,384
'•'ATHLETES, TEAMS HELP FOUNDATION
FRATERNITY TO HOST KISSIN' GAMES
DIRECT BURIAL IS INEXPENSIVE (BERRY)
CREMATION IS INEXPENSIVE (L)
'•'CHANGING ATTITUDES ABOUT DEATH
FUR PRICES DECREASE (HORNING)
'•''BLUE PLAGUE' INVADES SDSU CAMPUS
^DEDA RAE (LARSON, SISLEY)
SD DOES NOT NEED GAMBLING (WEBER)
SEE WILDLIFE
VIDEO GAMES ARE ROCKING AMERICA'S MORALS (DUNCAN)
'•'HACKY SACKIN'
STICKERS REPLACE GUNS IN 'CAMPUS STICKUP'
'̂ DONKEY KONG AND COHORTS INVADE (HOLZHAUS)
'•'GARDENING IS BIG MONEY-SAVER (ERPENBACH)
BERRY OPPOSED TO GARRISON--WATER PROJECT TOO COSTLY
MINSTREL, FORMER COLUMNIST RETURNS (L)
'•'JUDGING COACH SAYS STUDENTS ARE KEY TO TEAM
ESTIMATES SHOW POPULATION SOARING
SMOKING NOT EASY TO GIVE UP
'•'GEOGRAPHY NOT A HOT SUBJECT
CONVENTION DRAWS TOP GEOGRAPHERS (JAKES)
CORPS CHALLENGES TRIVIA BUFFS (BREHM)
PANELISTS REVIEW WASTE REMOVAL OPTIONS
DANGER-DEUTSCH SPOKEN HERE (MADER)
'•'US, WEST GERMAN AFFAIRS
'•'UNITED WAY NEARS FUNDRAISING GOAL
WRITER PONDERS NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION
INVESTIGATE ALL OPTIONS FOR NEW FURNITURE
'HACKING' IS NEW COMPUTER GAME FOR GENIUSES
CHANGES OCCURR WITH MARRIAGE (GIEBINK)
GROWING UP CREATES CHANGE (GIEBINK)
DECADE LATER, COLUMNIST REMEMBERS
JUST WHAT ARE FRIENDS FOR
THE BETTER MAY ACTUALLY TURN OUT WORSE
WHO CAN BUILD A BETTER WORLD
A FISH STORY WITH A DIFFERENT FLAVOR
'MOTHERING' TOUGHEST JOB ON EARTH
DECISION SHOULD NOT BE A HASTY ONE
CHALLENGE GIFTED CHILDREN MORE (MASHEK)
'•'BROOKINGS--THE PLACE FOR SELF-STARTERS
'•'GLATT WINS, TURNOUT HIGH (WINTER)
'''SDSU GOLF SQUADS PREPARE TO BEGIN YEAR
GOLFERS BEGIN YEAR
WOMEN WIN AT UND-MEN PLACE SEVENTH
GOLFERS END SEASONS THIS WEEK
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SUBJEGT DATE PAPER
GOLF 821006 091 1
821013 143 1
821020 271 1
821027 183 1
830119 181 '
830907 301 1
830914 191 (
830921 161 1
830928 163 •
831005 181 •
GOOD WEATHER 831005 031 •
GOVERNORS 821110 071 •
GOWEN RIGHARD 840314 Oil •
840404 Oil •
GRADING & MARKING 821013 031 i
GRADUATES 840411 081 :
GRADUATION 830504 043 (
840502 Oil •
GRAETZER HANS 840125 014 1
GRAIN MARKETING 830420 • 131 !
GRANHOLM NELS 840208 051 ]
840502 053 1
GRAPES 830216 111 ^
GREEN THUMB 831012 101 (
GREENBAUM HARRY 830119 073 ]
GREGORY JOHN 830119 Oil •
830420 081 ]
GRENADA 831102 061 (
GRIEVANGE 830119 Oil •
830119 Oil •
830420 081 ]
831116 041 ]
GRITZNER GHARLES 830126 061 •
GROGERY STORES 821020 231 (
831026 114 •
GROTH GHUGK 831130 131 ]
GROVES JOE 840222 Oil •
GRUBER JOHN 840314 Oil •
840404 Oil •
GRUNTMEIR JEFF 830323 184 •
GTA 831012 071 ]
GUIDANGE 830413 022 1
GUN GLUB 821117 131 1
GUNS
GYMNASTIGS 821201 211 •
821208 171 •
830126 161 1
830202 131 :
830216 141 1
830223 211 •
830302 152 .
830323 211 •
840118 111 •
HAENSEL WAYNE 821117 131 1
830928 071 •
HALL HOLLIS 830928 031 ^
HALLOWEEN 831102 Oil •
HANDIGAPPED 820922 081 •
821103 084 -
821208 091 i
NOTATION
GOLFERS PREPARE FOR NOG TOURNAMENTS
WOMEN GOLFERS WIN NOG TITLE
GOLFERS END SEASON
SDSU GOLFER ZENK KEEPS IMPROVING GAME
TEAM NAMED 1982 SD TEAM OF THE YEAR
GOLFERS LOOK TO REPEAT IN NOG (REVELL)
GOMPETITION GIVES GOLFERS EXPERIENGE (REVELL)
GOLFERS GAPTURE 2ND-PLAGE HONORS (KELT,AND)
DOYLE GLAIMS MEDALIST (ERPENBAGH)
DOYLE WINS AT NGG TOURNEY
•BIKIN--GINA EVANS TAKES ADVANTAGE OF WEATHER
'-1930S GOVERNOR SWAYED PROGRESSIVES (GUDMORE)
6 FINALISTS APPROAGH INTERVIEWS
PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
AGADEMIG PROBATION--WARNING SYSTEM (PAIGE)
SALES PITGH TO GRADS LEGAL (MASHEK)
GRAD SPEAKERS PREDIGTABLE, BORING
''GAP AND GOWN TIME •
SDSU PHYSIOS PROFS PETITION (AGKERSON)
MARKETING PLANS VARY AMONG FARMERS (BOETTGHER)
REGENTS, GAMPUS IN SELEGTING PRESIDENT
SDSU ON ITS EFFIGIENGY
VALIANT GRAPES GAN GROW WELL IN STATE
GREEN THUMB KEEPS ELDERLY WORKING (MASHEK)
PROFESSOR DOESN'T FORSEE MAJOR GOLLAPSE
GREGORY IS OFFERED $17,000
KOEPSELL GASE GONTINUES (MADER)
GRENADA INVASION RAISES MANY QUESTIONS (L)
' 'KOEPSELL FILES $1 MILLION SUIT
GREGORY IS OFFERED $17,000
KOEPSELL GASE GONTINUES (MADER)
DUE PROGESS TO ENSURE FREEDOM (BENY)
'•'GEOGRAPHY NOT A HOT SUBJEGT
GROGERY SURVEY--HYVEE LEAST GOSTLY
'•'THE GENERAL MERGANTILE
FARMERS' IDEAS DIFFER (BOETTGHER)
SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES OFFER IDEAS (WEK)
6 FINALISTS APPROAGH INTERVIEWS
'•'PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
GRUNTMEIR ENJOYS GHALLENGE
PLAZA BUILT WITH GONTRIBUTION
SDPGA GONVENTION STARTS THURSDAY
SDSU RIFLE GLUB IS YEAR-ROUND AGTIVITY
SEE FIREARMS
'•'GYMNASTS OPEN SEASON SATURDAY AT HOME
'•'INJURIES HURT GYMNASTIGS TEAM
SDSU GYMNASTS SPLIT ROAD MEETS IN MINN
INJURIES GONTINUE TO HURT GYMNASTIGS TEAM
GYMNASTS TOP TWIGE AT KANSAS--HOST MEET FRIDAY
'•'GYMNASTS PLAGE THIRD IN HOME MEET
JAGKS SEGOND- AT MEET (REVELL)
'•'SGHUMAKER--GYMNASTS NEED PUBLIGITY
'•'THE TRADITION GONTINUES
SDSU MUST IMPROVE ON FOOTBALL FIELD
VIOLENGE MAY BE INFLUENGED BY FOOTBALL
EXTENSION DIREGTOR RESIGNS (MADER)
'•JUST GLOWNIN' AROUND
>''SONOTA IN BRAILLE-SHE FEELS HER MUSIG
ADJUSTMENT SERVIGES GENTER OFFERS AID TO DISABLED
ELDERLY, DISABLED TO GET VAN
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NOTATION
ORIGINAL CRAFTS CORNER TALENT
HANSEN HALL WINTER FEST IS THIS WEEK
RESIDENTS WANT TOP FLOORS OPEN (WEK)
'••HANSEN HALL TO BE TURNED INTO PRISON
STUDENT CLARIFIES STATEMENT (L)
'HE, YO, CABBIE' (ONKEN & MURPHY)
HANSEN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (SOGGE)
JAMES BILL TO LECTURE IN HARDING SERIES
VIETNAM WAR STORIES (MILLER)
VETS FIGHT TO BE REMEMBERED
'••JAMES LOVELL SPOKE TO SDSU STUDENTS
'J^US PARTLY TO BLAME FOR DEATHS (MARTIN)
*DEAN CONGER--PHOTO JOURNALIST (ONKEN)
NATIONAL COLUMNIST TO SPEAK AT SDSU
RAINS DELAY HARVEST
'^INTEREST IN ARABIC PROMPTS COURSE (COWAN)
COLLEGE OFFERS FREEDOM, IDEALISM
OUR ELECTRONIC DEPENDENCY
IN '64, 4 MEN WITH LONG HAIR...
COLUMNIST UNFAIR TO TAIWANESE (L)
REAL GOAL OF OLYMPIC TRADITION LOST
INDIAN CAUSE JUST, NEEDS DIRECTION
PRAYER PROPOSAL
'SPACE INVADER' NOT SAFE GAME
SPRING OUTBLOSSOMS PROBLEMS OF DAY
THE $6,000 SA LOTTERY
DIET CENTER SHAPES UP
COLD SEASON ABOUNDS (PAIGE)
WELLNESS INVOLVES AWARENESS
'^FAIR STRESSES TOTAL HEALTH CARE
COLLEGE LIFE MAY RUIN HEALTH
WELLNESS FAIR COORDINATOR SAYS 'THANKS'
NOT SICK DOESN'T MEAN YOU'RE HEALTHY (REPPE)
MOSQUITOES CAN CAUSE SERIOUS PROBLEMS (HORNING)
HEALTH SERVICE IS A GOOD DEAL (HUETHER)
SA OK'S HEALTH CARE
'••NEW DOCTOR JOINS HEALTH SERVICE (WIEDERICH)
STUDENT CLINIC TREATS RECORD NUMBER (WEK)
STUDENTS PAY LESS AT STUDENT CLINIC (WEK)
CORRECTION ON 'STUDENTS PAY LESS'
HEALTH SERVICE FUNDED WITH DEBATE (WINTER)
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES (STREI)
SDSU STUDENT PERFECTS HOSPITAL SYSTEM
MILD TEMPS COOL HEATING COSTS (PIES)
STAFF CAN DO MORE THAN JUST LISTEN
CASSETTES CONNECT WITH PHONES (LEHECKA)
'••HENDRICKSON TAKES LIFE MONTH AT A TIME
'^SDSU BOOKSTORE DIRECTOR RETIRES (MADER)
'••RECYCLES NATURE'S TRASH (TODD)
'•^PRESS DOES NOT HAVE POWER (MURPHY)
THE END TO HAYFEVER SNEEZE (HORNING)
'NO-SALT-DIET' PRESCRIBED FOR ROADS & CARS
'••STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTS PRESIDENT
'•'TO HOUSE NEW STATE CHEM LAB (HORNING)
SEE NAMES OF SITES
HITLER TYRANNY CASE OF RIGHT PLACE AT RIGHT TIME
'•'NEW IMAGE SOUGHT
HOBO DAY NOT 'GREATEST STORY TOLD' (L)
HOBO DAY PARTIERS, BE CONSIDERATE
'GREATEST STORY' NOT IN BIBLE (L)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HANDICRAFTS 830202 071 1
HANSEN HALL 830202 104 ;
840404 Oil :
840404 111 •
840411 065 ;
HANSEN NELS 840208 111
HANSEN TRACY 830302 151 :
HARDING LECTURE 820915 074 .
821013 041 '
821013 121 '
830413 Oil •
831116 Oil •
831207 131 •
840321 125 i
HARVESTING 821020 345 :
HASSOUN SEHAM 830914 061 •
HAYES JOE 840125 043
840201 051
840208 041
840208 055
840215 043
840229 043
840314 041
840328 041
840425 041
840502 041
HEALTH 820929 084
821027 031
830202 023
830216 021
830216 021
830223 044
830316 Oil
830914 141
HEALTH SERVICES 821020 043
821103 021
830914 021
831026 031
831026 031
831102 071
831207 071
840208 131
HEART DISEASES 830202 061
HEATING 830302 061
HELP 830209 051
840125 035
HENDRICKSON J PHIL 830223 Oil
HENRICHSEN MELVIN 831102 071
HEPPER CAROL 840222 101
HERSH SEYMOUR 830427 Oil
HEY FEVER 830928 151
HIGHWAYS 830126 101
HILDEBRAND STEVE 840411 014
HILDERBRAND DAVID 831116 144
HISTORICAL SITES
HITLER ADOLPH 830209
HOBO DAY 820908 061
820915 051
820922 044
820922 055
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HOBO DAY 820922 056 •
820929 041 1
820929 041 ]
820929 181 ]
820929 Oil '
821006 Oil 1
821006 034 '
821006 071 1
821013 053 ]
821013 061 1
821110 Oil '
830907 042 (
831012 Oil '
831012 041 ]
831012 043 •
831012 044 ]
831012 101 ]
831012 181 •
831012 183
831019 Oil ;
831019 033 •
831026 Oil ]
831026 043 1
831102 031 ;
831102 074 ]
831130 021 •
840404 031 •
840502 071 ]
HOCKEY 830202 091 •
830302 144 :
830323 241 •
840118 191 :
840215 151 •
840222 151 :
HOGAN EDWARD 840328 161 :
HOLDEN NELDA 830427 151 :
HOLIDAYS 821117 091 :
HOUffiRDA STEVE 840411 181 •
HOME ECONOMICS 821020 214 1
840321 071 :
840321 071
840321 071 1
840321 071 :
HOMESTAKE MINING 840502 085 '
HOMOSEXUALITY 840208 oil •
840425 oil 1
HOOPS RAY 840314 oil •
840404 oil •
840411 oil •
840425 oil
HOPPONEN RAYMOND 821117 031
HORSES 821117 101 •
830202 101 •
830209 014 •
831012 151 •
HORSTED PAUL 840425 Oil '
HORTICULTURE 830427 161 '
HOSPICE 820908 074
831130 084
HOUSING
NOTATION
THEME MISREAD (L)
CELEBRATION IS APPEALING...(ED)
HOBOES HAVE ENJOYED HEARTY HISTORY
EXCITEMENT, CONFUSION RUN IN ROAD RALLY
SPECIAL SECTION--HOBO WEEK 82
CANCELLATIONS PLAGUE HOBO PARADE (RUDNICK)
HOBO WEEK '82
CAVORTS DRESSED IN STYLE
HOBOES TOO NUMEROUS TO SUE (WELSH)
CAVORTS BROUGHT OUT 'WINNERS* (HEFLING)
SCHWANKE WILL BE 1983 POOBA
COMMITTEE APOLOGIZES FOR ACTIONS (L)
•HAVE YOU BEEN AROUND CAMPUS LATELY
HOBO WEEK STILL FUN (ED)
-"'83 HOBO-HINTS
HOBOS EXTEND WELCOME FOR HOBO DAY
DRIVE SAFELY DURING HOBO WEEK
'''IT TAKES A LOT OF HARD WORK
IT ALL STARTED LIKE THIS...
FRESHMAN INJURED IN TUG-OF-WAR CONTEST
'^HOBO WEEK CONTESTANTS
HOBO DAY VS PHEASANTS (DURST-CORNEMANN)
SHOULD ENCOURAGE MORE PARTICIPATION
FUNDS RAISED FOR INJURED FRESHMAN
HOBO DAY 1985 WILL BE SEPT 28
'̂ PHARMACY MAJOR IS NEW POOBA (WINTER)
TO AID TUG-OF-WAR VICTIM (LEHECKA)
REVAMPS HOBO DAY FOR 1984 (L)
'•'SDSU BLADES HOCKEY
BLADES CRUSH ABERDEEN
'•BLADES FINISH SEASON 5-0
BLADES EXPECTED TO BE STRONG
*BLADES CRUSH DORDT COLLEGE (REINARDY)
BROTHER TANDEM HELPS
DESIGNED A NEW SCHOOL FLAG
BANDING BIRDS (BORDEWYK)
HOLIDAYS STUFFED WITH CULTURE (GIESER)
'"'WORKS FOR VOLUNTEERS FOR YOUTH PROGRAM
CLASS OFFERS VARIED LIFESTYLES (REPPE)
EXPO TAKES YEAR'S PLANNING (REPPE)
SUTERA ENJOYS JOB (BOETTCHER)
WORKSHOPS CONTRIBUTE DIVERSITY (RADEMACHER)
BRANUM ACTS AS ADVISOR (HOLZHAUSER)
TRAIN MAY CHUG TO SDSU (MAHAFFY)
'^FORUM COVERS FAMILY CONCERNS
GROUP HELPS HOMOSEXUALS (ACKERSON)
*6 FINALISTS APPROACH INTERVIEWS
^PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
"REGENTS CHOOSE HOOPS OF NDSU (MURPHY)
BERG--HOOPS KNOWS LAND GRANT (ACKERSON)
PHARMACY UNDERGOES CHANGES (PAIGE)
'•'HORSE TRAINER AMAZES CROWD (BROWN)
'"'BOTH COWBOYS AND CITY SLICKERS CAN LEARN
'•'HORSE TRAINER WES WEDLAND JOGS HAVEN
'•'TEAMWORK IS ESSENTIAL IN WINNING (WAGNER)
^'PUB COUNCIL NAMES NEXT YEAR'S EDITORS
TREES AND SHRUBS FOR OUTDOOR LABS (BOETTCHER)
CENTER SUSTAINS DYING
'•'HOSPICE HELPS TERMINALLY ILL (DURST)
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HOUSING 820901 104 1
820908 041 1
820922 015 :
820929 061 1
821020 193 1
821103 063 :
821208 061 •
830119 061
830216 034 •
830216 042 •
830330 051 :
830504 Oil •
831130 071 •
831214 066 ;
840118 091
840201 013
840208 015
840208 061
840502 074
HOUSING CITY 821013 Oil
831005 Oil
831102 081
HOWE CAROLE 840201 Oil
HOWLEY WAYNE 820922 071
HUETHER ERV 830119 181
830216 156
830323 211
830427 201
831116 181
HUETHER MIKE 830202 044
840201 041
HUMANE SOCIETY 831026 091
HUMANITIES 821117 092
830427 071
HUNGER 820929 101
830928 081
831005 083
- 831019 055
HUNT JIM 830427 171
HUNTING 820929 234
821006 111
821013 174
821013 181
821020 351
821027 141
821027 151
821201 161
821208 151
830209 014
830907 241
830914 151
830914 151
831005 144
831005 145
831026 Oil
831102 Oil
831109 114
831130 121
831207 151
HUSTON PERDITA 840411 115
NOTATION
HOUSING PROBLEMS LESSEN
NO PLACE LIKE HOME (ED)
RESIDENTS SATISFIED WITH BROWN, WANETA
MARRIED HOUSING IN DEMAND
OFF-CAMPUS LIFE OFFERS INDEPENDENCE
HOUSING PAYMENT CONFUSING TO SDSU STUDENTS
TENNENTS UNION EXPLORED (WALDNER)
SDSU HOUSING NO LONGER TOPS THE LIST
*LOW RENT HOUSING AVAILABLE, COUPLES BETTER HURRY
TENANTS MAY BE LIABLE FOR FROZEN PIPES
RENTERS FACE NEW OBSTACLE
'̂ MAYOR WORKS FOR FAIR, SAFE HOUSING (MCBREEN)
-'•APARTMENTS MAY RELIEVE HOUSING CRUNCH
ROOMS HARD TO FIND FOR FOREIGNERS
LANDLORDS PROTEST CLEAN-UP (DEKRAAI)
LOW-RENT HOUSES (DEKRAAI)
CODE CLARITY CAUSES PROBLEMS (DEKRAAI)
LANDLORD QUESTIONS EFFECT OF ORDINANCE
MARRIED STUDENTS SALUTE HOUSING (L)
CITY CONSIDERS NEW SYSTEM FOR REPAIR
STUDENTS DEMAND BETTER HOUSING (PAIGE)
'•'SURVEY WILL DEFINE DISCRIMINATION (BORDEWYK)
'•'NUCLEAR WAR BEYOND MEDICINE (KNUTSON)
CANDIDATES VIE FOR SENATE SEAT
'•'HUETHER INDUCTED INTO AACBC HALL OF FAME
ERV HUETHER RETIRES AFTER 34 YEARS
HUETHER DENOUNCES NCC CHANGES (MANGAN)
HUETHER RETIRES AFTER 34 YEARS (MANGAN)
SCHOLARSHIP HONORING HUETHERS ESTABLISHED
HUETHER DISPUTES SA'S CAMPUS AFFAIRS RATING
FACULTY ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
ANIMAL SHELTER WILL BE OPEN SUNDAYS
HUMANITIES PROGRAM OUTREACHES AREA TOWNS
OUTREACH HELPS AREA TOWNS (WEK)
'^CROP PARTICIPANTS HARVEST FUNDS FOR HUNGRY
VOLUNTEERS WANTED FOR CROP EVENT
'•'CROP WALK PARTICIPANTS RAISE $5,000
HUNGER WALK PUBLICITY APPRECIATED (L)
CHAMPION HUNT RIDES IN STYLE (LINDBLOM)
'•'WATERFOWL HUNTERS READY
SOME PROBLEMS RESULT FROM TRESPASSING
BOWHUNTING FOR DEER MORE CHALLENGING
WESTERN HALF OF COUNTY HAS PHEASANTS
'•'HUNTING BRINGS GOOD TIMES
PHEASANT HUNTING IS 'TOUGH' (GULLICKSON)
HUNTING DOG IS VALUABLE ASSET & FRIEND (ERPENBACH)
'•'HUNTERS ARE SWITCHING TO STEEL SHOT •
HUNTING WAS SLOW THIS YEAR IN THE COUNTY
BILL WOULD CUT HUNTERS' WAITING TIME
8,000 EXTRA LICENSES AVAILABLE
'•'NEW DOVE HUNTING RESTRICTIONS (HUNTSMAN)
OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS ARE ABLE TO HUNT (HORNING)
ESTIMATES SHOW POPULATION SOARING
STUDY SAYS STEEL SHOT STOPS LEAD POISONING
HOBO DAY VS PHEASANTS (DURST-CORNEMANN)
'•'HUNTING SEASON BRINGS RESULTS (HORNING)
HUNTERS PROVIDE ADDITIONAL REVENUE (HORNING)
MILD WINTERS--GOOD HUNTING (WAGNER)
BAD WEATHER EXTENDS DEER SEASON (HORNING)
LECTURER TO SPEAK ON WOMEN
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HUSTON PERDITA 840425 021 •
HUTCHESON H L 831102 131 •
HUTTERITES 821027 012 :
HYPNOSIS 820929 041 •
821006 075 :
HYPOGLYCEMIA 840314 121 •
ICE & SNOW REMVL 821208 091
830119 033 :
830119 081 •
830209 021 :
831207 091 •
840425 054 :
840502 074 :
IDEN NORMAN 840222 111 •
IDENTIFICATION 830914 032
INAUGURAL EVENTS 830119 021
INCEST 830323 013 •
INDIANS-SD 830427 061
840229 043
840404 035 '
INDUSTRIES-BR 831130 081 :
INITIATION 820929 031
820929 021
INSURANCE 820929 211
INTERNATIONAL DAY 830420 013
830420 024
830420 041
830504 054
840411 031
840425 051
840425 061
840425 091
INTERNSHIPS 830209 102
INTRAMURALS 820908 135
821006 101
821013 145
821020 301
821020 311
821020 311
821027 191
821103 051
830316 102
831109 061
831116 053
840314 143
840328 215
INVESTMENTS . 830413 091
IRAN 830420 021
830420 022
840425 053
840502 061
840502 061
840502 064
840502 071
IRANIANS
IRAQ 840411 051
IRELAND FORREST 830323 191
IRRIGATION 821103 131
830316 081
ISRAEL 820929 013
NOTATION
FEMALE ADVOCATE
*THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
HUTTERITES SHUN MODERN LIVING
HYPNOTIST TO BE FEATURED
HYPNOTIST EXPERIMENTS WITH PERSUASION
'•'STRICT HEALTH DIET A MUST
SNOW REMOVAL FUNDS AMPLE (MCBREEN)
HARD TO RECOVER DAMAGES FOR A FALL ON ICE
'•'SNOW PILES UP PROBLEMS
PLANTIFF MUST PROVE NEGLIGENCE
'•'BLIZZARDS DENT CITY BUDGET (DURST-CORNEMANN)
LOUSY SNOW REMOVAL (L)
BROTHER'S CRITICISM UNJUST (L)
'•'FRENCH PROF TAKES OFF WITH MODELS (FEUERSTEIN)
IDS NEEDED FOR CAMPUS LIFE
BALL PROVIDES HOSTESSES WITH NEW EXPERIENCE
'•^SPEAKER SAYS INCEST HURTS 'SILENT VICTIMS'
INDIAN ADVISOR OFFERS THANKS (L)
INDIAN CAUSE JUST, NEEDS DIRECTION
•'NATIVE AMERICANS' SPIRITUALITY (KNUTSON)
NEW INDUSTRY WILL BOLSTER LOCAL ECONOMY
'^'FUTURE INITIATION IN STUDENT'S HANDS
CHANGES BRING QUESTION AND CONTROVERSY
CROP-HAIL POLICIES ARE POPULAR
INTERNATIONAL DAY REACHES FOR UNDERSTANDING (JAKES)
INTERNATIONAL DAY FEATURES FILMS
INTERNATIONAL DAY BRINGS NEW CULTURES TO SDSU (ED)
INTERNATIONAL DAY SUCCESS (L)
CULTURAL EXTRAVAGANZA SCHEDULED
INTERNATIONAL DAY A SUCCESS (L)
'•'SDSU'S INTERNATIONAL DAY
'•'MUSIC INTERNATIONAL STYLE
22 STUDENTS INTERN
INTRAMURALS
INTRAMURALS
INTRAMURALS
'•'INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL CROWNS 3 CHAMPIONS
SDSU INTRAMURAL PROGRAM CONTINUES TO GROW
WILLIAMSON HONORED
VARIETY OF INTRAMURALS OFFERED (MILLAGE)
COACH PRAISES INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL (HUETHER)
'WARHEADS, KNIGHTS WIN IM TITLES (REVELL)
INTRAMURALS NEED BETTER EQUIPMENT (L)
WEIGHT LIFTER DISSATISFIED WITH SCHEDULE (L)
PBR, YO-YOS CLAIM CHAMPIONSHIPS
4 RACQUETBALL COURTS
INTEREST FUNDS ADDED SERVICES (MADER)
BAHA'IS CONTINUE PRACTICING RELIGION
SD VOTES TO HALT PERSECUTION
CONDEMNATION FROM WRONG SOURCE (L)
IRANIANS ONLY DEFENDING COUNTRY (L)
ISLAM HAS BEEN MISINTERPRETED (L)
WESTERN MEDIA PRESENTED FALSITIES (L)
CONFLICT FACTS OVERLOOKED (L)
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
IRAQ'S CHEMICAL WEAPON USE (L)
^STRONG LEADERSHIP SHOWN
MANAGEMENT--KEY FACTOR IN IRRIGATION
WATER PERMITS REQUIRED TO IRRIGATE (BROWN)
'•'ISRAEL SHARES BLAME (CUDMORE)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
IVERSON JANICE 830330 121 1
JACKRABBIT JAYCEES 840229 091 .
JACKRABBIT YEARBK 830119 055 1
830126 061
830504 021 ]
831005 035 1
831026 021 •
831116 023 '
JACKSON JANE 820929 051 :
821201 035 ;
821201 054 .
830907 141 ^
831019 081 •
840125 014 1
840215 051 :
840222 061 ]
840314 052 !
JACKSON PAUL 830330 085 ;
JAKES LAURIE 830427 081 •
JANKLOW WILLIAM 821027 015 ^
821103 013 •
821103 041 ,
821208 Oil •
830302 071 .
830413 041 '
831019 013 •
831207 Oil .
840328 021 .
JAYCEES 840425 023 .
840502 071 1
JENSEN DARRELL 830202 Oil 1
840411 073 •
JOHNSON JENNI 830323 225 .
840314 163 .
840321 151 .
JOHNSON LEROY 831102 143 •
JOHNSTON DAVE 840321 091 •
JOKES 830316 021 ,
JONES HOLLAND 831019 091 •
JORGENSON PHIL 830202 111 ,
JOURNALISM 820922 035 ,
820929 076 ,
821020 061 ,
830316 051 :
830427 Oil •
830427 094
830914 064 •
831130 111 •
840411 053
JUDGING TEAMS 820929 221
830202 Oil •
JUNKER CINDY 840222 Oil •
KALLEVIG GREG 840425 153 •
KANE MARGIE 840328 191
KANTACK BEN 830907 243 '
KARATE 821013 071
830914 091 '
KEINTZ SUE 830323 061
830330 041
KELO-TV 830330 055
NOTATION
NUN SERVES AS SOFTBALL COACH (LINN)
JACKRABBIT JAYCEES NUMBER 1 (STREI)
GRADUATE WANTS JACKRABBIT BOOK (L)
ID REQUIRED TO PICK UP '83 JACKRABBIT
DON'T THROW IDS AWAY
OLD ID'S 'MUST' FOR YEARBOOKS
YEARBOOK PHOTOS TO BE TAKEN
VOTES LARGER BUDGET FOR YEARBOOK (WINTER)
PROPOSALS OFFERED TO QUELL NUCLEAR ARMS
ACTIVISTS' HOME VANDALIZED
JACKSON, OTHERS NOT UNPATRIOTIC (L)
ANTI-NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES CAUSE VANDALISM
-"PROFESSOR ORGANIZES SPEAKER'S BUREAU
SDSU PHYSICS PROFS PETITION (ACKERSON)
BROTHERHOOD AS GOD'S FAMILY (L)
READER WAS MISQUOTED IN FORUM STORY (L)
SOVIET DIPLOMAT IS A LOT LIKE US CITIZENS
SDSU ENGLISH PROF IS ALSO LOCAL PAINTER
''•NEXT STOP--WEST GERMANY
'•'JANKLOW--FUNDING A PERENNIAL PROBLEM (WIEDERICH)
*JANKLOW BURIES O'CONNOR IN LANDSLIDE
JANKLOW WIN BUCKS DEMOCRATIC TREND (BROCKELSBY)
TUITION MAY GO UP ONCE AGAIN IN 1983
JANKLOW SUES NEWSWEEK
THE $10 MILLION SOLUTION--LIBEL
'•'JANKLOW 'FAIR' DURING SDSU VISIT
JANKLOW PROPOSAL HIKES FUNDS (BORDEWYK)
JANKLOW, CORPORATE FOUNDER TO ATTEND
JAYCEES SEEK UNIVERSITY NOD (MARTIN)
COMMEND JAYCEE REJECTION (L)
GROUP SEEKS TEACHER COMPETENCY MODEL
'•'EXAM REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION (ACKERS)
JOHNSON ON ALL-NCC BASKETBALL TEAM
JOHNSON TO PLAY IN ACTION
JOHNSON MAKES ALL-NCC TEAM
•''DESIGNS A NEW LOOK FOR A SD TOWN
'•'WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
JOKES REPRESENT LACK OF RESPECT (REPPE)
'•'MANY LAWS ARE NOT EFFECTIVE
JORGENSON CONTENT PLAYING POINT GUARD
JOURNALISM FREEDOMS BROADCASTERS' DAY TOPIC
JOURNALISTS EMBRACE TECHNOLOGY
JOURNALISTS TAUGHT TELEGRAPH LESSON (ROOS)
FREE PRESS ESSENTIAL FOR DEMOCRACY (L)
'•'PRESS DOES NOT HAVE POWER (MURPHY)
COLLEGIAN MARKED FOR EXCELLENCE
'•'AP EDITOR CRITICIZES MEDIA (WINTER)
'•'PROF EMPHASIZES NEWSWRITING (ACKERSON)
PRESIDENTIAL ARTICLE WAS UNFAIR (ROMANS)
JUDGING TEAMS ARE ACTIVE
"JUDGING COACH SAYS STUDENTS ARE KEY TO TEAM
'•'SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES OFFER IDEAS (WEK)
'^SHEDDING HARD LUCK IMAGE (REINARDY)
SERVING THE BEER HELPS THEM
•'JOB IS EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE (BOETTCHER)
CONCENTRATION KEY TO KARATE CLUB SUCCESS
•'KARATE--SHODOKEN STYLE
SENATE REJECTS NOMINATION (WINTER)
SENATE VOTE QUESTIONED (ED)
'•'CAPTAIN AND CREW
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
KENNEDY EDWARD 821208 042
KESD-FM 821208 022
840208 133
KESD-TV 831109 Oil
831109 043
KETELHUT BRIAN 840222 Oil
KIDNAPPING 831012 014
831019 023
831109 064
KINGSLEY QUENTIN 840328 161
KINSHIP PROGRAM 830126 Oil
KLEIN BILL 831109 021
840404 031
KLINE CARL 820915 053
831012 031
840125 031
840222 053
KNOWLTON DAVE 820922 135
KNUTSON 840125 022
KOEPSELL PAUL 820901 015
830119 Oil
830420 081
KOHLER PAUL 830202 101
KONES KORNER 830216 091
KRATOCHVIL ANN 820929 021
KROETCH JEANENE 830316 Oil
KRUG JUDITH 840229 071
LANDLORDS
821013 Hi
840118 091
LANDMARKS
LANDSCAPE 831102 1«
LARSON MARA 821103 051
821110 041
821117 054
821208 041
830126 041
830223 044
LAW ENFORCEMENT 831019 091
LAW MIKE 831109 125
LEADERSHIP 840328 075
840404 061
840502 021
LEAP DAY 840229 091
LEARNING 831026 051
LEARNING OPTIONS 821110 061
LEASE & RENT 820901 084
821208 061
831005 Oil
LEBANON 831102 031
831102 064
831102 072
LECTURES 821208 061
LEGISLATORS
830119 Hi
830119 094
8301-26 071
831019 015
831214 081
LEGISLATURE-SD 83 830119 084
NOTATION
KENNEDY HAS TOO MANY LIABILITIES
PUBLIC RADIO STATIONS IN TUNE (MARTIN)
"KESD RADIO AIRS IT ALL
DATA SHOWS CLOSING KESD COULD HURT (WIEDERICH)
KESD STUDIO SHOULD REMAIN OPEN
*SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES OFFER IDEAS (WEK)
'•-STUDENT FACES ALLEGED KIDNAP CHARGE
STUDENT GIVEN MENTAL TESTS THIS WEEK
WOMEN ARE THEIR PROPERTY (L)
HONORED FOR HIS SUNFLOWER RESEARCH
'KINSPERSONS' MEET TO FILL GAP IN LIVES
INJURED FRESHMAN MOVED
TO AID TUG-OF-WAR VICTIM (LEHECKA)
SHOULD PEOPLE BE 'MODIFIED' (L)
REACTION TO NUCLEAR WAR THREAT (ACKERSON)
'WITNESS FOR PEACE' (BRUMLEY)
PRESENTATION PREACHES 'WRONG' CHRIST (L)
'•'KNOWLTON WINS HONOR
DREAM FOR JUSTICE WAKENS FORUM (KNUTSON)
COMPUTER TEACHERS REPLACE KOEPSELL
KOEPSELL FILES $1 MILLION" SUIT
KOEPSELL CASE CONTINUES (MADER)
BOTH COWBOYS AND CITY SLICKERS CAN LEARN
I'LL TELL YOU 'BOUT KONES KORNER
FEMALE POOBA CHOSEN
GLATT WINS, TURNOUT HIGH (WINTER)
GOVERNMENT SECRECY PROMOTES CENSORSHIP (TODD)
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT
CITY CONSIDERS NEW SYSTEM FOR REPAIR
LANDLORDS PROTEST CLEAN-UP (DEKRAAI)
SEE NAMES OF LANDMARKS
'^DESIGNS A NEW LOOK FOR A SD TOWN
NON-PARTICIPATION IRRITATES LARSON (LARSON)
SDSU STUDENT GOVERNMENT CHALLENGING
PRE-REGISTRATION EASIER WHEN PROF IS LISTED
MINDPOWER CONFERENCE SMALL BUT HELPFUL
TUITION & VET SLOTS IMPORT BILLS IN '83
LARSON CITES CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD SA PRESIDENT
MANY LAWS ARE NOT EFFECTIVE
COLLEGIAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
GRADE REQUIREMENT FOR LEADERSHIP (MARTIN)
SUPPORTS 2.2 GRADE REQUIREMENT (MARTIN)
SENATE APPROVES GRADE RECOMMENDATION
LEAP DAY ONCE AGAIN JUMPS UP (HORNING)
MORE 'BRAIN FOR THE BUCK'
LEARNING CENTER USES COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
RENTAL PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
TENNENTS UNION EXPLORED (WALDNER)
STUDENTS DEMAND BETTER HOUSING (PAIGE)
FOREIGN NEWSMAN TO SPEAK ON LEBANON (MADER)
HISTORY OF LEBANON CONFLICT (L)
SDSU GRAD KILLED IN BEIRUT
COLLOQUIUM SCHEDULED (ROOS)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATORS BEGIN WORK ON THE HILL
ET PHONE A LEGISLATOR
BROOKINGS LEGISLATORS SHARE VIEWS
STUDENTS TO PROVIDE INPUT (WINTER)
LOCAL LEGISLATORS WILL BACK HIGHER ED (MCBREEN)
SESSION UNFOLDS GRADUALLY
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SUBJECT
LEGISLATURE-SD 83
LEGISLATURE-SD 84
LENZ STEVEN
LESOTHO
LETTER WRITING
LEWAKDOWSKI JEFF
LIBRARY
LIFE
LIFESTYLES
LINDGREN ROSS
LIPPARD LUCY
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LITTLE I
DATE PAPER
830126 041 '
830126 105 :
830209 Oil '
830209 021 1
830209 045 1
830209 091 '
830216 Oil ;
830223 071 '
830223 075 :
830316 041 :
840125 014 1
840125 071 1
840215 061 ;
840314 014 :
831012 014 •
831019 023 1
831109 031 •
840215 111 1
840314 111 ]
821110 051 1
830126 051 :
830202 015
830907 074 •
831102 014 :
831116 031 ^
831116 033 :
831130 044
831207 054 1
830914 054 ,
I
821013
1
043 1
821020 053 1
830907 041
830907 043 :
831026 015 •
831026 061 •
820915 071 •
821117 Oil •
820901 IhA •
820908 084 :
821020 231 :
830119 Oil •
830907 153 •
830928 Oil :
830928 084
831012 043 '
831019 Oil
831019 084 •
831109 071 :
840125 061 •
840328 094
840328 191
840328 191
840404 101
840425 084
840425 121
830323 Oil
830323 181
830323 181
NOTATION
TUITION & VET SLOTS IMPORT BILLS IN '83
SESSION TO BLOSSOM AFTER SLUGGISH START
•'LAWMAKERS DEBATE STUDENT REGENT BILL
SA LOBBIES IN PIERRE
SA EFFORT NOT UNDERSTOOD
•'LAWMAKERS CONSIDER NUCLEAR FREEZE--STUDENTS LISTEN
LEGISLATURE TO TAKE UP STUDENT ISSUES
•'CONAHAN, COTTON CLARIFY BILLS (MCBREEN)
PROPOSALS PENDING (PAIGE)
LEGISLATURE'S VIEW OF HIGHER ED COSTLY (ED)
SESSION SHOULD BE GOOD (MCBREEN)
STUDENT REGENT VOTE--A FIFTH TIME (DEKRAAI)
FOCUS ON HIGHER EDUCATION (DEKRAAI)
LAWMAKERS CONSIDER VETOES (BORDEWYK)
'•'STUDENT FACES ALLEGED KIDNAP CHARGE
STUDENT GIVEN MENTAL TESTS THIS WEEK
STUDENT'S HEART IS HOME WITH FAMILY (MAH)
OLD ART THAT IS LOSING INK
HANGING UP THE BIG FLOPPY EARS
UNION FOR CORNCHIPS, LIBRARY FOR BOOKS (KRAGH)
FUNDING FOR LIBRARY IS INADEQUATE
$1 FEE IS NECESSARY, SAYS DEAN OF LIBRARIES
'TIM HOGEN LAYS OUT IN THE LIBRARY
FEE HELPS BOLSTER LIBRARY (HARVEY)
'•'LIBRARY'S CARD CATALOG MAY GO (HARVEY)
LIBRARY JOURNALS RECEIVE DAMAGE (MARTIN)
'PAPERS-ARE-DUE SEASON'
SORRY TO SPOIL YOUR LIBRARY (L)
ALL THINGS HAVE A START AND A FINISH (L)
SEE ALSO STUDENTS
CAN'T MEET 'EM--SPILL BEER ON 'EM
COLLEGE LIFE IS GETTING READER DOWN (REED)
'CATCH ON TO THINGS' IN SOUTH DAKOTA
RURAL LIFE OUTSHINES CITY'S GLAMOUR
TASK FORCE TO STUDY CAMPUS LIFE
'•'MIDWEST LIFE NEEDS CHANGES
'•'LINDGREN REPRESENTS SDSU
'•'1970'S WERE DEPARTURE (CUDMORE)
SEE ALSO BEER
'•'AREA BARS REMODEL, EXPAND--HOPE TO ATTRACT CROWDS
DRINKING DRIVERS FACE STIFFER PENALTIES
LUCKY LADY BUS DAYS END (WIEDERICH)
'•'NEW ORDINANCE BARS MINORS FROM LIQUOR STORES
'^COMMISSION DELAYS LUCKY LADY LICENSE
DORMS STILL 'DRY' 1 YEAR AFTER BEER BAN
SD BILL FAVORS LIQUOR DEALERS
WHERE ARE ALL THE '20-YEAR-OLD' BARS
WANTS BEER TO RETURN TO CAMPUSES (MURPHY)
'•'LAW BANS PERSONS UNDER 21 (MCBREEN)
REACTIONS TO PROPOSAL FOR PUB ON CAMPUS
'•'HS DRINKING PROMPTS BILL (MASHEK)
OFFICIALS ARGUE DRINKING AGE (DEKRAAI)
SERVING THE BEER HELPS THEM
PEER PRESSURE AT THE LOCAL BAR (STREI)
FROM POOL TO QUARTERS (HOLZHAUSER)
DAKOTAS AVOID COORS BOYCOTT (DEKRAAI)
THE BEST REMEDY FOR A HANGOVER
LITTLE I HOME EC EXPOSITION GEARING UP
'^EXPO COORDINATOR LIKES KEEPING BUSY (MORSE)
ADVISOR SERVES CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION (BOETTCHER)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
LITTLE I 830323 184 •
830323 191 •
830323 194 :
830323 201 •
830330 101 1
830330 111 •
840321 Oil •
840321 061 •
840321 061 •
840321 061 '
• 840321 064 :
840321 064
840328 061
LIVESTOCK 820922 155 '
821208 143
830323 204
840321 061 '
LOANS 830316 015
LOBBYING 840314 061
LOBBYISTS
840321 041
LOVETT TOM 830420 081
LUCAS GEORGE 840328 121
LUKE CHARLES 831026 014
LUNDI GABRIEL 830316 041
LUNDIN LARONDA 830914 031
LUTHER MARTIN 830316 032
LYTLE WILLIAM 831012 171
831102 131
MADER MELANIE 840118 145
MAGEE DOUG 840425 061
MAGIC 831116 121
MALO DOUG 821208 161
MANGELS LARRY 840229 061
MARCH OF DIMES 840425 054
MARCHING BAND
MARRIAGE 821020 III
830921 043
MARSKE RUTH 830323 241
MASCOT 840314 111
MCADARAGH JOHN . 831116 023
MCCARTY JERRY 830928 071
MCCRORY GARDENS 821020 334
MCGEOUGH FOUNDATN 831130 164
MCGUIRE BETSY 840208 094
MCGUIRE RUSSELL 830914 081
MCKENNAN HOSP 831116 054
MCKINNEY JAMES 830907 191
MEASLES 830413 051
MEAT INDUSTRY 821027 144
MEAT LABORATORY 830907 234
MECHANICS 840404 051
840411 061
MEDFLIES 830330 041
MEDICAL SERVICES 821208 022
830413 091
830413 092
830427 043
830504 031
MEMORIAL ART CTR 821201 131
NOVICE
LITTLE I,
*BEING A LITTLE
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NOTATION
"GRUNTMEIR ENJOYS CHALLENGE
'•STRONG LEADERSHIP SHOWN
STUDENT 'DEALERS' SELL MACHINERY
'•'DRAWING REDUCES CONFUSION (SEEFELDT)
WEATHER HAMPERS LITTLE I (GULLICKSON)
SHOWMAN SUCCEEDS AT LITTLE I
HOME EC EXPO START FRIDAY
I MANAGER
TRACTOR DRIVING OFFERS...(SEEFELDT)
WHO GETS LIVESTOCK TO SHOW (BROWN)
LITTLE I ADDS COMPUTERS TO CONTEST (LARSON)
LADIES LEAD JOINT EFFORT OF SKILLS (REPPE)
STUDENTS WIN EXPO AND LITTLE I AWARDS
WOSTER AT A-Z CONCLAVE
'•'INCREASED FOOD & SHELTER FOR WINTER
CHEMICAL RESIDUE REPORTS (BOETTCHER)
WHO GETS LIVESTOCK TO SHOW (BROWN)
STUDENTS IN PINCH GET LOANS (GIEBINK)
STUDENT LOBBY GAINS RESPECT (DEKRAAI)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
LOBBYISTS WORKED FOR SD COLLEGES (ED)
^'COUNSELORS LEARN LEGAL SURVIVAL (MADER)
MEETING EMPEROR OF 'STAR WARS' (LOVITT)
NAME NEW PRESIDENT AT DSC (PAIGE)
DEDICATION IS KEY TO SURVIVAL (DAY)
'•'MISS SDSU COMPETES FOR TITLE (MAHAFFY)
SUNDE TRACES LUTHER'S STEPS (JAKES)
CLASS STUDIES MOTHER NATURE (BOETTCHER)
'•'THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
'''TEMPO TOASTS
'•'DEATH ROW PRISONERS (\iffiK)
MAGICAL ILLUSIONS AWE AUDIENCE (HEDIN)
'•'TEACHING PHILOSOPHY REVOLVES AROUND STUDENT
'•'CANDIDATE STRESSES PARTY BACKGROUND (HARVEY)
WALKAMERICA IS APRIL 28 (L)
SEE BAND MARCHING
'•'MARRIAGE & COLLEGE LIFE MIX WELL FOR SOME
CHANGES OCCURR WITH MARRIAGE (GIEBINK)
'•'MARSKE TO HEAD NCAA TRACK
HANGING UP THE BIG FLOPPY EARS
'•'SERVICES SCHEDULED FOR PROF
VIOLENCE MAY BE INFLUENCED BY FOOTBALL
'̂ MCCRORY GARDENS--'OUTDOOR TEACHING LAB'
'•'ATHLETES, TEAMS HELP FOUNDATION
CATERED COOKING CREATES FUN (TULIMIERO)
'''KV91 PLANS FM STATION (MASHEK)
RUNNERS FOR MCKENNAN PROVIDE HOPE (L)
'•'NEW PROFS TO TEACH MUSIC
HAD MEASLES--BETTER CHECK (L)
IMPLANTS CLOSELY MONITORED (BROWN)
'•'MEATS LAB PROVIDES EDUCATION (HUNTSMAN)
MECHANICS OVERSTATED (L)
TRAINING IS REQUIRED FOR MECHANICS (L)
IT ALL STARTED WITH A FIG TREE
CARDIAC REHAB HELPING AREA PATIENTS
NEW CLINIC EXPANDS OPTIONS (SCHWEIGER)
-•''FOREIGN PEDIATRICIAN (SCHWIGERT)
HEALTH SERVICE MD BIDS FAREWELL (L)
'•'MOELLER--MEDICINE MORE THAN JUST PILLS (REPPE)
MAC USES GRANT FOR TOURING EXHIBITS
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MEMORIAL ART CTR 830316 071 i
830907 211 .
840118 101 1
MENDELSOHN ROBERT 830921 141 '
MENNONITES 830420 101 i
MENTAL HEALTH 830216 021 (
830216 061
830302 123 ]
830420 061 1
831026 Oil 1
831102 031 (
831109 021 1
831214 051 '
840118 071 ]
840208 121 1
840404 044 :
840411 053 ]
MEXICO 821020 061 1
MEYER LARRY 830119 071 '
MICE 820929 021 .
MICKELSON GEORGE 831012 093 '
MICROSCOPE 831207 163 '
MIDDLE EAST 820929 Oil '
821006 044 j
821110 043 ]
830427 061 1
MILITARY BALL 821117 022 1
MILITARY SERVICES 821117 041 j
821117 065 ]
830223 Oil ]
830302 Oil '
830302 Oil (
830316 051 ^
830330 Oil .
830330 012 1
830504 101 ]
830907 071 1
MILLER BARB 840314 031 '
MILLER JOHN 820915 043 (
820929 041 ]
821013 041 ^
821027 042 ]
821103 043 :
821110 043 1
821110 071 '
821201 043 1
821208 041
830119 041 ]
830209 042 ]
830302 041 :
830330 043 (
830427 041 ]
MIND 821208 041 !
MINNEAPOLIS MN 840321 141 ^
MODELS 830316 071 1
MOEHRING SCOTT - 840411 041 :
MOELLER LARRY 830504 031 •
MONDALE WALTER 840222 051 1
MORGAN WALTER 821201 031 •
840215 121 ^
NOTATION
ART CENTER GETS GRANT
ART TOURS SEVEN STATES (ONKEN)
UGLY IS PRETTY IN DISPLAY (TULIMIERO)
>''SD STUDIES SHOW RURAL CRIME INCREASE (HORNING)
AUTHOR TRACES ORIGINS OF SD GERMANS (UNRUH)
COLLEGE LIFE MAY RUIN HEALTH
'GUILTY, MENTALLY ILL' NO SOLUTION
RURAL STRESS AFFECTS FARMERS
NEED TO- LEARN HOW TO RELIEVE STRESS (WEK)
STRESS EXISTS IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES (WEK)
COPING SKILLS FOR STRESSORS (WEK)
UNDER STRESS--FORGET DRUGS (WEK)
TO SOME, 'INSTITUTIONALIZED' MATTERS (L)
EX-MENTAL PATIENT CAMPAIGNS (WEK)
TER CABIN FEVER (FEUERSTEIN)
LIFE FILLED WITH ODDITIES (L)
PSYCHIATRISTS ARE SOMETIMES JAILERS (UNZICKER)
MEXICAN MONEY PROBLEMS (MURPHY)
LUTHERAN PASTOR LIKES SOUTH DAKOTA
JUVENILE DESTROYS EXPERIMENTAL MICE
••CONSIDERS GOVERNOR'S RACE (MCBREEN)
'•'TEM HELPS VETS (BOETTCHER)
••STUDENTS PROTEST REFUGEE MASSACRE
AMERICA ALSO GUILTY OF MASSACRE (L)
PALESTINIANS NEED RIGHTS (L)
NEED TO LISTEN, LEARN OF PALESTINE STORY (LAUGHLIN)
MILITARY BALL AND FALL FORMAL
AID SHOULDN'T BE MEANS OF ENFORCING LAW (CURRY)
RESSED ECONOMY AIDS ARMY RECRUITERS
DRAFT PROOF RULE MAY BE HARD TO ENFORCE (MADER)
•'SPEAKER SAYS PUBLIC NEEDS FACTS (WEK)
CALLS AMENDMENT UNCONSTITUTIONAL (MADER)
VET DISPUTES GALVIN'S 'FACTS' (L)
JUDGE STALLS DRAFT RULE (GIEBINK)
MINISTERS OPPOSE LAW
DRAFT & STUDENT AID LINK (SCHWEIGERT)
MOST OBEY DRAFT REGISTRATION RULE
•'COUNSELOR TALKS ON EATING DISORDERS (KNU)
CLOCKS, TIME DOMINATE AMERICAN'S LIVES
HOBOES HAVE ENJOYED HEARTY HISTORY
VIETNAM WAR STORIES (MILLER)
BASEBALL FIRST TO BREAK COLOR BARRIER (MILLER)
SIXTH POLITICAL SYSTEM--STALEMATE (MILLER)
NO 'SERGEANT YORKS' OUT OF VIETNAM
•'1930S GOVERNOR SWAYED PROGRESSIVES (CUDMORE)
SDSU'S NEW INTEGRATED IDEAS CLUB
'DOGEARS' USED BOOK SHOP HAS IT ALL
EDUCATION WITH THE COMPUTER
RULES ESSENTIAL, BUT OFTEN INEFFICENT (MILLER)
LEADERS--FALSE SECURITY FROM EARLY NUCLEAR MONOPOLY
CONCERNS ABOUT MEDIA ARE NOT NEW
DO WE TEACH WHAT STUDENTS NEED TO KNOW
MINDPOWER CONFERENCE SMALL BUT HELPFUL
'DURBAN POVERTY IN MINNEAPOLIS (CANNON)
SDSU ART CLASS MODELS
PEOPLE WHO ABUSE JESUS' NAME
'^MOELLER--MEDICINE MORE THAN JUST PILLS (REPPE)
MONDALE'S REAGAN CRITICISM DEMAGOGUERY (L)
'•'MORGAN VIEWS SHUTTLE LIFT-OFF (BOSSMAN)
'•'BIOLOGY PROF POET TOO
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SUBJECT
MORTAR BOARD
MORTIMER MARJORIE
MOSQUITOES
MOUNTAINEERING
MOV PICT REV
MOWERY STEVE
MURPHY TODD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
830420 055 MORTAR BOARD SELECTS 26 NEW DESIGNATES (L)
831012 014 REGENT MORTIMER RESIGNS
830504 141 MOSQUITOES MAY BE PROBLEM (BOETTCHER)
830914 141 MOSQUITOES CAN CAUSE SERIOUS PROBLEMS (HORNING)
821020 131 "SDSU ALPINE CLUB--CLIFF HANGERS (GUSTAFSON)
831214 094 SLIDES SHOW MOUNTAIN BEAUTY (ONKEN)
SEE ALSO FILM FESTIVAL
820915 124 sue FIXES LAST YEAR'S FILM SLUMP
820922 104 WILLIAMS FITS GARP'S SHOES--LOVITT
820929 114 'BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE' LEAVES AUDIENCES...
821013 125 ROGERS' 'SIX PACK' HAS BAD AFTER TASTE
821027 111 'DOCTORS' NIGHT SHIFT' TICKLES (LOVITT)
821117 084 GERE, WINGER EARN BARS IN 'OFFICER' (LOVITT)
821201 111 'FANTASIA' IS CLASSIC PACKAGE (LOVITT)
821208 114 'CREEPS' IS APPALLING, ENJOYABLE
830119 101 '82 MOVIE REVIEW--BEST, WORST FILMS
830126 111 'TOOTSIE' MAKES STATEMENT WITH A SMILE
830126 111 REMINGTON--INDEPENDENT FILM MAKER
830209 061 'VERDICT' GUILTY OF EXCELLENCE
830223 101 'STING II' IS NOT SEQUEL, BUT CLONE (LOVITT)
830323 161 ^CRITIC NOT HIGH ON 'ROAD TO CHINA' (LOVITT)
830330 081 CRITIC SELECTS HIS FAVORITES (LOVITT)
830420 101 '''OSCARS AID GANDHI POPULARITY (LOVITT)
830427 131 '48 HOURS' IS WORTH TIME (LOVITT)
830504 074 CRITIC PREDICTS REACTIONS TO FLICKS (LOVITT)
830907 211 SUMMER FLICK CORNERS REALITY (LOVITT)
830914 041 WHERE ARE THE WOMEN IN STAR WARS SERIES
830914 131 MOVIE WELL-KNOWNS 'BIT' AGAIN (LOVITT)
830921 111 FILM NEARLY ACHIEVES SUCCESS (LOVITT)
830928 131 HOT SCRIPT IN 'THE BIG CHILL' (LOVITT)
830928 135 'MR MOM' NOT UP TO POTENTIAL (LOVITT)
831012 111 TEENAGE FANTASY IN 'RISKY BUSINESS' (LOVITT)
831019 051 '• '̂MASH' REEL MISSING IN SUC ACTION
831019 131 'NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN' HERO (LOVITT)
831109 091 RECENT FILMS DON'T MERIT EFFORT (LOVITT)
831214 091 MEDIA HYPES MOVIES, MUSIC
840118 121 OOOH, THAT WAS A BAAAD YEAR
840125 091 'UNCOMMON VALOR' THEME TIMELY (LOVITT)
840201 094 '83 FILMS MAKE LIST BUT...(LOVITT)
840208 091 HAMPERS 'YENTL'S' SUCCESS (LOVITT)
840215' 094 'ENDEARMENT' OFFERS FAMILIARITY
840222 101 DO THEY MAKE 'EM ANY BETTER (LOVITT)
840314 091 SUGAR COATING IN 'FOOTLOOSE' (LOVITT)
840321 051 LOVITT SHOULD SUMMARIZE, NOT SLAUGHTER (L)
840321 101 'SILKWOOD' NOT USUAL STORY (LOVITT)
840328 121 A BLOODY CANVAS IN 'SCARFACE' (LOVITT)
840411 091 BEST ACTOR, BEST ACTRESS (LOVITT)
840411 093 CANINE FLICK MORE THAN NATURAL (LOVITT)
840425 093 'GREYSTOKE' IS NEW TARZAN (LOVITT)
840502 121 FISH FLICK SUCCESSFUL 'SPLASH' (LOVITT)
830504 013 ^BULLFIGHTING (BROWN)
830907 041 HIGHER ED NEEDS HIGHER PRIORITY IN LEGISLATURE
830914 041 TOUGHER REQUIREMENTS HURT SCHOOL DISTRICTS (ED)
830921 041 IT'S ABOUT TIME (ED)
830928 041 WHICH SIDE IS THE FRONT (ED)
831005 041 STUDENT EDUCATION SHOULD COME FIRST (ED)
831012 041 HOBO WEEK STILL FUN (ED)
831019 041 DORM'S VIOLATION OF PRIVACY (ED)
831026 041 FIGURES DEFACE PROPERTY (ED)
831102 041 CONTRACT EXTENSION FOR SAGA (ED)
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SUBJECT
MURPHY TODD
MURRA GENE
MUSIC
MUSIC BAND
MUSIC CHOIRS
MUSIC CONCERTS
DATE PAPER
831109 041
831116 041 ]
831207 041 ,
831214 041 1
840118 041 ]
840125 041 '
840201 041 (
840208 041 1
840215 041 1
840222 041 1
840229 041 1
840321 041 :
840328 041 1
840404 041 .
840411 041 1
840425 041 1
840502 041 '
831012 161 •
830323 151 •
830907 191 •
830914 123 1
830928 124 :
831116 111 •
840314 101 1
840314 101 :
840314 105 :
840411 171
830420 oil
840118 141 •
840125 101 •
840208 041
840328 171 •
840328 171 '
840411 111 :
821110 084 1
840411 031 1
820908 091 •
820908 103 •
820929 121 :
821020 145 :
821027 114 •
821103 023 •
821103 111 •
821117 084 1
821117 091 i
830427 131 .
830907 201 :
830907 211 :
831005 091
831019 121
831026 121 •
831102 101 ;
831109 091 •
831109 091 :
831109 103 '
831116 051
831116 064
831130 061 '
831130 101
831214 Oil
NOTATION
'WHERE'S THIS MURPHY' (ED)
REGENTS SHOULD MEET ON CAMPUSES (ED)
ANOTHER STUDENT FEE (ED)
GLATT, BAKER RATE HIGH IN FEES (ED)
HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES (ED)
TEACHERS NEED MUCH MORE (ED)
OH, THOSE BAD CHECKS (ED)
SELECTING NEW PRESIDENT (ED)
SAFETY SHOULD BE TOP PRIORITY (ED)
SOFTENING OF REQUIREMENTS WOULD HURT (ED)
SPECIAL FEES ARE EASY WAY (ED)
LOBBYISTS WORKED FOR SD COLLEGES (ED)
CORE CLASSES SHOULD PROVIDE (ED)
JUST WHERE THE BEEF IS
SHOULD INVESTIGATE ACCUSATIONS (ED)
SDSU WON WITH BERG (ED)
TIME SPENT HERE DIDN'T MATTER (ED)
''•SHOW FEATURES AG MARKETS (HORNING)
MUSIC TEACHER'S CAREER
NEW PROFS TO TEACH MUSIC
MUSIC OFFERED TO ALL (ONKEN)
FEELINGS ON LIFE IN MUSIC RECITALS
''•MUSIC VIDEO (LOVITT)
GERMAN PROF SHARES VOCAL KNOWLEDGE (HEDIN)
PERFORMER MAKES STATEMENT (TULIMIERO)
POPULARITY PROMPTS SOLOIST'S RETURN (TODD)
'UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE' AT SDSU (CANNON)
IT'S NO-SHOW FOR 'BIG NAME' BANDS (CUDMORE)
'̂ HOBBY, PROFESSION FOR RBJ'S
'^IVORY HAS MADE CHANGES (CANNON)
IN '64, 4 MEN WITH LONG HAIR...
'̂ EXCUSES--STYLE OF ROCK 'N' ROLL (CANNON)
THE DISBANDING RED BALL (HORNING)
BANDS STRIKE UP SPRING FUN, TALENT
CHOIRS GAVE A MAGICAL CONCERT (GIESER)
NORWEGIAN CHOIR RECALLS NORSE MUSIC
'•GATLIN BROTHERS KEEP HARMONY AND SMILES
••RAINSTORM SOAKS MANDRELL CONCERT, FANS
RECITAL FEATURES WORLD-RENOWN VIOLINIST
BRASS COMPANY BRINGS STYLE, CULTURE TO AREA
TROUBADOURS--UNIQUE, SIMILAR (CUDMORE)
YVART CONCERT CHARMING
CLARINET CHOIR--REBIRTH OF LIBERAL ARTS (CUDMORE)
WINTER CONSORT EXPLOITS NATURE (GIESER)
MUSIC GROUPS TO PERFORM SUNDAY
AREA COUPLE, COMPOSITION PREMIERE (WIEDERICH)
FAIR APPEARANCE TRIES DANIELS (LOVITT)
DANIELS TELLS STORY IN SONGS (LOVITT)
CONCERTS OFFER MUSICAL QUALITY (CUDMORE)
'HEART' MAY PERFORM (LOVITT)
'''LANGUAGE AND THEME VARIETY MIX (HEDIN)
HEART'S BEAT TO SOUND NOV 3 (ACKERSON)
'''STAR-STUDDED DRUMMIN'
HEART PACIFIES CONCERT CRAVING (LOVITT) •
-•'HEART'S '83 TOUR PREMIERE
HEART CONCERT AMPLIFIES RISK (L)
CONCERT SUCCESSFUL WITH STUDENTS
''REACTIONS TO LOSS ON HEART CONCERT
CHORUS' CHRISTMAS TUNES
HEART WAS RESPONSE TO DEMANDS (CUDMORE)
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NOTATION
SENATE APPROVES CONCERT FUNDS (MARTIN)
WINDPOWER'S MUSICAL GUSTS (TODD)
CONCERT CHOIR PREPARATION
STUDENT MUSICIANS ARE CHALLENGED (HEDIN)
''WIND POWER--MUSICAL ENERGY (CUDMORE)
''3 MUSIC GROUPS IN HOLIDAY DEMAND (CUDMORE)
CAMPUS ECHOES THROUGH CHORDS (HEDIN)
OPERATIC WORKSHOP STRUGGLES (CUDMORE)
EARLY START BUILDS OPERA INTEREST
SDSU VOCALISTS IN OPERA WORKSHOP (HEDIN)
'•'BARBERSHOP GROUP HARMONIZES (GIESER)
FAMED QUARTET TO PERFORM
'"'STRING QUARTET SHARES TALENT
QUINTET STEMS FROM SYMPHONY (TULIMIERO)
FACULTY SHARES MUSIC WITH SEASONAL RECITAL
STIFFER PENALTIES ARE NOT THE CURE
NATIONAL COLLEGE TO PURCHASE
RURAL STRESS AFFECTS FARMERS
BROTHERHOOD AS GOD'S FAMILY (L)
NEW YEAR'S EVE CELEBRATION (L)
JANKLOW SUES NEWSWEEK
"NICARAGUA NOT JUST HEADLINES (MURPHY & HORNING)
•''LIBERAL VS HIGHER' EDUCATION
'TRICKY DICK' ON WAY BACK
NIXON COULD STILL BE GOOD ADVISOR (HAUFF)
NOISE ORDINANCE GAGS PARTY NOISE
PARTY ATMOSPHERE SHOULD BE EXPERIMENT (L)
STUDENT RESPONDS TO COMPLAINTS (L)
LOCAL FAMILIES NEED PEACE AND QUIET (L)
STUDENTS NOT ALWAYS PERFECT (L)
NONTRADITIONALS JUGGLE SCHOOL, HOME
'^'AG-BIO PROVIDES RESEARCH, EXTENSION
'•'FROM CHAPEL TO CLASSROOM (HOLZHAUSER)
HOLIDAY CUSTOMS DIFFERENT (MAHAFFY)
NORWEGIAN CHOIR RECALLS NORSE MUSIC
SEE ENERGY NUCLEAR, ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
SEE RADIOACTIVE WASTES
NURSERY SCHOOL STUDENTS (HOLZHAUSER)
ROTO PROGRAM DOUBLES NUMBER
SDSU NURSING STUDENTS QUESTION USE OF FUND
EATING DISORDERS REACHING EPIDEMIC LEVELS (HEINS)
NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE OFFERS CHOICE (WINTER)
*POWER MISUSED, UNIVERSITIES NEED AUTONOMY
O'CONNOR FLIPS ON SALARIES AGAIN (L)
'•O'CONNOR WOOS STUDENTS, URGES CHANGES
O'CONNOR REAFFIRMS POSITIONS ON ED, AG
'"'JANKLOW BURIES O'CONNOR IN LANDSLIDE
'•EDITOR MIXES MANNERS, HUMOR (TODD)
OBSCENE PHONE CALLERS HARD TO CATCH
SDSU WILDLIFE PLACEMENT HIGH (ERPENBACH)
WOMEN SEEK CAREERS IN AGRICULTURE (BROWN)
MORE SDSU GRADUATES STAY IN SD
RESUMES COMBAT MISSING LINK
CLOSING OF JOB OFFICE ANGERS OFFICIAL (WIEDERICH)
CAREER PLANNING SERVICES TO IMPROVE (WEK)
FAIR UNITES STUDENTS, BUSINESS
^CAREER DAY, NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES
JOB PROSPECTS GOOD (BORDEWYK)
*1 PERSONNEL CARE FOR CAMPUS (BOETTCHER)
'•'SACRED WILDERNESS'
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MUSIC CONCERTS 840118 075 1
840118 121 1
840425 091 1
MUSIC EDUCATION 840208 081 1
MUSIC EVENTS 821201 111 •
821201 121 •
831019 131 1
MUSIC OPERA 830323 141 1
831005 103 :
840404 081 1
MUSIC QUARTET 821027 101 •
830119 114 :
840201 091 •
MUSIC QUINTET 840411 131 1
MUSIC RECITALS 820922 095 :
MYDLAND GORDON 831005 073
NATL COLLEGE 840314 013 ]
NAUMAN ARLINDA 830302 123 :
NEW AGE 840215 051 :
NEW YEAR 840118 054 1
NEWSWEEK 830302 071 ,
NICARAGUA 840222 131 •
NICGORSKI WALTER 840328 065 •
NIXON RICHARD 820929 044
821013 043 ;
NOISE 820901 081 :
831019 054
831026 043
831109 064 :
831116 062
NON-TRADITIONALS 821020 201 :
NORDSTROM PAUL 831026 151 •
NORLIN DENNIS- 840125 101 •
NORWEGIANS 831214 Oil :
840411 031 :
NUCLEAR ENERGY
NUCLEAR WASTES
NURSERY SCHOOL 840411 161
NURSES 840321 031
NURSING DEPT 821020 071
NUTRITION 821020 031
830330 031
O'CONNOR MIKE 820908 Oil
820922 052
820929 014
821020 165
821103 013
O'ROURKE P J 840215 091
OBSCENITY 821201 093
OCCUPATIONS 821020 014
821201 171
830126 Oil
830209 101
830921 015
831005 061
831019 061
831026 151
840328 104
OLSON CHARLES 830921 131
OLSON. LINDA 840502 025
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subject DATE PAPER
OLYMPICS 840215 043 1
OPHEIM LEE 840502 161 ^
ORDINANCES 830907 121 1
ORKISZ JANUSZ 821103 031 •
821110 021 •
ORR LESLYE 840328 141 .
840404 094 I
OTTENBACHER JOHN 830914 021 •
OUTDOOR LIFE 821110 Oil •
830921 131 1
831005 131 1
PALMER LUIS 830914 144 •
PARENT & CHILD 830323 081 •
831207 041 :
PARKS & RECREATION 830119 091 •
830907 231 1
831207 161 ;
840502 091 :
PATRIOTISM 821020 041 :
PAWNSHOP 821027 091 "
PEACE 830223 045 :
830323 031 1
831026 042 ]
831102 051 ,
840118 064 :
840125 031
840502 031 •
PEACE CORPS 821027 051 :
830126 033 •
840125 024 1
PEDERSEN JAMES 830914 035 i
PEDESTRIANS 840328 041 '
PERIODICALS 830921 111 :
PEST 830223 142
PESTICIDES 821110 015
PETERSON RAYMOND 831012 144 •
PETERSON RUSS 830330 081
PHARMACY 821117 031
821208 053
831019 022
840328 161 •
PHEASANTS 830126 144
831005 141
831019 151
PHOTOGRAPHY 830119 111
830216 013
830413 131
830420 091
830504 121
830907 171
830914 Oil
830914 071
830914 121
830921 Oil
830921 021
830921 071
830921 131
830928 Oil
831005 Oil
831005 071
NOTATION
REAL GOAL OF OLYMPIC TRADITION LOST
'"'GEOGRAPHY FIRST-HAND
OFF CAMPUS PARTIES RESULT IN PENALTY
FREEDOM OF- DISCUSSION FOR POLISH (ROOS)
'•'SOLVING PROBLEMS GOAL FOR POLISH SOCIETY
ACTRESS WILL 'TOUCH' AUDIENCE (HEDIN)
CLOSE YOUR EYES & 'SEE' (TULIMIERO)
'"'NEW DOCTOR JOINS HEALTH SERVICE (WIEDERICH)
'"'HE'S FOR SOUTH DAKOTA'S OUTDOORS
COLUMNIST ENJOYS OUTDOORS (STEIN)
MAN HAS STIFLED NATURE (STEIN)
'"'PROTEIN SOLUBILITY TESTED
'"'SINGLE PARENTS FACE RESPONSIBILITIES (GIEBINK)
PARENTS' ROLE CHANGING -
"'COLLEGE TUBING GROUNDED
CONSIDERS INCREASING USER FEES (WAGNER)
PARK VISITATIONS BOOSTED (WAGNER)
STATE PARKS DEPARTMENT INCREASES FEES
PATRIOTISM ALIVE IN ROTC (TUFTE)
THE EXCHANGE PAWNS GOODS (REPPE)
READER PRAYS FOR PEACE IN PALESTINE (L)
GROUPS PLAN EASTER SERVICE NEAR ELLSWORTH (GIEBINK)
NO PEACE TIL JESUS RETURNS (L)
ANY PEACE ENDEAVOR SHOULD BE WELCOMED (L)
PEOPLE SHOULD TAKE STAND FOR PEACE (L)
'WITNESS FOR PEACE' (BRUMLEY)
'''EASTER LILIES REPRESENT PEACE (ACKERSON)
PEACE CORPS GIVES 'RIPPLES OF HOPE' (ANDERSON)
'"'14 SEEK JOB IN PEACE CORPS
CORPS CHALLENGES TRIVIA BUFFS (BREHM)
NEW DEAN LEADS GR, ENGINEERING
THEY SAY--'WATCH PEDESTRIAN'
FUNDING DETERMINES MAGAZINE'S DURATION (CUDMORE)
IPM REDUCES COSTS & INCREASES PROFITS
PESTICIDE'S HEAVY USE TO END WITH EPA BAN
'"'PAGEANT GLEANS PROF'S SKILLS (HEDIN)
STUDENT CARTOONIST DOODLES LIFE AWAY
PHARMACY UNDERGOES CHANGES (PAIGE)
PHARMACY GRADS WELL-PREPARED (L)
PHARMACY FAIR SCHEDULED OCT 19
'"'PHARMACY INTERNS (FEUERSTEIN)
RESTORATION PROGRAM THRIVING
'"'THIRTEEN TRANSMITTERS IN HABITAT (HUNTSMAN)
pheasant population up (WAGNER)
'"'BERGELAND WINS TOP HONORS IN LOCAL CONTEST
'"'JOEL RANEY NAVIGATING PUDDLES. . .
'"'THE CAMPANILE THROUGH THE SEASONS
WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD OF CHILDREN
'"'BERGELAND/BORDEWYK/ONKEN/COFFIN
SHADOWS OF SUMMER
THE SILHOUETTED PHYSICAL PLANT
BROKEN LIMBS
PHOTOS PORTRAY LIFE (CUDMORE)
SINGLE HORSEPOWER
PEDDLING JUGGLER
HORSE TALK
RANGEY ROAN
SUNSHINE ON YOUR SHOULDERS
SHADES OF AUTUMN
PERCHED HIGH IN HER TOP-STORY APT
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
PHOTOGRAPHY 831005 131 '
831012 091 '
831026 091 '
840125 065 ]
840201 021 '
840208 091 '
840215 064 '
840404 065 '
840425 013 '
PHYSICAL FITNESS 820908 071 '
821020 115 i
830928 051 ]
831207 203 (
PHYSICAL PLANT 830921 131 '
PHYSICIANS (
830413 ^ •
PIEPEL MIKE 820901 054 1
820908 043 ]
PIERCE LEEANN 840411 Oil 1
PIERRE SD 830413 141 •
PIERSEL DAVID 840328 161 ]
PIERSON HALL 830209 041 :
830216 043 :
840118 071 •
840411 071 ]
PIZZA 840328 181 '
PLACEMENT (
PLADSEN SCOTT 830126 ^ 1
830209 041 ]
830223 041 1
830316 041 ]
830330 041 :
830420 044 :
830504 043 1
830907 041
830921 041 ,
831005 041 ]
831102 041 1
831116 041 .
831207 043 :
840125 041
840208 043 1
840222 041
840314 041 ;
840328 041 '
840411 041
840502 041
PLAYS
POACHING 830504 lAl •
831116 141 1
POETRY 821027 124 :
840215 121 •
840321 054 :
POLAND 821103 031 •
821110 021 •
830928 091 •
POLICE 830302 071 •
830907 121 1
830928 111 •
POLICE CAMPUS 821103 015 :
NOTATION
-WAITIN' FOR A RAKIN'
SNAKE IN THE GRASS
•JACKHAMMERING
FLAKES OF FROST CLING TO THE WINDOW
'•ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST
*BAD MOON RISIN'
SITTING BACK
*MIRROR IMAGE
*SUN FISH
^AEROBICS PLACE-COMBINES MUSIC & EXERCISE
AEROBIC MADNESS HAS HIT BROOKINGS
EXTRAORDINARY HUMAN ATHLETIC FEATS (GIEBINK)
CENTURY FITNESS CLUB (PHYSICAL FITNESS)
*1 PERSONNEL CARE FOR CAMPUS (BOETTCHER)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHYSICIANS
FOREIGN PEDIATRICIAN (SCHWIGERT)
STUDENTS REGRET LOSS OF PIEPEL (L)
PIEPEL DECISION MISTAKE (L)
SEX LIMITS ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES (WEK)
TWO TOWNS CONTRAST (STEIN)
RECEIVED THE MASTER TEACHER CERTIFICATE
PIERSON VANDALISM IS 'SENSELESS'
PIERSON OFFICERS DENOUNCE HALL VANDALISM
"LOG ON AT PIERSON (ACKERSON)
DIVIDES MEN'S, WOMEN'S WINGS (LEHECKA)
THE PIZZA KING GODFATHER IS...(HORNING)
SEE OCCUPATIONS
US SHOULD MAKE BOOZE NOT WAR
HITLER TYRANNY CASE OF RIGHT PLACE AT RIGHT TIME
SPRING BREAK PARADISE--FALKLANDS
REAL RUNNERS DO NOT 'CARBOLOAD'
IT ALL.STARTED WITH A FIG TREE
PROPOSED CREDIT SYSTEM WOULD BE 'SLACKER'
GRAD SPEAKERS PREDICTABLE, BORING
'CATCH ON TO THINGS' IN SOUTH DAKOTA
ADVERTISING CREATES NEW VERSION (PLADSEN)
REMOTE CONTROL AIRPLANES MINI VERSION
WHY A COLLEGIAN COLUMNIST
ALL IN OUR LIVES TRANSIENT
FINALLY-JUSTIFICATION FOR GRENADA
'BIG HOBO' CAN WATCH FOR 1984-ISM
COMPUTERS LIKE RODNEY, GET NO RESPECT
'AIRCOYOTE' FLYING AROUND
FOR A GOOD TIME
THEY SAY--'WATCH PEDESTRIAN'
INFORMATION AGE HARBORS A FEW 'ROCKY' ROAD
INVENTORY CLEARANCE
SEE DRAMA
'•'VIOLATIONS ARE HARD TO DETECT (STEIN)
OUTBREAKS OF POACHING ANGERS MEN (WAGNER)
BRITISH ACTORS PORTRAY POETRY (LOVITT)
"BIOLOGY PROF POET TOO
HERE'S THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER (L)
FREEDOM OF DISCUSSION FOR POLISH (ROOS)
-•'SOLVING PROBLEMS GOAL FOR POLISH SOCIETY
^STUDENT TELLS SIXTH GRADERS ABOUT POLAND
-•^RETIRING CHIEF RETRACES MODIFICATIONS
OFF CAMPUS PARTIES RESULT IN PENALTY
THEY'RE PEOPLE TOO
POLICE, RESIDENTS PUZZLED BY PROWLER (ROOS)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
POLICE CAMPUS 830330 031
830420 031
POLITICS & GOVT-SD 820915 091
820915 093
821013 061
821020 043
821027 081
821103 051
821103 071
821103 071
POLITICS & GOVT-US 821103 043
POP MACHINES 830223 021
POTTERY 821208 104
POVERTY 840321 141
POWERLIFTING 830223 211
POWERLINES 821013 014
PRE-REGISTRATION 840425 041
PRESIDENT 831109 Oil
831109 053
PRESSLER LARRY 821027 081
830126 052
831116 051
840222 031
840222 032
840222 051
840314 053
PRISONERS 830323 044
PROPOSALS 830427 Oil
PROSTITUTION 840321 145
PRUITT DICK 830323 181
PRUNTY BETTY 820922 051
PRUNTY ROGER 830504 Oil
PUBLIC RELATIONS 821027 041
PUBLICATIONS 820922 025
QUALITY OF LIFE 840321 084
QUICHE 821117 041
RACING 830907 134
RACISM
831130 0^
RACQUETBALL 830330 141
RADEMACHER TAMMY 840404 144
RADIOACTIVE WASTES 820908 Oil
830223 041
830223 051
830914 045
830921 031
830921 073
830921 073
831019 154
831116 015
831116 091
840215 041
840222 041
840321 023
840328 031
840328 071
RAMES ROSS 821027 042
830119 041
830202 042
830216 041
NEED CAMPUS SECURITY--DIAL 311
WALKING OFFICERS DETER CRIME (CURRY)
HOUSE CANDIDATES HIT CAMPAIGN TRAIL
-•^POLITICIANS ATTEND KEGGERS
BROCKELSBY 'KNOWS NOTHING ABOUT POLITICS' (HANZEN)
COSELL--WRESTLING MAY NEVER BE THE SAME (DUNCAN)
PRESSLER campaigns WITH GOP CANDIDATES (MCBREEN)
NON-PARTICIPATION IRRITATES LARSON (LARSON)
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS--3 OK'D (MURPHY)
GOP SWEEPS LOCAL ELECTIONS (MCBREEN)
SIXTH POLITICAL SYSTEM--STALEMATE (MILLER)
'•-$13,330 IN CAMPUS POP MACHINES
POTTERY STYLES SHOW FUNCTIONS
'•'URBAN POVERTY IN MINNEAPOLIS (CANNON)
POWERLIFTERS WIN HOME MEET (REVELL)
SEA TO APPEAL MANDAN RULING
PRE-REGISTRATION RUINS ROMANCE OF EDUCATION
PRESIDENTIAL SELECTION NOT DEMOCRATIC (WIEDERICH)
TEACHERS DO NOT NEED REP (BERGUM)
PRESSLER CAMPAIGNS WITH GOP CANDIDATES (MCBREEN)
PRESSLER FOR FREEZE IF IT'S VERIFIABLE (L)
PRESSLER VOTE DIFFERS FROM PROMISE (L)
'•'HARSH WORDS EXCHANGED AT FORUM (WEK)
'"POLITICAL FORCE DECLINES (MARTIN)
PRESSLER FAILED AT SDSU FORUM (L)
RUSSIAN 'HORNED IN' ON FORUM (L)
WASHINGTON PRISONER SEEKS SDSU PEN PAL
BOARD TO STUDY TUITION PROPOSALS (MCBREEN)
'•'PROSTITUTES GET HELP FROM GROUP (CANNON)
ADVISOR SERVES CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION (BOETTCHER)
BEER NOT MAIN HIGHER ED ISSUE (L)
'•'MAYOR WORKS FOR FAIR, SAFE HOUSING (MCBREEN)
CITY-CAMPUS RELATIONSHIP IS ALIVE & WELL (KROETCH)
PUB COUNCIL FUNDED
TASK FORCE WILL SURVEY SDSU (MCBREEN)
QUICHE-EATERS CROQUET, WHAT ABOUT WOMEN
'•'GO-KART DRIVERS FROM 3 STATES (BORDEWYK)
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
SIGNS OF RACISM PRESENT AT SDSU
'•'RACQUETBALL POPULAR AT SDSU (KOSEL)
'•'RADEMACHER'S PITCHING SKILLS (HELLAND)
WASTE DISPOSAL STIRS DEBATE
STATE SHOULD TAKE TIME IN DISPOSING WASTE (ED)
STATE DOES NOT NEED GARBAGE (L)
SD SHOULD NOT JOIN WASTE COMPACT (L)
SDSU'S RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS HARMLESS (MADER)
SD FACES DISPOSAL PROBLEM (PAIGE)
COMMITTEE CONSIDERS FIVE ALTERNATIVES (PAIGE)
LAWS ON WASTE SITES MUST BE SET
VOTERS MUST DECIDE ON DISPOSAL (MCBREEN)
STATE MAY FORM COMPACT WITH ND (MCBREEN)
SAFETY SHOULD BE TOP PRIORITY (ED)
DECISION SHOULD NOT BE A HASTY ONE
PANELISTS REVIEW WASTE REMOVAL OPTIONS
'•'CAMPUS COMMENTS ON NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
WASTE DISPOSAL SITES DISCUSSED (ACKERSON)
STUDENT BOILS OVER CAMPUS FOOD (RAMES)
SEQUEL SEEKS ANSWERS
NCAA RULES--ATHLETES ARE THE WINNERS
COMPLIERS ONLY ONES HURT BY NO-BEER RULE
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NOTATION
sue SHOULD GET ON WITH BUSINESS
WAMS (WHITE & MALE) FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
A LOOK IN LIFE'S REAR-VIEW MIRROR
MAYBE NOTHING CAN SPUR LETTERS
'•US PARTLY TO BLAME FOR DEATHS (MARTIN)
$1 FEE IS NECESSARY, SAYS DEAN OF LIBRARIES
FEE HELPS BOLSTER LIBRARY (HARVEY)
POLICE INVESTIGATING ALLEGED RAPE
BALLOONS--MORE THAN HOT AIR
'•'ONLY MEN COME TO RAY'S (ONKEN & BORDEWYK)
DEVELOPING SKILLS MAKES GOOD READING
REAGAN IS LIKE LOCAL VANDALS (JACKSON)
CAROLINA WARM, BUT COULD BE FINER (L)
SD AG NEEDS TO ADAPT TO THE FUTURE
DEVELOPING SKILLS MAKES GOOD READING
RELEASING JAZZ LP'S NOT EASY--PAT OSWALD
ALBUM RENTALS FAVORED BY RENTER, CUSTOMERS
•-'WHO'S ALBUM--END OF LEGEND
JOEL'S LP REVEALS ALIENATION (HUTCHINS)
A BIG SHOT, THE CROWD LOVES HIM
YOUNG MAKES TRANSITION
TOP 41 SQUEEZE OUT SQUEEZE (LOVITT)
ALBUM FITS PROFIT FORMULA
LOWE'S 'ABDOMINABLE SHOWMAN' (HUTCHINS)
REGENTS MAY LIMIT ENROLLMENT OF TEACHERS (MURPHY)
'•'REGENT REDFIELD'S LIFE NOT ALL GLAMOUR
REED SAYS ACCUSER IS MISTAKEN (L)
ONE PERCENT SALES TAX LAW (MCBREEN)
US REFUGEE DECISIONS ARE POLITICIZED (L)
'•'REFUGEE HIDES FACE (WEK)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
REGENTS 'BULL-ISH' ON DORM-DWELLERS
REGENTS PROPOSE INCREASE IN FACULTY SALARIES
REGENTS MAY LIMIT ENROLLMENT OF TEACHERS (MURPHY)
'•'REGENT REDFIELD--ANSWERS NOT SIMPLE (WIEDERICH)
'•'REGENT REDFIELD'S LIFE NOT ALL GLAMOUR
BOARD HOLDS POWERS, RESPONSIBILITIES (MCFARLANE)
CASUAL MEETINGS--IS THE PUBLIC LEFT OUT
PRIVATE MEETINGS RESTRAIN PUBLIC (ED)
SDSU MAY TIE IN TO STATE COMPUTER
'^LAWMAKERS DEBATE STUDENT REGENT BILL
'''SHED SPOTLIGHTS HIGHER ED
STUDENT REGENT SHOULD HAVE A VOTE THAT COUNTS (ED)
REGENTS APPROVE, DEFER SDSU REQUESTS (MCBREEN)
*HANDS ARE TIED ON RECIPROCITY (WINTER)
REGENTS CURB COMPUTER MAJOR PROGRAM (MCBREEN)
REGENTS END YEAR WITH DELAY TACTICS (ED)
NEW REGENT PRESIDENT (BORDEWYK)
REGENTS DO BUSINESS OVER PHONE
REGENT MORTIMER RESIGNS
CONSIDER STARTING SEMESTER AFTER LABOR DAY
ASK REGENTS TO MEET ON CAMPUS (MCBREEN)
TEACHERS DO NOT NEED REP (BERGUM)
LEGISLATORS DO NOT LIKE REQUIREMENTS (MAS)
REGENTS SAY ENTRANCE STANDARDS OK
REGENTS SHOULD MEET ON CAMPUSES (ED)
ROST SWITCHES PARTY (BORDEWYK)
REGENTS OK ENGINEERING FEE
STUDENT REGENT VOTE--A FIFTH TIME (DEKRAAI)
REGENTS STUDY STUDENT HABITS (MCBREEN)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
RAMES ROSS 830302 041 ;
830323 041 1
830413 041 .
830427 043 1
RANDAL JOHATHAN 831116 Oil •
RANEY LEON 830202 015
831102 014 :
RAPE 831102 083 ;
RAVEN INDUSTRIES 820929 171. :
RAY'S CORNER 840411 091 •
READING 830427 041 :
REAGAN RONALD 821201 051 ;
RECKARD WAYNE 830119 043 1
830316 043
830427 041 ;
RECORDINGS 820922 095 :
821006 061 .
821020 093
821027 104 ,
821110 075 ,
830126 121 •
830216 071 '
830216 071 .
830323 141
REDFIELD BETTY 821027 Oil :
821027 021 •
REED RON 830928 054 :
831207 084
REFUGEES 830420 051
830427 .031
REGENTS
820915 0^ :
820922 015 :
821027 oil :
821027 oil
821027 021
821027 081
821201 015
821201 041
830126 015
830209 Oil
830209 104
830216 041
830323 103
830427 014
830427 111
830504 041
830907 Oil
830921 084
831012 014
831019 091
831102 083
831109 053
831109 083
831109 083
831116 041
831207 091
840118 Oil
840125 071
840201 071
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
REGENTS 840208 033 ]
840215 Oil 1
840229 Oil ;
840229 013 •
840229 031 ^
840314 014 :
840321 014 •
840321 081 :
840404 015 ]
840404 041 •
840404 074 •
840411 083 ]
840425 013 •
840502 091 1
REGISTRATION 821117 054 :
REIMERS BRAD 830330 064 '
REINTZ SUE 830330 016 1
RELIGION 820929 071 •
830209 Oil ]
830209 031 ^
830216 052 •
830223 024 i
830223 061 •
830302 021 1
830420 021 :
830420 022 ;
830921 041 :
830921 071 •
840215 023 ^
840222 053 :
840222 061 :
840314 041 :
840328 051 :
840411 041 :
840425 051 :
840502 054 1
REMINGTON JOHN 830126 111 ;
830202 071 •
REMOTE SENSING 840314 013 :
REPUBLICAN PARTY 830427 104 1
RESEARCH 820929 021 ,
820929 231 1
RESEARCH PAPERS 840201 052
RESIDENCE HALLS
820901 ^ •
820908 015
820922 015 :
821020 193 •
830907 071 •
831019 041 :
831019 063
831109 071
831214 031
840125 052
840425 031
RESIDENT ASSISTANT 820929 061
830316 031
830907 111
840229 035
RESTAURANTS 821110 061
NOTATION
REQUEST UPDATED CURRICULUM (BOETTCHER)
STUDENT REGENT BILL IN HOUSE (BORDEWYK)
LAWMAKERS GIVE VOTE TO STUDENT REGENT
'"REGENTS' STYLE RUBS SOME WRONG (BORDEWYK)
'•^CAMPUS COMMENTS ON STUDENT REGENT
LAWMAKERS CONSIDER VETOES (BORDEWYK)
TUITION RATES AND LANGUAGE (MCBREEN)
LITTLE FUTURE FOR STUDENT VOTE (BORDEWYK)
NEW FEE SCHEDULE IS SIMPLER (MCBREEN)
THE REGENTS VS THE JACKRABBITS (STEIN)
'^REGENTS DEFER DSC CHANGE
DISAGREE ON STUDENT REGENT VOTE (BORDEWYK)
'••REGENTS RELINQUISH POWER OVER USD-S
NEW REGENT REMAINS MYSTERY (MCBREEN)
PRE-REGISTRATION EASIER WHEN PROF IS LISTED
•-REIMERS-MAN WITH A VOICE (BOWAR)
SENATE VOTE STIRS QUESTION
'••CHURCH/STATE CONFLICT RISING (ROOS)
RELIGION'S ROLE VARIES FOR STUDENTS
'^UNITED MINISTRIES--WHERE PEOPLE GET INVOLVED
BAPTISTS COMBINE RELIGION AND COLLEGE
CAMPUS MINISTER GUIDES PARISH RENEWALS (WEK)
••SDSU STUDENTS RUN CAMPUS PARISH
ULC EXPRESSES THE OLD IN A NEW FASHION
BAHA'IS CONTINUE PRACTICING RELIGION
SD VOTES TO HALT PERSECUTION
BODY BELONGS TO GOD--NOT MAN (L)
'••BROOKINGS' CHURCHES INVITE YOU TO WORSHIP
'•'FORUM ON SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES (KNUTSON)
PRESENTATION PREACHES 'WRONG' CHRIST (L)
DISCUSSION IGNORES BASIC PROBLEM (L)
PRAYER PROPOSAL
RELIGIOUS MUST LEARN ACCEPTANCE (L)
PEOPLE WHO ABUSE JESUS' NAME
RELIGION NOT WAY TO GOD (L)
GOSPEL OFFERS MORE HOPE (L)
REMINGTON--INDEPENDENT FILM MAKER
'•^FILM SHORTS PARODY LIFE WITH HUMOR
REMOTE SENSING CUT FROM STATE FUNDING
COLLEGE GOPS REVAMP COURSE (MCBREEN)
JUVENILE DESTROYS EXPERIMENTAL MICE
GOAL OF STUDY IS TO HELP WILD TURKEYS
SOME RESEARCH PAPER REQUIREMENTS (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF HALLS
'•^DORM REGULATIONS MAY EASE FIRE HAZARD
BEER RULES STRICTER AFTER RA'S CITE LENIENCY
RESIDENTS SATISFIED WITH BROWN, WANETA
'•^ARE HALLS HOMEY--RA'S, STUDENTS DISAGREE
'•'DORM OCCUPANCY DOWN (WIEDERICH)
DORM'S VIOLATION OF PRIVACY (ED)
AWARENESS KEEPS DORM THEFTS DOWN
NEW PIERSON HALL TERMINALS (HARVEY)
100 DORM STUDENTS MAY GET PROBATION
HALL SMOKE ALARM RULES ARE UNFAIR (L)
PLANS FOR INTERNATIONAL WING ON HOLD (MARTIN)
'•'RHD'S 'LIVE' 24-HOUR JOB
UND & SDSU SWAP HOUSING STAFF
MATHEWS HALL RA SHARES INSIGHTS (MAHAFFY)
RESIDENT ASSISTANTS ATTEND UNL (MAHAFFY)
3.2 BREW TO MAKE DEBUT AT TANG BO PALACE
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
RETAIL TRADES
830330 061
RETIREMENT 830126 015
830323 Oil
831012 Oil
REYNOLDS LYNNE 840328 161
RICHTERS TONY 821027 121
RIFLE CLUB 821006 021
RITTER RICHARD 821103 Oil
830316 044
RITZ GALLERY 840125 081
ROBERTS CLINT 820901 093
820915 093
821020 161
821027 064
821103 Oil
821110 052
ROBERTS GAWAIN 840502 151
ROBERTSON GAIL 840425 081
RODEO 821110 091
830126 024
830223 151
830427 Oil
830427 171
830427 171
830427 171
830427 181
830504 013
830504 111
840201 031
840411 021
840411 195
840502 091
840502 171
ROST MICHAEL 831207 091
ROTC 820915 061
820922 062
830504 Oil
840321 031
ROTHENBERG JIM 840229 031
ROYER PAUL 820915 031
830907 031
RUNNING
821006
821013 153
830119 171
830316 041
831102 181
840215 143
840215 151
SA-ADMINISTRATION 820901 113
830126 Oil
830126 041
830202 044
831214 013
831214 041
SA-BUDGET 820915 023
820922 025
820929 031
830914 023
SEE ALSO BUSINESS
SEMINAR INSTRUCTS POTENTIAL RETAILERS (MADER)
SDSU MAY TIE IN TO STATE COMPUTER
FORMER PROF ACCEPTS OUT-OF-COURT SETTLEMENT
SDSU RETIREMENT PROGRAM (COWAN)
-'>PHARMACY INTERNS (FEUERSTEIN)
^GERMANS LINK ROOTS (DUBBELDE)
ORGANIZATION'S FEE REQUESTS AMENDED (PAIGE)
*GROUP OBJECTS TO CORE COMMITTEES (BOSSMAN)
PROF SAYS EVALUATIONS NEED REVAMPING (L)
DRAWINGS MAKE GALLERY HISTORY (HEDIN)
'•-ROBERTS FEATURED AT REPUBLICAN PICNIC
"POLITICIANS ATTEND KEGGERS
ROBERTS, DASCHLE COMPETE FOR US HOUSE SEAT
GROUP RATES DASCHLE-94, ROBERTS-12 (KAYL)
^DASCHLE SCRAPES BY ROBERTS
ROBERTS' QUOTE 'SHOWS HIS TRUE CHARACTER'
^DOGEARS IS HOME TO ROBERTS (HORNING)
"CITY CHOOSES COMMISSIONER (BORDEWYK)
SDSU RODEO TEAM WINS DESPITE LOSS OF MELVIN
SENATE FUNDS RODEO
*RODEO TEAM SEES MORE THAN WINNING
'•'RODEO CLUB FOR WEEKEND STAMPEDE (WAGNER)
CHAMPION HUNT RIDES IN STYLE (LINDBLOM)
STAMPEDE MANAGER NEEDS HELP (WERMEDAL)
RODEO CLUB ENTERTAINS CRIPPLED CHILDREN (SOOFELDT)
STAMPEDE ATTRACTS ATHLETES. AND TEAMS (BROWN)
BULLFIGHTING (BROWN)
SDSU TEAM WINS STAMPEDE (WAGNER)
SA BAILS RODEO CLUB OUT OF DEFICIT (MARTIN)
RODEO ROUNDS UP LARGER CROWD
TEAM PLACES SECOND AT NEBRASKA
-'RODEO WEEK
'5'MONEY PROBLEMS FACE STAMPEDE (BROWN)
ROST SWITCHES PARTY (BORDEWYK)
ROTO CADETS SPEND TRYING SUMMER AT CAMP
'^ROTC RUN FOR CHARITY
JOB RECRUITING DOWN, ROTO THRIVES (WINTER)
ROTO PROGRAM DOUBLES NUMBER
'̂ 'GUESTS SHARE ALTERNATIVES (KNUTSON)
'•'CHINA EMERGING GIANT (PIES)
CUTS TURN PROFESSIONAL TONES SOUR (WEK)
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
LADY RUNNERS TRAVEL, MEN REST
CROSS-COUNTRY SQUADS HOST INVITATIONAL
*BEARDSLEY--MILKER, MARATHONER
REAL RUNNERS DO NOT 'CARBOLOAD'
MEN RUNNERS READY FOR NATIONALS (CORDTS)
BEYER QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL MEET
BURMA, JACKS MAKE STRONG SHOWING (CORDTS)
'•'SA LEADERS GEAR UP FOR YEAR
SA LEADERS RATE SELVES HIGH
SA TEAM SHOULD RALLY STUDENTS (ED)
HUETHER DISPUTES SA'S CAMPUS AFFAIRS RATING
WORK ON FEES DESERVES HIGH RATING (HARVEY)
GLATT, BAKER RATE HIGH IN FEES (ED)
SENATE APPROVES" SA BUDGET (PAIGE)
PUB COUNCIL FUNDED
SENATE APPROVES JUDGING BUDGET
SENATE PREPARES TO BUDGET MONEY (WINTER)
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SUBJECT
SA-BUDGET
SA-ELECTIONS
SA-PRESIDENT
SA-SENATE
SA-YEARBOOK
SAFETY
SAGA
NOTATION
SENATE APPROVES CUT IN SA BUDGET (WINTER)
SENATE FUNDS THEATER, DRAMATICS, JUDGING
SENATE CUTS FUNDING OF RITZ GALLERY
BUDGET VIEW CHANGING (WINTER)
SENATE RESUMES BUDGET CUTTING (WINTER)
VOTES LARGER BUDGET FOR YEARBOOK (WINTER)
STUDENT SENATE'S BUDGET (MARTIN)
SURPLUS TREKS BACK TO TREASURY (MARTIN)
ELECTION INVOLVEMENT KEY TO SA SUCCESS
MEN V WOMEN FOR TOP SA SLOT
TWO PRESIDENTIAL SLATES PULL FOR STUDENT VOTE
SENATE ACCEPTS 65 PETITIONS
SA CANDIDATES SQUARE OFF
LARSON CITES CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD SA PRESIDENT
READER QUESTIONS TEAMS' PLATFORM (L)
^STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS MARCH 2
SA SLATES WILL SPEND $1700 FOR VOTES
DECIDE WHO WILL SPEAK FOR YOU (ED)
EX-OFFICIAL REVIEWS CAMPAIGN (L)
TIME, EXPERIENCE ELECTION FACTORS (L)
''•GLATT WINS, TURNOUT HIGH (WINTER)
VOTERS SHOULD CAST VOTES ON QUALIFICATIONS (L)
CANDIDATES DROP OUT OF SA RACE
SENATE VOTES TO BAN ADHESIVE STICKERS (MARTIN)
'•'SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES OFFER IDEAS (WEK)
GRAVES, SCHMIDT BOYCOTT DEBATES (MARTIN)
••'fJUNKER, KETELHUT POST ELECTION VICTORY
SDSU STUDENT GOVERNMENT CHALLENGING
three teams announce candidacy (MARTIN)
SENATE FUNDS CHILD CARE (PAIGE)
STUDENT SENATORS ASKED TO HELP RECRUIT (PAIGE)
SENATE REJECTS NOMINATION (WINTER)
SENATE VOTE STIRS QUESTION
BOD TO INTERVIEW APPLICANTS
SENATE VOTE QUESTIONED (ED)
SENATE APPROVES NEW LEADERS (WINTER)
SENATE TO REVISE PROCESS (WINTER)
SA SENATE (WINTER)
SENATE APPROVES $12,000 LOAN (MARTIN)
SUPPORTS 2.2 GRADE REQUIREMENT (MARTIN)
SENATE APPROVES GRADE RECOMMENDATION
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
DRIVE SAFELY DURING HOBO WEEK
STUDENT BOILS OVER CAMPUS FOOD (RAMES)
'SAGA CAPTIVES' SAY 'AMEN' TO LETTER
MALNOURISHED STUDENTS NEED CHEAPER MILK
SAGA ANSWERS STUDENT COMPLAINTS (ROOS)
COUPON PROGRAM DUBBED MORE FAIR (ROSS)
•'•700 STUDENTS TO EXPRESS OPINIONS
STUDENTS FAKE SAGA SURVEY (JAKES)
SAGA PROPOSES FOOD SERVICE CHANGES (WEK)
SAGA MAY ASK FOR EXTENSION (MADER)
CONTRACT EXTENSION FOR SAGA (ED)
SAGA IS SANCTIONED FOR EXTENSION (MURPHY)
FOOD COUPONS OUT IN JANUARY (HARVEY)
HEADQUARTERS WILL MOVE TO UNION (MADER)
SAGA IS RATED 'FAIR' IN SURVEY (WEK)
*NEW COMPUTER WILL BE QUICKER (LEHECKA)
COMMENTS ON FOOD SERVICES ELECTRONIC ACCESS
DOESN'T DESERVE EXCESSIVE CRITICISMS (L)
DATE PAPER
830921 035 ;
830928 031 ;
831005 06.1 ;
831109 oil :
831109 024 ;
831116 023 '
840208 031
840328 024 ;
830119 044 :
830209 024 1
830216 Oil '
830216 051
830216 051
830223 044 :
830223 051 :
830223 161 •
830302 015
830302 041 ;
830302 051 :
830302 054 •
830316 oil •
830316 053 •
840208 021
840215 021
840222 Oil •
840229 Oil
840314 021
821110 041
840201 Oil '
821020 025
821027 074
830323 061
830330 016
830330 025
830330 041
830420 Oil
830427 023
830928 073
840125 021
840404 061
840502 021
831012 m
821027 042
821110 055
821117 051
821201 Oil
821208 071
830302 063
830504 033
830928 063
831102 014
831102 041
831109 015
831130 014
831207 031
831214 061
840118 014
840118 031
840118 051
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SUBJECT
SAGA
SALADINO DAVID
SALARIES
SALES TAX
SAMP TIM
SATIRE
SCHMECKFEST
SCHMIDT BILL
SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOOL BOARD
SCHOOL BUS
SCHULTZ BRUCE
SCHULTZ KURT
SCHUMAKER LORI
SCHWANKE BOB
SCIENCE FICTION
SCULPTURE
SD
SD STATE UNIV
SDSU
SDSU PRESIDENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
840222 052 SAGA CUSTOMERS SHOULD QUESTION DISCREPANCIES (L)
840229 022 SAGA MAN CHARGE $5 FREEZE FEE (WEK)
840229 053 LARSON COMMONS CHINA POLICY (L)
840411 051 MORE USES FOR A STUDENT ID (L)
840502 015 NEW BUYING PLAN POSSIBLE (ACKERSON)
830907 191 ''>NEW PROFS TO TEACH MUSIC
820922 015 REGENTS PROPOSE INCREASE IN FACULTY SALARIES
830504 Oil SALARY DIFFERENCES FIT NATIONAL SURVEY (MADER)
840125 041 TEACHERS NEED MUCH MORE (ED)
840201 014 WAGNER WANTS FACULTY RAISES
840314 071 REGENTS WILL DIVIDE MERIT PAY (MCBREEN)
840502 015 MERIT PAY DISTRIBUTION (BORDEWYK)
831207 084 ONE PERCENT SALES TAX LAW (MCBREEN)
830413 022 MCDANIEL RECEIVES SAMP AWARD
830413 161 ^NATIONAL MIDNIGHT COLLEGIAN ENQUIRING STAR
830330 051 DANGER-DEUTSCH SPOKEN HERE (MADER)
840222 Oil *SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES OFFER IDEAS (WEK)
821027 195 SCHOLARSHIP NAMED FOR DEDICATED FAN (GIESE)
831012 071 CONTRIBUTIONS ARE UP FROM 1981 BY $250,000
831116 181 SCHOLARSHIP HONORING HUETHERS ESTABLISHED
831207 071 '-^MATH GRADS ESTABLISH SCHOLARSHIP
840229 065 MAN DONATES FUNDS FOR SCHOLARSHIPS (MCBREEN)
830126 101 -•'•PRINCIPLE UPHELD BY SDSU PROFESSOR
831102 111 ^SCHOOL BUS
821208 131 *k CHRISTMAS CAROL
830420 031 GAME AIMS TO CUT BARRIERS (MAHAFFY)
830323 211 '•^SCHUMAKER--GYMNASTS NEED PUBLICITY
821110 Oil '•'SCHWANKE WILL BE 1983 POOBA
830420 041 'BELLYACHERS' ACHINGS ARE SELF-ADVERTISEMENTS
820915 111 SCULPTORS TO VISIT SD TOWNS
820922 091 *ARTIST PICKS CAMPUS FOR SCULPTURE STAGE
820929 111 '•'THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCULPTURES
830420 104 '̂ SCULPTOR BRINGS 'NEW ART' TO STATE (CUDMORE)
830907 101 WOODEN ART REBUILT AFTER VANDALISM
831109 061 WASTED OUR MONEY ON 'PILE OF WOOD' (L)
821103 041 MINNESOTA, DON'T TANGLE WITH SD
SEE SDSU
820901 111 STATE FACES BUDGET CUTS
820915 Oil ENROLLMENT TOPS RECORD
820915 Oil ASSOCIATION HEAD ATTACKS AG BOARD CHOICE
821027 074 STUDENT SENATORS ASKED TO HELP RECRUIT (PAIGE)
830126 151 CLASSES SELDOM CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHER
830323 103 REGENTS APPROVE, DEFER SDSU REQUESTS (MCBREEN)
830323 174 AG RESEARCH BUDGET IS CUT
830921 Oil '•'BONES--NOT ALL 50 TEACHERS NEEDED CUT (BORDEWYK)
830921 015 LEGISLATOR SAYS CUTS WON'T HURT COLLEGES (MADER)
831005 Oil WOMEN NOT TREATED FAIRLY AT SDSU (WIEDERICH)
831102 015 TEACHERS WANT REP ON SEARCH (WIEDERICH)
840118 062 GRADUATE REMINISCES ATTRIBUTES OF SDSU (L)
840208 013 'WE JUST WANT TO BE HEARD' (WEK)
840208 041 SELECTING NEW PRESIDENT (ED)
840208 051 REGENTS, CAMPUS IN SELECTING PRESIDENT
840215 031 CAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE NEW SDSU PRESIDENT
840215 041 VALUABLE INPUT WAS LEFT OUT
840222 015 DEPARTMENTS' IDEAS VARY ON QUALITIES (ACKERSON)
840314 Oil '•'6 FINALISTS APPROACH INTERVIEWS
840328 015 INTERVIEWS FOR PRESIDENT CONCLUDED (MCBREEN)
840404 Oil '•'PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
840411 Oil '̂ REGENTS CHOOSE HOOPS OF NDSU (MURPHY)
840411 053 PRESIDENTIAL ARTICLE WAS UNFAIR (ROMANS)
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NOTATION
^POSITIVES OF 9 SDSU YEARS (MURPHY)
^''TEMPO TOASTS
SEE ALSO EQUAL RIGHTS AMEND, DISCRIMINATION
QUICHE-EATERS CROQUET, WHAT ABOUT WOMEN
ATHLETIC DEPT FACES INVESTIGATION (WEK)
-'•CAMPUS COMMENTS ON SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION
DISCRIMINATION INQUIRY STILL ON (WEK)
TITLE IX INVESTIGATION
GROUP WANTS COMPLAINT INVESTIGATED (WEK)
SEX LIMITS ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES (WEK)
SHOULD INVESTIGATE ACCUSATIONS (ED)
BETTER REMEMBER THE CONSEQUENCES (REPPE)
'^SEXAUERS--FOUR GENERATIONS OF GROUTH (BORDEWYK)
COLLEGES ADDRESS HARASSMENT PROBLEM (MADER)
SDSU WORKING ON POLICY FOR HARASSMENT (LARSON)
PROBLEM IS EVERYWHERE (PAPENDICK)
MALES ARE ALSO VICTIMS (PAPENDICK)
HARASSMENT IS POWER ISSUE (PAPENDICK)
SDSU STUDENTS NOT IMMUNE TO HERPES
HUMAN SEXUALITY IS UNLIKE ANIMAL
NOVELTY CONTEST DRAWS INTEREST (LINDBLOOM)
SHELTERBELTS ARE FACING TROUBLE IN THE STATE
-'•TRIFON THEODOSOPOULOS--ATHENIAN COBBLER (RUDNICK)
SILHOUETTE SHOOTING GAINS POPULARITY (GIEBINK)
SHOPLIFTING PLAGUES MERCHANTS (MCBREEN)
SIERRA CLUB BACKING POLITICAL CANDIDATES
LOCAL SINGERS TOP BOOKERS AT CONVENTION
•'•SINGLE PARENTS FACE RESPONSIBILITIES (GIEBINK)
SKI CLUB PUTS ON SKI TRIP
SKIING IS EASY-BUT STOPPING IS HARD
*TEMPO TOASTS
•'•SINGLE PARENTS FACE RESPONSIBILITIES (GIEBINK)
SMOKING NOT EASY TO GIVE UP
''•SNOWMOBILE SALES SLOW IN BROOKINGS
CHRISTMAS COMES EARLY (HORNING)
''•STRONG LEADERSHIP SHOWN
'^NEXT STOP--WEST GERMANY
SDSU SOCCER CLUB CONTINUES TO GROW
'^SDSU WINS TOURNEY ON OVERTIME GOAL
SOCCER TEAM GOES 3-0
SOCCER CLUB LOSES, REMATCH THURSDAY
SOCCER TEAM DROPS TO 2 & 2
SOCCER TITLE POSSIBLE (MILLAGE)
SOCCER CLUB WINS FARGO TOURNEY (KOSEL)
RETURNING PLAYERS TO SDSU (ERPENBACH)
SOCCER CLUB ENDS SEASON (ERPENBACH)
SOCCER CLUB LOSES IN CHAMPIONSHIP (ERPENBACH)
'''•SOCCER CLUB LOSS CAUSES CONTROVERSY
SOCCER CLUB GAINS REVENGE (REVELL)
'"^SOCCER CLUB RALLIES (REVELL)
EDITOR SEEKS ACADEMIC WORKS
RELIEF LOANS QUADRUPLE IN 1982 (MURPHY)
GUARANTEED INCOME IS SOLUTION
SOFTBALL TEAM READY FOR '83
''•CHIEFS IN DIVISION II SEMIS
TEAM STARTS SEASON 0-11 (REVELL)
NUN SERVES AS SOFTBALL COACH (LINN)
SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION SEEKS TEAMS
SOFTBALL TOURNEY SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 30
HITTERS SHOW IMPROVEMENT (LINN)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
SDSU PRESIDENT 840502 Oil '
SEDERSTROM TWYLA 840118 145 '
SEX DISCRIMINATION
821117 041 1
840314 Oil ,
840314 032 •
840321 014 :
840328 014 •
840411 Oil 1
840411 Oil
840411 041
SEX EDUCATION 830413 061
SEXAUER ROBB 821027 131 •
SEXUAL HARASSMENT 830413 013
830413 013
840321 Oil
840328 Oil
840404 Oil
SEXUALITY 820915 063
830914 043
SHEEP 830323 184
SHELTERBELTS 830202 101
SHOES 821103 091
SHOOTING 821201 171
SHOPLIFTING 821201 081
SIERRA CLUB 820929 211
SINGERS 821117 021
SINGLES 830323 081
SKIING 821201 166
830119 161
SMITH DONNA 840118 145
SMITH KRIS 830323 081
SMOKING 840321 041
SNOWMOBILES 830119 161
831214 101
SNYDER KAY 830323 191
SNYDER KRISTINE 830427 081
SOCCER 820908 131
820915 181
820922 145
820929 191
821006 101
821027 193
830427 221
830907 311
831102 165
SOCCER CLUB 830914 181
830921 151
830928 191
831005 161
SOCIAL SCIENCE 830202 054
SOCIAL SERVICES 830427 101
831102 091
SOFTBALL 821020 301
830323 221
830323 224
830330 121
830413 021
830413 022
830413 181
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NOTATION
SOFTBALL TEAM SPLITS AT DOME (LINN)
^SOFTBALL TEAM PLAYS WELL, BUT LOSES (LINN)
COACH PLEASED WITH SEASON (LINN)
ALLYN TAKES OVER SOFTBALL TEAM
*RADEMACHER'S PITCHING SKILLS (HELLAND)
TEAM RECORDS 1ST WIN (REINARDY)
SOFTBALL TEAM LOSES 3 TO USD
PREPARING FOR TOURNAMENT (REINARDY)
*SHOW FEATURES AG MARKETS (HORNING)
SOILS TEAM TAKES SECOND •
SHELTERBELTS ARE FACING TROUBLE IN THE STATE
BAD LAND MGMT NOT TO BLAME THIS TIME
SEE ENERGY SOLAR
'••EXPO COORDINATOR LIKES KEEPING BUSY (MORSE)
'••'TO CARE IS TO SHARE' (HORNING)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES
TWO NEW SORORITIES SHOW INTEREST IN SDSU (PIETZ)
^GREEKS FOR YOU AT SDSU
NATIONAL COLUMNIST TO SPEAK AT SDSU
'••SPEAKER NOTES CHANGING FARM POLICY (TODD)
SEE SD
BETTER INSIGHT GOAL ON SOVIETS (L)
MINISTER SAYS REAGAN CREATED FEAR (KNUTSON)
'̂ •HARSH WORDS EXCHANGED AT FORUM (WEK)
SOVIET OFFICIAL CRITICIZES US RELIGIOUS (KNUTSON)
'•'RELATIONS CONCERN SOVIET DIPLOMAT (CANNON)
SOVIETS EVEN KILL THEIR OWN (L)
'•'PROFESSOR ORGANIZES SPEAKER'S BUREAU
SPECIAL FEE BENEFITS LABORATORY CLASSES
^'CHANGING ATTITUDES ABOUT DEATH
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
SDSU, SPORTS SCHEDULE FALL 1983
SPRING BREAK PARADISE--FALKLANDS
SPRING BRINGS OUT DIFFERENT SDSU (MIKESELL)
THIS WHITE STUFF ISN'T SAND
SPRING OUTBLOSSOMS PROBLEMS OF DAY
'^SHED SPOTLIGHTS HIGHER ED
HOBO DAY COMMITTEE GAVE AWAY 1982 T-SHIRTS
'•'DIRECTOR OF MUSIC (LOVITT)
AND MAKER OF MAGIC (CUDMORE)
IT'S EASY TO FIND FRIENDS
'POST-ADOLESCENT ENGINEER'--ESSAY (STEIN)
LOST IN A COLD CRUEL WORLD
VALUABLE INPUT WAS LEFT OUT
AGING UNDERGRADUATES SOUR
GOOD BOOTS MORE LIKE GOOD FRIENDS
ROVING REPORTERS QUERY COLUMNIST
'•'STEREO SHOPPING. . . (CANNON)
ENDOWMENT ESTABLISHED FOR SDSU THEATRE
'"TAXIDERMIST BRINGS OUTDOORS INDOORS
'•'CRACKED UP
CLOTHING-ALL PUT IT IT ON (ONKEN)
MALE STRIP TEASE AROUSES INTEREST (ONKEN)
STUART JUDGES ART SHOW
ACTIVITIES STAFF HIRED (BOSSMAN)
DEPT OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES RUNNING SMOOTHLY
ENTIRE DSA REQUEST APPROVED BY SENATE
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
DASCHLE--AID CUTS AFFECT STUDENTS
READER GLAD AID CUTS WERE HELD DOWN (L)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
SOFTBALL 830420 151 1
830427 211 '
830504 155 I
840321 164 ,
840404 144 •
840411 201 •
840425 143
840502 191 :
SOGN ART 831012 161 •
SOIL 821027 156
830202 101
830209 121
SOLAR ENERGY
SOLON GERI 830323 m •
SORENSON ALVILDA 840502 141 •
SORORITIES
821027 ^ '
840118 201 •
SOTH LAUREN 840321 125
840404 091
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOVIETS 840215 0^
840222 024
840222 031
840222 031
840229 091
840404 054
SPEAKERS 831019 081
SPECIAL FEE 830914 015
SPITZENBERGER TERR 831026 101
SPORTS
830907 301
SPRING 830223 041
830504 043
840314 043
840425 041
SRSTKA WILLIAM 830209 104
ST PATRICKS DAY 830323 031
STATESMEN 821020 101
821020 101
STEIN MIKE 831109 111
831207 154
840118 041
840215 041
840229 041
840321 043
840502 043
STEREO 840201 101
STINE LARRY 830209 071
STOCKWELL VERN 831005 121
STREETS 840404 071
STRIP-TEASE 831109 101
831116 104
STUART JOE 820908 105
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 821013 Oil
830928 Oil
831026 065
STUDENT AID
820901 053
820908 041
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SUBJECT
STUDENT AID
STUDENT CONDUCT
STUDENT FEDERATION
STUDENT FEES
STUDENT UNION
STUDENTS
STUDENTS EXCHANGE
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS GRADUATE
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT
STUDY SKILLS
STYLE SHOW
SUICIDES
SUMMER JOB
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUMMER SESSION
SUNDE CARL
SUPREME COURT-SD
SUTERA ELAINE
SUTERA STEVE
SUTTON DENIS
SWEENEY JERRY
SWIMMING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
820915 014 STUDENT FINANCIAL AID-OUTLOOK NOT BLEAK...
830126 065 ^AID FORM HAS CHANGES
831012 091 SD HAS LOW DEFAULT RATE ON LOANS (BORDEWYK)
840222 Oil GRANTS DETERMINED WITH COST OF LIVING (BOETTCHER)
820922 044 HOBO DAY PARTIERS, BE CONSIDERATE
821006 021 UNDERSTANDING SDSU JUDICIARY IS HELPFUL (PAIGE)
820901 101 STUDENT SENATORS FACE BEER ISSUE & BUDGET DECISIONS
820929 031 SENATE APPROVES JUDGING BUDGET
820929 055 FEDERATION HAS DROPPED BEER ISSUE
830427 115 STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTS NEW LEADERS
831005 061 -''NEW STUDENT FEDERATION NEWSPAPER FUNDED
831012 071 ^IMPROVES SDSU, USD RELATIONS (WINTER)
831019 Oil WANTS BEER TO RETURN TO CAMPUSES (MURPHY)
840411 014 ''-STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTS PRESIDENT
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY CARDS
821013 051 FINANCE CHAIR--TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FEES
830223 Oil STUDENT FEE WON'T RISE
840215 Oil STUDENT FEE REMAINS SAME (MARTIN)
820901 Oil UNION STAFF REORGANIZED-SUMMER CHANGES CONCERN STAFF
821201 071 UNION OPERATIONS BUDGET CUT $25,000
830302 Oil UNION REORGANIZATION SPURS CONFLICTS
830302 021 sue SEEKS UPDATED CONSTITUTION, BETTER COMMUNICATION
830302 041 sue SHOULD GET ON WITH BUSINESS
830330 016 SENATE VOTE STIRS QUESTION
830413 111 FILM BUDGET RECOVERS SLOWLY
830427 053 SUC CONGRATULATES NEW COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
830928 041 WHICH SIDE IS THE FRONT (ED)
831214 054 THANKS FOR HELP WITH LECTURE (L)
840229 081 STUDENT UNION COUNCIL CONSTITUTION UPDATED
840328 071 REPLACING UNION CARPETING COSTLY
840411 021 ELECTRONIC MESSAGE BOARDS DONATED (KNUTSON)
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
820922 Oil STUDENTS NOT CAUSE OF BAD CHECK RISE
821020 181 STUDENTS SLOW TO ADMIT HOMESICKNESS
821020 181 FAMILY TIES STRENGTHEN DURING COLLEGE
821020 201 '"-HOME CLOSER THAN PHONE CALL (RUDNICK)
821020 201 NONTRADITIONALS JUGGLE SCHOOL, HOME
821020 211 ''-MARRIAGE & COLLEGE LIFE MIX WELL FOR SOME
840229 041 AGING UNDERGRADUATES SOUR
830119 043 CAROLINA WARM, BUT COULD BE FINER (L)
840321 131 RUMORS PUT TO REST
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
831005 031 GRAD ASSISTANTS' JOBS TEACH TRADES (COWAN)
SEE SA
034 STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP OFFERED (ROOS)
055 STUDY AVOIDANCE IS 'ART' (L)
071 BUY YOUR ASSIGNMENT-FLUNK THE CLASS (RUDNICK)
SEE FASHION
021 BINNEWIES STUDENT FOUND DEAD
155 EAST COAST SUMMER JOB (HOLZHAUSER)
Oil SUMMER SCHOOL PROJECTIONS (KNUTSON)
015 SUMMER CLASSES TO BE STATE-FUNDED
032 SUNDE TRACES LUTHER'S STEPS (JAKES)
141 SUPREME COURT TO HEAR BURNS
181 ''̂ EXPO COORDINATOR LIKES KEEPING BUSY (MORSE)
071 SUTERA ENJOYS JOB (BOETTCHER)
173 ''•COUNTY AGENT EDUCATES PUBLIC
111 ''-THE COUNTRY VETERINARIAN (HORNING)
Oil ''^HISTORY PROF RELISHES THE PAST (MURPHY)
111 SWIMMERS LACK DEPTH (SOGGE)
821027
821201
821201
821208
840502
840328
821110
830316
820901
830323
840321
831012
831019
840215
821110
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SUBJECT
SWIMMING
SYMPHONY-SD
TAE KWAN DO
TANNING
TAPKIN MICHELLE
TAXI
TAXIDERMY
TAYLOR JOHN
TAYLOR WILLIAM
TEACHERS
TEACHING
DATE PAPER
821117 143 1
821201 201 1
821208 181 1
830126 181 I
830202 126 ;
830209 151 ;
830216 143 ;
830223 201 ;
830302 151 :
830302 152 I
830323 221 1
831116 151 '
831130 173
831207 181 •
831207 184 :
840118 171
840118 181
840125 121
840201 111 :
840201 134 i
840208 161 :
840208 171 :
840215 131
840229 104 '
840229 104 ;
840314 144 '
821201 111
840425 141
840314 121
830907 Oil :
840208 111
831005 121
830202 042
830223 041
830323 041
830420 041
840201 041
840215 041
840229 041
840321 041
840404 041
840425 041
840328 161
830209 015
840222 031
840411 073
821006 043
821013 031
821027 Oil
821201 051
821201 084
821208 161
830119 015
830202 Oil
830202 052
830209 051
830316 044
830427 041
831005 031
840411 061
NOTATION
SWIMMERS SWEEP USD DUAL
SWIMMING TEAMS TO HOST MEETS (GIESE)
MEN WIN JACKRABBIT RELAYS
COLLINS & KELSEY LEAD JACKS
SWIMMERS TO FACE TOUGH COMPETITION
SWIMMERS SET NEW RECORDS
SWIMMERS SWEEP HOME MEET
SWIMMERS HOST NCC TEAMS (SOGGE)
HANSEN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (SOGGE)
COLLINS FINISHES WITH 5 RECORDS (ERPENBACH)
WEBER NAMED ALL-AMERICAN (ERPENBACH)
VETERANS TO KEY SWIM TEAM
SWIM TEAMS MAKE DEBUT (MOGEN)
*SDSU THIRD AT RELAYS (CORDTS)
KELSEY WINS 2 EVENTS (CORDTS)
SWIMMERS TRAVEL TO ST CLOUD (MOGEN)
SWIM TEAM LOSES MEET TO COYOTES (MOGEN)
SWIMMERS MEET UNO (ERPENBACH)
ERICKSON EXPECTS TIGHT DUAL (MOGEN)
MEN'S SWIM TEAM HOSTS MAVERICKS (MOGEN)
KELSEY WINS THREE EVENTS
MEN'S SWIM TEAM FALLS
SWIM TEAMS PREPARE FOR MEET (HERRIN)
WEBER QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (HERRIN)
KELSEY PLACES IN FOUR EVENTS (HERRIN)
WEBER UNHAPPY AT DIVISION II (ERPENBACH)
SYMPHONY CHARACTERIZED LA DEVELOPMENT (GIESER)
LOCAL CLUB HOSTS SIXTH TOURNAMENT
"THE SPRING BREAK TAN (STREI)
NEW REGENT PRESIDENT (BORDEWYK)
'HE, YO, CABBIE' (ONKEN & MURPHY)
^'TAXIDERMIST BRINGS OUTDOORS INDOORS
YOU NEEDN'T BE SESQUIPEDALIAN
PEDOGOGUE EMPRIGATES EUPHEMISMS
COMPUTER POWERFUL TOOL, COULD BE DANGEROUS WEAPON
'BELLYACHERS' ACHINGS ARE SELF-ADVERTISEMENTS
FAMILIARITY OF SPELLINGS EVADE AMERICANS
ONE GOOD WORD DESERVES ANOTHER
TECHNOLOGY COULD KEY IN
'1984' FULL OF IRONIES
WRITING IS NOT LIKE BIKING
PRE-REGISTRATION RUINS ROMANCE OF EDUCATION
PRESENTED WITH THE LEGION OF MERIT
JANKLOW SEEKS FREE MATH, SCIENCE TUITION
HOME EC SELECTION SYSTEM DIFFERS
"EXAM REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION (ACKERS)
TA'S ARE CAUGHT IN 'TWILIGHT ZONE'
TEACHING NO 'GLAMOROUS' JOB (ROOS)
-•''REGENT REDFIELD--ANSWERS NOT SIMPLE (WIEDERICH)
AG-ED MAJORS WOULD BE AFFECTED
FUTURE EDUCATORS OBSERVE
^TEACHING PHILOSOPHY REVOLVES AROUND STUDENT
REGENTS MOVE TO RAISE TEACHER GPAS
GROUP SEEKS TEACHER COMPETENCY MODEL
REGENTS SHOULD RECONSIDER TEACHER STANDARDS (L)
STUDENTS TO COMPLETE EVALUATION FORMS MAY 2-6
PROF SAYS EVALUATIONS NEED REVAMPING (L)
DO WE TEACH WHAT STUDENTS NEED TO KNOW
GRAD ASSISTANTS' JOBS TEACH TRADES (COWAN)
PROFS ALSO MUST EXERT SOME EFFORT (GARNER)
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SUBJECT
TEACHING
TECHNOLOGY
TELEMETRY
TELEPHONES
TELEVISION
TELEVISION CABLE
TELEVISION PUBLIC
TENNIS
TESCH KRISTI
TEST EDUCATIONAL
TETZLAFF MARK
THEATER
THEFTS
THEODOSOPOULOS TRI
THIBODEAU GARY
TIGGELAAR DAWN
TIME ALLOCATION
TOASTMASTERS
TOBACCO
TOLLE GORDON
TOLZIN SCOTT
TOURISM-SD
TRACK ATHLETICS
TRACK INDOOR
TRACK TEAM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
840502 031 ''-CAMPUS COMMENTS ON STUDENT EVALUATIONS
840229 041 TECHNOLOGY COULD KEY IN
830202 061 SDSU STUDENT PERFECTS HOSPITAL SYSTEM
820901 125 TELEPHONE INSTALLATION IS A COSTLY VENTURE
830504 101 COST OF CALLS CLIMBS (MURPHY)
831012 103 BREAKUP WILL INCREASE PHONE BILLS (MCBREEN)
840118 083 CRACKS DOWN ON DELINQUENT BILLS (DEKRAAI)
840201 101 YOU CAN REACH OUT...(WIEDERICH)
821110 071 'MY FAVORITE YEAR' ADHERES TO YESTERYEAR TV
830302 091 M'-A'''S''-H GOES HOME
831116 121 FILM MAY PROMPT DISCUSSION (ACKERSON)
831130 111 NEED A LATE-NIGHT TV 'FIX' (LOVITT)
840118 131 YOUNG AND RESTLESS TURN TO SOAPS (STREI)
820908 031 '"'HOUSING REVIEWS CABLE TV CONTRACT
830427 094 CITY CONSIDERS CABLE PURCHASE (SCHWEIGERT)
831109 051 KOTA CABLE LACKS QUALITY (L)
831214 075 CABLE WILL OFFER 21 CHANNELS
840125 071 '̂KOTA WARNS RESIDENTS (DURST-CORNERMANN)
840201 071 CABLE VIEWERS GET NEW CHANNELS (MASHEK)
840215 074 KOTA STRICT WITH PLAYBOY
840328 111 PUBLIC RADIO WILL BROADCAST (TULIMIERO)
830323 231 *TEAMS START BRAND NEW SEASON
830330 144 MEN'S TENNIS TEAM COMES UP WITH LONE WIN
830427 201 DARR, NARUM WIN AT USD (ERPENBACH)
830427 205 MEN'S TENNIS TEAM WINS TOUR (ERPENBACH)
830504 151 TENNIS TEAMS END SEASON (REVELL)
831102 081 '•'SURVEY WILL DEFINE DISCRIMINATION (BORDEWYK)
830413 101 AUTHOR GOULD DENIES IQ TESTS (RELFSCHNEIDER)
840125 Oil '''BELL'S REPORT IS MISLEADING
830316 102 TETZLAFF ON ALL-NCC TEAM
840125 144 TETZLAFF GAINS NCC AWARD
840314 141 '"'TETZLAFF CONTINUING PACE
840314 151 EARNS ALL-CONFERENCE RECOGNITION
SEE ALSO DRAMA
820915 121 NEW THEATER COURSE OFFERED
830209 071 ENDOWMENT ESTABLISHED FOR SDSU THEATRE
830413 111 ATTRACTIONS FOR KIDS EXPLORED (CUDMORE)
830420 Oil '"'WEATHER BLUES
840201 091 EXPERIMENTAL THEATER LIMITED (TULIMIERO)
840208 084 DUE TO PRESENT MIME THEATER (TULIMIERO)
840321 114 '"VISITING THEATER COMPANY (HEDIN)
831019 063 AWARENESS KEEPS DORM THEFTS DOWN
840321 033 '̂ 'CAMPUS BIKE THEFTS DECLINE (KNUTSON)
840328 053 THIEF HAS MUCH TO LEARN (L)
821103 091 '"TRIFON THEODOSOPOULOS--ATHENIAN COBBLER (RUDNICK)
830413 091 INTEREST FUNDS ADDED SERVICES (MADER)
840328 161 '"'PHARMACY INTERNS (FEUERSTEIN)
820915 043 CLOCKS, TIME DOMINATE AMERICAN'S LIVES
830119 061 DESIGNED TO IMPROVE SPEAKING AND LISTENING (JAKES)
821006 111 CHEWING TOBACCO COMMON WITH BOTH SEXES
830202 051 SDSU'S TOLLE FINDS ARENDT'S IDEAS FRESH
840314 151 '"'SDSU TRACK TEAM (CORDTS)
830907 151 STATE COLLEGES BEGIN TOO EARLY (MASHEK)
831005 015 INDUSTRY WANTS SCHOOL YEAR SHORTENED (MCBRE)
840411 203 TRACK MEET CUT SHORT BY RAIN (GIESE)
840229 111 '"'OVERCROWDING HAMPERS INDOOR TRACK
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
820901 211 '"'JACKRABBITS PLACE THIRD-FINALLY
821020 313 WOMEN'S TRACK TEAM WAITING FOR TROPHY
821103 151 TRACK TROPHY ARRIVES
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SUBJECT
TRACK TEAM
TRACTORS
TRAFFIC VIOLATION
TRACER METHOD
TRANSPORTATION
TRAPPING
TRAVEL
TRAVIS JANET
TUITION
NOTATION
TRACK TEAMS PERFORM WELL IN DEBUT
SIX PLACE SECOND FOR JACKS AT ST CLOUD
BOCKLUND LEADS JACKS--QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS
WOMEN RUN NEW RECORD TIMES (LINN)
MEN WIN ST OLAF TRACK MEET
•TRACK TEAMS DO WELL AT CONFERENCE MEET
WOMEN ADD 6 TO TRACK TEAM (LINN)
TRACK TEAMS PRACTICE INSIDE
MARSKE TO HEAD NCAA TRACK
CHAMBERLAIN MAKES NATIONALS (KOSEL)
FIVE QUALIFY FOR NATIONALS (KOSEL)
'•>MEN DOMINATE MEETS (REVELL)
WOMEN WIN AT UNO (REVELL)
•"'SDSU AND WIND STOP USD, AUGIE (GIESE)
FOUR QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL TRACK MEET (KOSEL)
TRACKSTERS TO GET SECOND TEST (MOGEN)
NDSU TABBED EARLY FAVORITE
TO COMPETE IN MANKATO OPEN (REINARDY)
ASP QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (CORDTS)
GEBHART LEADS SDSU
DECKER, KOUPAL BREAK RECORDS (CORDTS)
MARSKE EXPECTS TOUGH MEET (CORDTS)
CARLSON QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL
TOLZIN, BEYER CAPTURE NCC TITLES (CORDTS)
RELAY TEAM HELPS INSPIRE SDSU
SDSU TRACK TEAM (CORDTS)
TRACK TEAM SLOWED BY WEATHER (HERRIN)
'•'HARD WORK FOR BROTHERTON, TEAM
BURMA TAKING TRACK SERIOUSLY (CORDTS)
THREE QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL MEET
''-ALL-COMERS TRACK MEET
WOMEN SET 5 RECORDS (CORDTS)
GEBHART TWINS CONTINUE EXCELLENCE (CORDTS)
CARLSON SETS 2 RECORDS (HERRIN)
TRACTOR DRIVING OFFERS...(SEEFELDT)
JUDGE'S TRAFFIC RULING IS NOT 'JUSTICE' (L)
*LOCAL PASTOR HEALS (MASHEK & MURPHY)
ELDERLY, DISABLED TO GET VAN
'••TRAPPING PLAYS VITAL ROLE IN ENVIRONMENT
'^TRAPPING PROVIDES EXPERIENCES (HORNING)
^FORESIGHT CAN REDUCE WINTER DRIVING HAZARDS
STUDENT GROUPS BECOME TRAVEL AGENTS (WAGNER)
*6 FINALISTS APPROACH INTERVIEWS
'•'PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
sue RAFFLES CREDITS
TUITION MAY GO UP ONCE AGAIN IN 1983
LEGISLATURE COULD RAISE TUITION 15 PERCENT (ED)
PROPOSALS COULD INCREASE TUITION 15 PERCENT
SA LEADERS RATE SELVES HIGH
JANKLOW SEEKS FREE MATH, SCIENCE TUITION
TUITION WAIVER PLAN UNFAIR, COSTLY (ED)
LEGISLATURE VIEWS FREE TUITION PRACTICAL
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE APPROVES TUITION HIKE
LEGISLATURE ADDS INSULT TO INJURY (ED)
BOARD TO STUDY TUITION PROPOSALS (MCBREEN)
'='HANDS ARE TIED ON RECIPROCITY (WINTER)
READER PRESENTS FUNDING SOLUTION (L)
NEW TUITION RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT (PAIGE)
SPECIAL FEE BENEFITS LABORATORY CLASSES
DATE PAPER
830126 161 •
830202 121 ;
830202 121 :
830223 201 1
830223 204 ]
830302 141 •
830316 091 1
830323 224 •
830323 241 •
830413 184 (
830413 191 •
830427 221 •
830427 224 1
830504 151
830504 161 :
840125 121 •
840125 141 1
840201 131 •
840201 134 ,
840208 151 1
840208 164 1
840222 171 1
840222 175 1
840229 101 •
840229 111 ]
840314 151 ^
840321 151 •
840328 233 •
840328 241 ;
840411 181 •
840425 131 •
840425 131 1
840502 191 1
840502 205 I
840321 061 •
830420 052 .
840314 063 •
821208 091 :
821117 111 •
831130 121 •
821208 151 •
830223 151 :
840314 oil •
840404 oil •
821201 ^ ;
821208 oil •
830119 041 :
830119 091 ;
830126 oil J
830209 015 .
830209 041 •
830209 085 :
830302 015 :
830302 041 :
830427 oil :
830427 014 •
830427 045 :
830907 014 i
830914 015
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subject DATE PAPER
TUITION 831207 041
831214 031
831214 071
840118 Oil'
840222 Oil
840229 Oil
840321 014
840404 015
TUMA HAROLD 840314 Oil
840404 Oil
UNDERWOOD SCOTT 830119 181
UNEMPLOYMENT-SD 830209 081
UNIFICATION CHURCH 831207 Oil
UNITED MINIS"rRIES 840215 051
UNITED WAY 821027 031
831116 091
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY RELATI 840404 oH
UNZICKER RAE 840118 071
USD 831207 015
USD SPRINGFIELD 831207 015
831207 081
840118 051
840229 Oil
840314 013
840425 013
840502 015
VALENTINE'S DAY 830209 101
VANDALISM 821103 045
821103 081
821110 045
821201 035
830209 041
830216 043
830907 051
830907 101
830907 141
830928 153
831026 041
831026 061
831109 061
831109 064
831214 031
VANDERKOY PAUL . 821020 101
821020 101
VEGLAHN NANCY" 830302 101
831005 Oil
VETERANS 821110 043
821201 041
831116 Oil
840201 031
VETERINARIANS 831019 111
VETERINARY DEPT. 820929 223
VICK ARCHIE 830216 111
VIDEO GAMES 840208 124
VIOLENCE 830914 083
830928 071
831109 071
840321 111
VIOLIN 830223 131
NOTATION
ANOTHER STUDENT FEE (ED)
"WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE TUITION INCREASE
FEDERATION TO LOBBY FOR LOWER TUITION
REGENTS OK ENGINEERING FEE
ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO FACE ADDITIONAL FEES '
TUITION IS UP AGAIN (HARVEY)
TUITION RATES AND LANGUAGE (MCBREEN)
NEW FEE SCHEDULE IS SIMPLER (MCBREEN)
"6 FINALISTS APPROACH INTERVIEWS
PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
"UNDERWOOD PRODUCES QUALITY RUNNERS
JOBLESS RATE RISES
FORMER MOONIE CONDEMNS CULT (HARVEY)
MINISTRY HOSTS PROGRAMS TO AID GROWTH (KLINE)
UNITED WAY 'CARING MEANS SHARING'
•'UNITED WAY NEARS FUNDRAISING GOAL
SEE USD
CHECKS INFORMATION FOR ACCURACY (BOETTCHER)
EX-MENTAL PATIENT CAMPAIGNS (WEK)
LAW SCHOOL CLOSE WOULD NOT HURT (MARTIN)
PROPOSAL SUPRISES USD-SPRINGFIELD STUDENTS
LEGISLATORS QUESTION USD-S PLAN (MASHEK)
USD/S VITAL TO STUDENTS ATTENDING (L)
USD-S NEEDS A BUYER
NATIONAL COLLEGE TO PURCHASE
•'REGENTS RELINQUISH POWER OVER USD-S
NO ACCEPTABLE BUYER FOUND (MASHEK)
"SINGING VALENTINES AID CUPID
READER CONDEMNS VANDALISM OF HOME (ROBERTS)
'"'LOCAL VANDALISM ON THE RISE (MCFARLANE)
LETTER-WRITER'S VIEWS 'DOGMATIC' (WOODARD)
ACTIVISTS' HOME VANDALIZED
PIERSON VANDALISM IS 'SENSELESS'
PIERSON OFFICERS DENOUNCE HALL VANDALISM
VANDALISM OF DOYLE SCULPTURE CONDEMNED (L)
DEN ART REBUILT AFTER VANDALISM
•'ANTI-NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES CAUSE VANDALISM
PUBLIC INPUT HELPS CUT CRIME (HORNING)
SCRAWLINGS ON SIDEWALKS CHILD-LIKE (L)
FIGURES DRAWN TO URGE NUKE FREEZE (MADER)
TED OUR MONEY ON 'PILE OF WOOD' (L)
COW PATHS WORSE THAN CHALK (L)
100 DORM STUDENTS MAY GET PROBATION
'"'DIRECTOR OF MUSIC (LOVITT)
AND MAKER OF MAGIC (CUDMORE)
'LETTERS FROM THE COUNTRY', CAROL BLY
tfOMEN NOT TREATED FAIRLY AT SDSU (WIEDERICH)
NO 'SERGEANT YORKS' OUT OF VIETNAM
VIETNAM VETS DID THEIR JOBS (SANDERS)
'"'SDSU'S '44 KINGS' (CURRY)
INCREASED BOOK SALES BOOST PROFITS (MAHAFFY)
THE COUNTRY VETERINARIAN (HORNING)
DIAGNOSTIC LAB DETECTS ANIMAL DISEASES
RURAL ELECTRICITY BIGGER CHANGE IN AGRICULTURE
VIDEO GAMES TURN QUARTERS (HOLZHAUSER)
FAMILY ABUSE RATES HIGH IN SD (PAIGE)
VIOLENCE MAY BE INFLUENCED BY FOOTBALL
OPTIONS NEEDED FOR FAMILY VIOLENCE (WINTER)
FEMALE PASTOR EXPLAINS SEXUAL VIOLENCE
*A NOTE OF TRADITION
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SUBJECT
VOCKRODT RICHARD
VOLKSMARCH
VOLKSSPORT
VOLLEYBALL
VOLUNTEERS
VOTERS
WAGES
WAGNER JERRY
WAGNER MARY
WAGNER ROBERT
WAND
WARNER THOMAS
WARNKE MIKE •
WATER PROJECTS-SD
WATT JAMES
WEATHER-BR
WEATHER-SD
WEBER PAUL
WECOTA HALL
WEIGHT CONTROL
WEIGHTLIFTING
WELLNESS
WELLS DARRELL
WESTIN FRED
WETLANDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
831130
831012
830420
820908
820915
820922
820929
821020
821027
821103
821110
830914
830921
830928
831005
831012
831026
831102
831109
831116
840411
820915
821006
821006
821013
821020
821027
821027
840208
830223
831207
821006
830209
831019
840201
840314
840404
840125
821006
820901
831109
830413
831019
830316
831207
840314
820922
831130
830323
840314
840411
840328
840321
830202
840215
830928
830223
821117
121
164
121
131
191
141
193
295
201
151
101
161
152
203
174
221
193
171
121
191
181
052
051
054
081
051
041
094
014
071
091
041
085
154
014
Oil
Oil
105
031
043
111
041
151
061
031
Oil
151
015
221
144
073
091
091
023
031
141
131
111
'"'TRAPPING PROVIDES EXPERIENCES (HORNING)
TEMPERATURE LOW, SPIRITS HIGH (WAGNER)
VOLKSSPORT OFFERS FUN AND CHALLENGE
'"'JACKS TO VOLLEY WITH HEIGHT & EXPERIENCE
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TO HOST INVITATIONAL
'"'VOLLEYBALL TEAM PLACES 2ND AT INVITATIONAL
VOLLEYBALL TEAM STUNNED
JACKS TO HOST NCC VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
'"'VOLLEYBALL TEAM FINISHES THIRD IN MEET (GIESE)
SDSU VOLLEYBALL TEAM ENDS YEAR
DEDEYN SATISFIED WITH SEASON (GIESE)
'"'JACKS DOWN SSU (ERPENBACK)
ALLYN DISAPPOINTED WITH TEAM'S FINISH
'"'VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS TOURNEY (HELLAND)
'"'VOLLEYBALL TEAM DOWNED BY AUGIE TWICE
VOLLEYBALL TEAM TAKES 4TH PLACE (ERPENBACH)
JACKS ELIMINATED BY UMD (MOGEN)
TEAM WINS 3 OF 4 MATCHES (MOGEN)
TEAM CAPTURES SECOND PLACE (HELLAND)
JOHNSON, BURMA STAR (ERPENBACH)
'"'WORKS FOR VOLUNTEERS FOR YOUTH PROGRAM
VOTER APATHY ANGERS YOUNG REPUBLICAN (L)
REGISTER & VOTE (KUNDERT)
ISSUES SHOULD SPUR S"rUDENTS (KNIGHT)
STUDENTS--SEND FOR ABSENTEE BALLOTS
STUDEN"rS, SHOULD VOTE IN ELECTION (KNIGHT)
STUDENTS CHOOSE NOT TO CHOOSE (ED)
POLLS OPEN (REPPE)
SDSU VOTING BOOTH
LOWER TEEN MINIMUM WAGE (MCBREEN)
'''BLIZZARDS DENT CITY BUDGET (DURST-CORNEMANN)
WAGNER'S AD MISSES POINT (CHEEVER)
LEGISLATURE VIEWS FREE TUITION PRACTICAL
LAWS ON WASTE SITES MUST BE SET
WAGNER WANTS FACULTY RAISES
'"'6 FINALISTS APPROACH INTERVIEWS
^PRESIDENTIAL FINALISTS (MURPHY)
SEE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
NAMED HEAD OF HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY
WARNKE'S CHRISTIAN MESSAGE NON-CONVENTIONAL (ROSS)
BERRY OPPOSED TO GARRISON--WATER PROJECT TOO COSTLY
SD WATER RIGHTS LAWS PROTECT (BOETTCHER)
ANOTHER WATT GAFFE (ED)
DISMISSED FOR POOR PERSONALITY (STEIN)
'"WHERE WILL ALL THE WATER GO
SNOW BREAKS NOT IN SCHOOL POLICY (WEK)
'"'SOME SPRING BREAK
'"'FALL CAMPERS SHOULD PREPARE FOR FOUL WEATHER
SNOW HINDERS HOLIDAY TRAVEL (BORDEWYK)
WEBER NAMED ALL-AMERICAN (ERPENBACH)
WEBER UNHAPPY AT DIVISION II (ERPENBACH)
WECOTA HALL TO CONTINUE HOUSING (WEK)
BROOKINGS DIETERS TIP SCALES (MASHEK)
'"'WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
SEE ALSO HEALTH
WELLNESS INVOLVES AWARENESS
WELLNESS FAIR TO EMPHASIZE PREVENTION
'"'CONSERVANCY PROTECTS NATIVE HABITAT
NOTE OF TRADITION
GOVT POLICY THREATENS STATE WETLANDS (GIEBINK)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
WHEELER DOUG 840118 145
WIERSMA JOHN 830420 121
WILDLIFE 820929 231
821020 014
830323 171
830907 251
831214 105
WILLIAMSON WARREN 821020 311
WILSON MIKE 820929 055
WIND ENERGY
WINQUIST MARK 830420 151
WINSTON GEORGE 830209 064
WINTER 821208 143
821208 151
830119 091
WINZENBURG BOB 830413 191
WISEMAN ADELES 820929 131
WOMEN 821201 171
830223 081
830323 052
830330 Oil
830413 021
830413 053
830413 053
830413 055
830914 054
831005 Oil
831109 031
831214 043
840328 014
WOMEN-US 840411 071
WOMEN'S CENTER 820929 091
840222 071
WOOL 830413 141
WORK STUDY 820915 081
WORKMAN DAVID 840314 063
WOSTER JIM 820922 155
WRESTLING 821110 111
821201 201
821208 191
830126 181
830202 131
830209 161
830209 164
830216 151
830223 203
830302 141
830316 091
831109 131
831116 193
831130 181
831207 173
840118 191
840125 111
840201 111
840201 121
840208 141
840222 151
840229 101
840314 161
NOTATION
••'•TEMPO TOASTS
'••FAST WATER LAB DIRECTOR WILL STAY BUSY (BROWN)
GOAL OF STUDY IS TO HELP WILD TURKEYS
SDSU WILDLIFE PLACEMENT HIGH (ERPENBACH)
WINDBREAKS BENEFIT WILDLIFE
PIK PROGRAM FAILS TO PROVIDE (WAGNER)
'•'WILDLIFE HINDERED BY WEATHER (BOETTCHER)
WILLIAMSON HONORED
FEDERATION HAS DROPPED BEER ISSUE
SEE ENERGY WIND
WINQUIST WINS TITLE (ERPENBACH)
PIANIST PUTS NATURE TO MUSIC
INCREASED FOOD & SHELTER FOR WINTER
FORESIGHT CAN REDUCE WINTER DRIVING HAZARDS
COLLEGE TUBING GROUNDED
BASKETBALL IN LEARNING STAGES IN ENGLAND (MANGAN)
^AUTHOR FEELS ROOTS
WOMEN SEEK CAREERS IN AGRICULTURE (BROWN)
WOMEN SEEK INNER STRENGTH (MADER)
WOMEN ATHLETES CITE INEQUALITIES
WOMEN ATHLETES SAY THEY'RE TREATED UNFAIRLY
SCREW MEETING IS APRIL 14
DISCRIMINATION IN ATHLETICS (L)
WOMEN'S GROUP PRAISES ATHLETES (L)
READER QUESTIONS GROUP'S FACTS (L)
CONTEST WAS DEGRADING (L)
WOMEN NOT TREATED FAIRLY AT SDSU (WIEDERICH)
WOMEN BEGIN RESEARCH ON PROBLEMS (WIEDERICH)
'MOTHERING' TOUGHEST JOB ON EARTH
TITLE IX INVESTIGATION
WOMEN STILL TAKING HOME LESS (WEK)
WOMENS CENTER FURNISHES NEEDED SUPPORT
CENTER AIMS TO IMPROVE LIVES (MASHEK)
WOOL IMPORTS DECREASE PRICES (WAGNER)
'•'EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
'•'LOCAL PASTOR HEALS (MASHEK & MURPHY)
WOSTER AT A-Z CONCLAVE
'•'8 LETTERMEN RETURN FOR SDSU WRESTLERS (GIESE)
SDSU WRESTLERS FACE COMPETITION (SOGGE)
WRESTLERS FACE AUGIE TONIGHT
JACKS LOSE TO BALANCED ND SCHOOLS
WRESTLERS HAVE FOUR CHAMPS AT IOWA
COX TRIO HELPS WRESTLING TEAM
WRESTLERS LOSE TO AUGUSTANA, SW STATE U
'''JACKS SPLIT DUALS--NCC MEET NEXT
CORNEMAN FIRST AT 167
CORNEMANN RECEIVES ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
NCC ALL-AMERICANS INCLUDE CORNEMANN
JACKS OPEN SATURDAY (MOGEN)
WRESTLERS MAKE IMPRESSIVE DEBUT (REVELL)
GRAPPLERS WIN FIRST DUAL (MOGEN)
UNI OPEN OFFERS TOUGH TEST (HELLAND)
'•'JACKS HOST 2ND-RANKED BISON
HIGHLY RANKED CLUBS IN NCC DUAL (MOGEN)
JACKS HOST 6TH-RANKED AUGIE (HELLAND)
MCCULLOUGH ANXIOUS FOR REMATCH (GIESE)
'•'WRESTLERS IN GOOD SHAPE
'•'7 WRESTLERS QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL
CORNEMANN WINS NATIONAL TITLE (REINARDY)
WRESTLERS LOSE AT DIVISION I (ERPENBACH)
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SUBJECT
WRITERS
WRITING
YOUNG HALL
YOUNG NEIL
ZIVANOVIC JUDITH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
821020 141 WOMEN, FORMER TEACHERS FEATURED (DUBBELDE)
821103 101 ^WRITERS EXPRESS VARIED STYLES (GIESER)
821117 Oil *1970S WERE DEPARTURE (CUDMORE)
831019 031 GREAT PLAINS WRITERS' CONFERENCE (HARVEY)
830921 111 COURSE DEVELOPS WRITING, CREATIVITY (LOVITT)
840222 061 GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS TO LEARN (L)
831012 033 '"-STUDENTS ANGERED BY LOCKED DOORS (MADER)
830126 121 YOUNG MAKES TRANSITION
830223 061 *ZIVANOVIC COMBINES TEACHING, WRITING
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